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Chapter 1:
The Call of Duty

s

France, 1861
arah stood before the enormous double doors at the entrance of
her chateau. Copper bands with a classic patina wrapped around
the splintering wood. These barriers had withstood foreign sieges
for hundreds of years. So it was behind these mighty doors that Sarah
and Matthew raised their interracial family. There was unconditional
love behind these doors. Peace and safety were behind these doors so
why did her heart desire to stray to the turbulent lands of America? She
had no sense of obligation nor duty to a country that had brought her
nothing but pain. The only tug Sarah felt towards America was the
unshakeable feeling that she got lucky. She was lucky enough for a rich
white man to fall in love with her, lucky enough for him to disown his
parents, swear off his inheritance, and flee with her to France.
Sarah had worked hard to become one of the few women in the world
to achieve the title of Medical Doctor when most women weren’t
allowed an education or even a vote. She had worked hard to build a
successful practice and discover state of the art treatments through long
hours of research. But many in America were working themselves into
the grave without acknowledgment nor compensation. As a black person,
hard work rarely resulted in prosperity. Sarah got lucky and she carried
those who were not so blessed inside her heart every day. She placed her
palms on the rough wood of her doors bidding farewell to her haven. The
time had come to venture back to the land of her enslavement to liberate
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others.
Sarah’s stomach rolled with news of the worst kind. She hadn’t
found the words to tell Matthew that she would be taking part in the war
effort. Her husband wasn’t a misogynistic caveman. He fought for ladies
to have the right to vote, own property, and deny arranged marriages.
This put him at odds with other men who would never entertain such
appalling notions. Though Matthew was one of the few men who saw
women as so much more than devices for breeding sons, this didn’t stop
him from being extremely overprotective. Sarah knew this conversation
would not go well.
Candlelight flickered in the elegant corridors as she walked through
the castle. She dipped into her daughter’s room. Sarah made careful steps
over dolls, books, and teddy bears unable to believe that Alexandria was
seven already. She was receiving needlepoint lessons and learning to
play the violin. In just five short years Matthew would be expected to
host an extravagant ball and introduce her to society as an eligible lady.
Sarah couldn’t fathom thoughts of suitors and marriage. This was her
firstborn. She wanted Alexandria to remain a child for as long as
possible. Sarah gently stroked her daughter’s silky raven hair and kissed
her temple. Then she crossed the hall to her son’s room.
Sarah weaved quiet steps around a train set and alphabet blocks.
Timothy was five now, but when she closed her eyes she could still feel
him kicking inside her womb. Timothy had always been in a hurry to do
everything. He arrived weeks before his due date, walked at nine months,
and his first sentence was, “I can do it myself.” Alexandria was in no
hurry to grow up. She was Daddy’s girl but Timothy was born a little
man. Sarah gingerly brushed his soft wavy hair and kissed his cheek. She
knew that he would leave home early, and dreaded her inability to turn
back the hands of time.
After kissing her children goodnight, Sarah walked to her chamber
and rang for a servant to help her undress. A chipper maid with rosy
cheeks and sandy brown hair bounced into the room. Nina had been
serving the Colburn family for only three months but already proven
herself to be a wonderful addition to their household. She was a
meticulous cleaner, great with the children, and a joy to bring on
vacations. Nina began to peel off the layers of heavy fabric that
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composed her lady’s dress. Sarah held fast to a sturdy bedpost as Nina
yanked the laces of her corset loose.
Once she had swapped formal clothes for a sleeping gown Sarah sat
before the vanity mirror. She began to remove her makeup with a
steaming towel that Nina had brought with her. Now it was time for the
hard part. Sarah’s coarse, spongy, curls always proved a nightmare to
work with. Her hair had broken the teeth out of combs, a fact she often
joked about with Matthew. Nina was impressed by the way Sarah never
complained, no matter how hard her head was yanked. Nina ran a brush
over Sarah’s stubborn mane trying her best to tame it.
The maid offered, “There is a metal comb that is heated on the stove.
Many ladies of wealth and influence straighten their hair with it. I could
straighten yours so it won’t be so… big.”
Sarah giggled, “I appreciate your offer but Matthew likes my hair.
He recognizes and appreciates all beauty, not just the traditional
European view of what a woman should look like.”
“Begging your pardon, Madam. It was not my intention to offend.”
Nina was flustered. She needed this job and now she feared losing it.
“It’s quite alright,” Sarah assured the young maid and rose from the
bench of her vanity. “The more pressing matter is personal. Staff
members have informed me that a man came to visit you.”
Nina was mortified. “I’m so sorry, Madam. This will not happen
again.”
Sarah urged her to relax, “It’s alright. Whom you share your personal
time with is your business so long as he remains in your quarters and
away from my children.”
Nina could not help the snicker that escaped her, “I believe I can
manage that, Madam.”
“Have a nice evening.”
“Goodnight, Madam.” Nina scampered out the door.
Sarah jumped at the sound of a knock. It usually delighted her when
Matthew came to share her bed but tonight the sound of his knock put a
brick in her stomach. She had a dire confession to make. Her soul
wouldn’t feel right until she was honest with him. With a deep breath,
she opened the door. There Matthew stood with a happy grin and a
sparkle in his amber eyes. He was built tall and strong like all Colburn
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men. His gleaming black hair made the perfect frame for his handsome
face.
Matthew hadn’t closed the door behind him before he dropped a kiss
on her plump wet lips. This mounted into an embrace that captured her
breath and banished thoughts of the war to the back of her mind. Matthew
lifted Sarah by her soft round bottom and she wrapped her legs around
his back. He carried her to bed, leaving steamy kisses upon her neck and
shoulder every step of the way. It had been a daunting week at work. He
needed this. They both did but he stopped. Matthew rose from her chest
and sat back on his shins.
His large hands rested upon Sarah’s spread knees as he asked, “What
haven’t you told me?”
“How did you know?”
“You’re my wife, Sarah.”
It all came flooding out of her. The guilt of being one of the lucky
few allowed to reach her full potential. The sense of duty she felt to those
who were left behind. Matthew had endured enough horrors for one
lifetime but Sarah was determined to be a war nurse.
“I forbid it,” Matthew declared as they sat back on the pillows.
“Have you given a thought to our children?”
“They are the very reason I need to serve in the war,” Sarah
explained. “I still wake up with nightmares of them being kidnapped and
shipped to America as slaves.”
“I would never let that happen. I would defend them with my life.”
“Then allow me to do the same. If slavery ends, there’s no risk.”
“We are far away in France,” Matthew insisted. “They are safe here.
You are safe here.”
“My father was far away in Africa. He ended up a slave for twenty
years on your estate,” Sarah reminded him. “Free men have been taken
from all over the world and illegally sold in America. Distance alone will
not stop an abduction so long as Americans see us as a form of currency.”
Matthew shook his head no, “You can’t sail off to war
unaccompanied. The very soldiers you are trying to help will be the ones
to attack you. You do not know the animals men are.”
Sarah charged off the bed. She ripped off her gown and displayed
the lashes on her back. “I know better than anyone what kind of animals
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men are! Still, I cannot shake the feeling that the man I save could be the
one to win the war. It’s easy for you to refrain from getting involved.
You have never known the harsh bite of a whip. It slices to the bone. You
descend into hell. Just when you see the light the next swing strikes you.
Some plead for mercy. Others plead for death. I don’t recall what I
pleaded for. You will never know the smell of your flesh burning beneath
a red hot brand. You will never know the horror of walking among
lecherous brutes who feel entitled to violate your body in any manner
they choose. The degradation of being a human wastebin for their seed,
insults, and abuse. Your people are free but what of mine? The outcome
of this war will determine their fate.”
Matthew gently covered her exposed skin with a blanket, ashamed
of what his family had done to the woman he loved. “I do empathize with
your people and their plight. I was to inherit many slaves but do I own
any? No. If I believed this Abraham Lincoln would keep his word and
free your people, I would fight for him. The U.S. government has lied to
the red man so many times that I have no faith they will keep their word
to the black man. I will not fight in a never-ending war that changes
nothing. Nor can I let the woman I love, the mother of my children, risk
her life for a lie. The United States of America will never free your
people.”
There was no further sound but the crash of her heart breaking. Sarah
and Matthew were drowning in a sea of painful silence, fighting against
waves of sadness overtaking them. Matthew desperately sought out his
beloved in the storm. His pinky grazed hers. Like magnets, their hands
clasped together though Sarah could not bear to look upon him.
A tear trickled down her cheek as she stared at a sketch of President
Lincoln on the front page of a newspaper. “This is the face of an honest
man. He just needs a little help.”
Matthew passed his pocket watch to her, “Do you recall the night
you gave me this?”
“You own many watches. I can’t keep track of them all,” she
answered honestly.
“That’s true. I am a collector of watches because they are the
junction between engineering and art, where beauty meets functionality
but this one is my favorite.” He flipped it over in her hands to reveal an
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engraving:
“After all this time I’m still in love with you.”
Matthew wiped her tears and wrapped her in a loving embrace. “I
am far from a perfect man,” he admitted. “I get tunnel vision on
architectural projects and vanish into my office for weeks at a time. My
temper is rash and unyielding when those I love are threatened. There
are times I fall short of God’s grace and beg forgiveness but you love me
still ‘after all this time’. Hope is not a sin and I have no right to treat you
like it is. I pray this Lincoln turns out to be the hero you deserve. I will
not fight for him but I will fight for you until my dying breath.”
“I don’t want you going to war,” Sarah admitted. “I know it seems
hypocritical but there’s a difference between me serving in a union
hospital with very little risk to my safety and you charging the battlefield
with guns blazing, dodging enemy fire.”
Matthew stood firmly on the principles that won her heart. “If you
serve, I serve.”
Sarah cupped his cheek with a gentle hand. “Then I won’t go. You
are the very beat in my chest. I cannot live without my heart.”
Matthew could tell she was destroyed by the decision. He placed a
comforting arm around her shoulders. “I know how important this is to
you because it’s just as important to me. None of God’s children belong
in chains. There are other ways to aid the war effort. We can send money,
gunpowder, rifles, bandages, and food. You would be amazed how often
adequate supplies can change the outcome of a war.”
Her heavy heart began to float like an anvil transforming into
butterflies. “You would do this for me?”
“Of course.”
“It will cost you a fortune.”
“I don’t care.”
Sarah brought his hands to her lips and kissed them. “Then it’s
settled. We will remain in France and send aid to America.”
A quiet shuffling of feet and a distant squeak made the hairs on the
back of Matthew’s neck stand on end. It felt like spiders were crawling
under his skin as every instinct told him something was amiss.
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He rose from the bed. “I shall return shortly.”
Matthew rushed into the hall just in time to see Nina and some man
fleeing the property with the children. The fellow that the staff had
assumed was Nina’s lover was actually her brother and partner in crime.
These sinister siblings had been worming their way into the homes of
black children and selling them abroad as slaves.
The kids were confused and wailing as they were toted away like
luggage. How could someone who was practically family be doing such
a thing? Their world no longer made sense.
Matthew sprung into action. He punched through the glass of the
rifle case. He hadn’t time to unlock it. With a bleeding hand, he grabbed
a firearm and ran after the kidnappers. Matthew, in full pursuit, yelled
repeatedly for them to halt. When they continued to flee, he aimed and
fired on the man. The abductor fell to his knees, releasing Alexandria.
Nina rushed back for her brother, using Timothy as a hostage.
She held a knife to his tender young throat. “Release my brother or
I’ll kill this little bastard!”
Matthew struck her in the face with his rifle, giving her nose a nasty
sideways break. She hit the ground with an anguished cry and blood
flooding from her ruined face. By the time she regained her senses,
Matthew was already beating her brother to a pulp. Punching him to
death while Nina screamed in horror. She begged for mercy but nothing
ceased the brutal pummeling.
Sarah ran forward still in her nightgown. She cradled her son and
daughter against her, shielding the innocence of their eyes.
“STOP MATTHEW!” Sarah cried. “IT’S OVER!”
Matthew’s thumbs were planted on the kidnapper’s eyes, prepared
to dig into his sockets and pop them out of his skull. “Those who prey
on children don’t deserve sight. You don’t deserve life!”
Sarah dropped to her knees. She put her hands on top of Matthew’s
before he killed a man. Her tear-soaked face begged him to end his
rampage.
“It’s over,” Sarah wept.
Matthew fell back in exhaustion. His heart was pounding. Thoughts
were racing. His chest heaved with fear, fury, and every horrible emotion
a dad could feel. Their loyal staff ran out to apprehend the criminals,
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while others left to fetch the police. Matthew crawled across the cool
moist grass to embrace the children he’d nearly lost forever.
Slave boys were beaten, mutilated, and lynched for any perceived
slight. Slave girls were often raped before they got their first blood. Some
were whored out in brothels. His children were moments away from
suffering this fate and Matthew just couldn’t shake the horror. No one’s
children deserved this. Now Matthew knew what it felt like to be Sarah,
to know he had escaped a tragic fate because of pure dumb luck.
Matthew didn’t realize he was crying until Sarah wiped his tears and
whispered, “It’s over.”
“That’s not true,” he mournfully declared. “It will never be over
unless I answer the call of duty.”

Alexandria and Timothy remained in the capable care of family and
armed guards while their parents sailed to America to forge a brighter
future for them. For Matthew, it was like cutting open his chest and
leaving his heart behind. If he should fall on the battlefield would his son
and daughter ever understand why he left them? Sarah had similar
struggles with this separation but still felt it was the right thing to do.
Matthew and Sarah returned to Colburn Plantation until it was time
to report for duty. The vast property was a deserted husk of its former
glory. Once bustling with hundreds of slaves, now hosted Sarah and
Matthew alone. The enormous brick mansion with elegant marble pillars
still bore the scars of a fire that shook their world many years ago. They
took refuge in one of the slave cabins until the mansion could be restored.
Sarah grabbed a dusty spear and wandered out to the ring of fire. This
had once been a grassless circle of land surrounded by torches. The
slaves used to battle one another, spear against spear, in the spring
festival games. This was the only time of year they looked forward to.
If not for three torches jutting out of waist-length grass, Sarah
wouldn’t have been able to find the place. Sarah twirled, spun, and
lunged with her spear, amazed at what her body remembered that her
mind had long forgotten. Certain movements were now impossible to do
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because of the iron grip of her corset and the fine fabrics wrapped around
her. In some ways, becoming a society woman was as restrictive as being
a slave. None the less, she wielded this weapon with the heart of a
warrior, swiping, spinning, and leaping through the air.
A soft noise alerted her. She whipped around. The gleaming point of
her spear was at Matthew’s throat before her brain could correct the
error.
A stunned Matthew snicked, “There’s that warrior I fell in love
with.”
Sarah dropped the weapon at once, “I’m so sorry. I didn’t hear you
coming.”
“Apparently you did,” Matthew chuckled.
An embarrassed Sarah stammered, “Again… I apologize.”
“It’s quite alright,” Matthew assured her. “Your ferocity is the only
thing that eases my mind about leaving you unaccompanied.”
“We could work together at the hospital,” Sarah offered in a final
attempt to persuade him from his dangerous path.
“What would I be, a nurse? That’s your place. Though I deeply value
and respect the work that you do I must insist that my place is on a field
of battle. President Lincoln needs every able-bodied man with boots on
the ground to crush the southern rebellion. I implore you to join me in
celebrating what we have rather than dreading what’s to come.”
Sarah nodded understandably. She glanced over to see two horses
packed with supplies and a smile emerged on her face. Matthew helped
her onto the sturdy leather saddle before boarding his steed.
“Is this a bribe,” asked Sarah as she and Matthew took a romantic
horseback ride around the plantation they grew up on.
“I don’t know. Is it working?” Matthew replied with the undeniable
grin that melted away her anger every time.
Sarah swayed back and forth with each graceful step of her mare
gazing dreamily up at the heavens. Now that she wasn’t being worked to
death, she noticed how beautiful the vast property was: its sparkling lake
and expansive weeping willow trees, the lush emerald lawn that seemed
to go on forever.
“It isn’t fair that I can’t stay mad at you,” she grumbled. “You told
me you wouldn’t go to war. We agreed to send aid instead.”
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“That was before we nearly lost our children,” he reasoned with her.
“I’m doing this for us. If the Confederacy remains we will be looking
over our shoulders for the rest of our lives. This is who I am, Sarah.”
“My knight in arms,” she whispered with a gentle smile, enough to
bring out the dimples in her cheeks.
Matthew pulled back the reins of his horse and came to a stop. He
climbed off his stallion and walked over to Sarah. He took her by the
waist and helped her down.
“Do you remember this tree?” he questioned.
Sarah fondly recalled, “We would climb the branches in the wee
hour of the morning and you would read to me. Are we reading tonight?”
Matthew bit his bottom lip seductively and shook his head no. He
led Sarah by the hand beneath the large willow tree. Its hair-like branches
hung clear to the ground hiding them from the world. Spaces at the top
of the willow allowed starlight and moonbeams to shine upon them.
Matthew pulled Sarah against the bark, lifted her arms above her head,
and took her neck with his mouth. Soon her mouth was his possession
and her arms fell about his neck and shoulders, holding on tightly as their
tongues danced together. Sarah pushed off the tree and pushed Matthew
into it. Her hands quickly unfastened his belt, then his pants, and soon
she’d found him.
“Sarah,” Matthew called as she knelt before his erection, intent upon
committing an act a very brash girl who worked in her household had
told her about.
It was a naughty act that the girl swore drove men mad with desire.
Sarah opened her mouth just so and placed her soft wet tongue on the tip
of him while she stroked the base with her hand. She sucked and licked
the smooth skin of his desire taking him into her mouth inch by inch,
making him disappear and reappear before vanishing once again. As this
was a maiden voyage she could only hope she was doing it right. Soon
she was laid at ease as his jaw clenched between manly groans and he
gently held the back of her head in a silent plea for her not to stop. She
stroked him, suckled him, and drove him mad with yearning. His hand
gently brushed over her hair as she bobbed up and down on him.
Matthew withdrew from her mouth, knowing full well it would be
over soon if he allowed her to keep going. Unsure if his wife’s mouth
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was an appropriate place to spill his nectar, Matthew took Sarah by the
shoulders and pulled her off the hard ground. He eagerly pushed her back
against the willow. She smiled as he reached under her dress and slid
down her pantaloons. He grinned and placed sweet kisses on her thighs
as he did this. Then he rose once more as she stepped out of her
undergarments.
She opened her legs just a little, poised to take him in. He pulled up
her skirts, hoisted her upon his hips, and she moaned loudly as he thrust
himself inside. She fit him like a glove, a hot wet glove and Matthew
paused to breathe and distract himself so it wouldn’t soon end. His hands
gripping her soft ass, her legs intertwined with his, Matthew proceeded
to pound Sarah hungrily against the tree. He took her roughly, lustfully,
with a need she’d never seen before, grunting and grinding his pelvis into
hers. She gasped in shock and wanton pleasure. He wasn’t taking it easy
like usual. He was giving her every long hard inch of him to the point
she felt a subtle ache in her belly as he groaned, gripped her cheeks,
fucked with utter wanton desire.
“Am I being too rough,” he asked in a lusty breathless tone noticing
the shock on her face.
“No, be rougher,” she ordered and he obliged her.
Matthew hammered her until she was sore until she gripped his back
for dear life and cried out with desire and he knew that she was pleased.
With a few gasping thrusts he’d joined her in a whirlwind of love, lust,
and satisfaction. She gasped as he withdrew from her and set her back
on her feet which were unsteady after the manner he’d taken her in. He
braced her. Once she regained her balance he proceeded to set out their
picnic. Sarah enjoyed a glass of wine and finger foods.
Her body was still aching from their passionate coupling so she
smacked his hand when he roamed beneath her skirts.
Matthew laughed, “My intentions are innocent. I swear.”
He gave a devilish grin. Sarah watched with amusement as he
removed the chain from his beloved watch and latched it around her
thigh. She released a sultry exhale as he kissed the sensitive flesh.
Matthew smiled up at her. “I yearn to remain near these enchanting
thighs even while I’m gone.”
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Sarah rewarded him with a beautiful wind chime laugh. He drank a
glass of smooth red wine and then rested his head upon Sarah’s lap. He
closed his eyes while she gingerly ran her fingers through his tresses.
“I love you, Sarah Colburn,” he vowed without opening his eyes.
“And I love you, Matthew Colburn,” she confessed in a shaky voice
remembering what he would soon do. “Come back to me in one piece.
As I have already said, I cannot live without my heart.”
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Chapter 2:
A Nation Divided
Years later…
he heavy odor of gunpowder enveloped Captain Matthew
Colburn. Rifles fired. Cannons boomed in the distance. He stood
over a table in a tent the size of a small house. He planned the
cavalry’s strategy while waiting for his scouts to return with vital
information. There wasn’t much else he could do without their counsel.
Foolish leaders rushed into battles but Matthew wasn’t going to make
any precipitous moves that would get his men slaughtered. Casualties
were inevitable in a war but Matthew had done a fine job at keeping those
losses at a minimum. Several battles were won under his leadership. He
quickly rose through the ranks.
Matthew ventured into the foggy atmosphere beyond the cloth walls
of his tent. Groups of soldiers were gathered around small fires. The
smell of meat searing over an open flame combined with the odor of
gunpowder made the cool morning air smell like the Fourth of July. He
observed his men with the concern of a father. Many had barely started
to sprout beards. Some had never known a woman’s touch. The ones who
could read were enjoying a bit of literature, while others played cards
and joked amongst themselves. Matthew yearned for nothing more than
to bring all of them safely home, to see his country whole again, and
return to the loving arms of Sarah and their children.
The soldiers rose at the sight of Matthew and gave him a salute.
“At ease,” he assured, allowing them to enjoy peace and friendship
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for just a little while longer.
The smell of smoke put an uncomfortable twinge in Matthew’s gut
though he kept this well hidden from his men. It had been a decade since
the fire that had claimed the lives of his parents but the sight of flames
still drug up tragic memories.
Matthew’s scouts returned. He welcomed them into his war tent.
With their aid, he finished mapping out an assault so vital that it could
bring this terrible war to an end. The scouts were dismissed. They
prepared to return to their tents to recover from the arduous journey.
Matthew stopped one of them, “Lieutenant De la Vega, it’s been
brought to my attention that you are a Texan with more than three
hundred slaves. It’s rather strange that you would fight for the North.”
“Permission to speak freely?” De la Vega asked with soft traces of a
Spanish accent. It wasn’t the heavy accent accustomed to those who had
lived abroad but a gentle one likely passed from a parent to a child.
“Permission granted,” Matthew assured him.
De la Vega raised a skeptical eyebrow at him. “With all due respect,
Captain, one could say the same about you.”
Matthew admitted, “It’s true. I was a plantation heir but my slaves
were freed years before the war.”
De la Vega confessed, “I am the heir of old Spanish money. The
direct descendant of conquistadors and nobility. I am no friend of the
Negro, the savage, or any other lesser born. I own many slaves but that
doesn’t mean I can stand to see my country torn apart. Where is the honor
in that?”
“There is none,” Matthew agreed. “You know, for a reclusive
wealthy man you don’t seem very reclusive.”
De la Vega laughed. “What were you expecting, long brown nails,
scraggly hair, and a monocle?”
Matthew chuckled. “You should at least be twisting the corners of a
handlebar mustache with a sinister look in your eye.”
De la Vega confessed, “the love of my life was three months
pregnant when I lost her and the child. I shut out the world until the
moment my country needed me.”
“I’m sorry to hear that,” Matthew spoke sympathetically. “I was not
aware that you were a widower.”
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De la Vega nodded, “I appreciate your condolences, Captain.”
Matthew’s groomer, a tall strapping black fellow, asked permission
to enter. Even in a time of war, higher ranking men were expected to be
neat and stately.
“Permission granted,” Matthew called. “Two haircuts please.”
He paid the barber and instructed De la Vega to go first since he was
a guest of the tent, proof that even in deadly times good manners could
still exist. De la Vega sat on a stool. The barber popped a white cloth
from its neatly folded position and wrapped it around the lieutenant’s
neck. De la Vega instructed him on the desired result but the moment the
barber picked up the scissors the lieutenant became agitated.
“Is there a problem, Lieutenant?” asked the barber.
“Are you alright,” Matthew questioned in response to the nauseous
look on De la Vega’s face.
Matthew had witnessed certain tribes of African’s react this way to
a haircut. A lot of Indians became upset as well but he’d never seen this
reaction in a white man.
“Apologies, it’s just… she preferred my hair long. She used to twirl
her delicate fingers in it,” De la Vega confessed.
“You don’t have to explain yourself,” Matthew insisted. “This
haircut was a courtesy, not an order.”
“Time marches on,” De la Vega insisted. He gave the barber a nod,
“Carry on.”
Matthew confessed, “I can’t imagine what you’ve been through.
How does one get over such a tragic loss?”
“I’ll let you know if I ever do.”
After a quick snip, De la Vega rose feeling like a new man, “Thank
you, Captain.”
“You’re more than welcome.”
Matthew sat for a trim. He felt the prickly stubble on his face and
decided to get a shave too.
“Anything special, Captain?” asked the barber.
“Just the usual, Sir. Thank you.”
De la Vega stood in astonishment to hear such words spoken to a
black man: please, thank you, sir. Matthew dismissed the lieutenant
rather than explain why a fellow human being should be treated as such.
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The barber lathered up a disk of pleasant smelling soap. He spread it
about Matthew’s jaw, neck, and upper lip. The grooming was more than
just a mandatory task. It was a momentary escape. Behind every weapon
and uniform stood a man who yearned to return to what was left of his
life and Matthew had been forced to kill so many.
Before long Captain Colburn was groomed, dressed, and saddling
his horse. Matthew trotted back and forth on his steed, in front of his
company of soldiers. The uniformed troops stood neatly in formation,
prepared to fight for their country. His front to the masses his back to a
river, Captain Colburn delivered the orders.
An object darted past his face. Matthew spun to find an arrow
plunged into the gut of Lieutenant De la Vega.
“IT’S AN AMBUSH!!!” Matthew launched his men into battle.
Indian warriors sprung out of the marshy river at Matthew’s back.
They fired a storm of arrows. There was no telling how long they had
withstood the cold of that water, breathing through reeds, waiting for the
right moment to strike. Union troops returned fire. Men fell on both
sides. The river became red like a biblical plague.
Men charged out of a shadowy forest dressed in Confederate
uniforms. Matthew fired two pistols at a time. Every bullet met its mark
but there were just too many gray coats. He heard the crackle of a cannon
but it was too late. The deafening blast drowned out the screams of the
dying. A burst of light flashed in front of him. Intense heat followed,
scorching his flesh.
His warhorse exploded into bloody chunks. Matthew flew through
the air. He collided with the ground. To his left lie De la Vega clinging
to life despite the arrow protruding from his abdomen. The sky was
erupting with muzzle flair and explosions as feet scurried around them.
Before Matthew could ask how De la Vega could have missed this
ambush the scout was already apologizing for his part in the betrayal.
“He took my sister,” De la Vega explained as he trembled in agony.
“My parents are dead. I’m all she has. I had no choice.”
“Who got to you, the Confederacy?” Matthew asked as he bore the
pain and clung to consciousness. “Who took your sister?”
De la Vega answered feebly, “Montresor… the Negro you allowed
to scrape your throat with a blade.”
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Matthew murmured in horrifying shock, “You weren’t nervous
about the haircut. You were terrified of him.”
“He said I enslaved him but you were the one who stole his life.”
“Are you certain it wasn’t you who wronged him? I never met him
before the war.”
“Well he knew you,” De la Vega warned as tears seeped from his
eyes. “He didn’t do this to hurt the Union. He’s trying to hurt you.”
Matthew shook the lieutenant as he saw him slipping out of
consciousness. “We must stop this man! You have to help me stop him!”
De la Vega’s words began to wind down to a slur, “I betrayed the
greatest nation in the world. Allow me to die. I deserve it.”
“We can fix this but you have to fight,” Matthew insisted.
De la Vega had no reply. Matthew could only hope that his silence
was not a testament to death. Matthew didn’t know why Montresor
would seek such horrible revenge, or why he would turn on the very army
that was fighting for his freedom.
Unwilling to surrender to death, a badly injured Matthew fired shots
from his lying position. If he was leaving this world he was going to take
some gray coat bastards with him. And if he was fated to survive this
battle he would find this Montresor and put an end to him.
“Colburn is a captain. Respect the uniform and take him alive,”
ordered a Confederate Indian named Black Wolf.
The white soldier disobeyed the higher ranking Indian and charged
Matthew with a bayonet. Matthew squeezed the triggers of his pistols but
the hollow clicks professed that he was out of ammunition. This soldier
was going to run him through. Black Wolf fired on the rogue
Confederate, who dropped the bayonet at once.
The white soldier gripped his bleeding arm. “You shot me you stupid
injun!”
“You disobeyed my orders,” Sergeant Black Wolf spoke wearily. “I
said to take him alive.”
“You’ll answer for this, filthy red savage!” The disgruntled
Confederate reached for his sidearm.
Black Wolf’s next bullet flew straight between his angry blue eyes.
The dead rebel fell straight back. Black Wolf spun the pistol back into
the holster on his hip. He stepped over the body and made his way to
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Matthew. Armies on both sides of the Mason Dixon were racially
segregated, but rare operations forced different cultures to work together.
This was always a nightmare for Sergeant Black Wolf because white
soldiers had a nasty habit of disobeying the orders of red officers.
Black Wolf kneeled next to Matthew and gave an oddly genteel
apology before punching him out.
Matthew didn’t remember much of the journey. His trauma caused
him to swim in and out of consciousness. There were choppy memories
of a train ride but not much else. He was shaken awake as his cart rolled
to an abrupt stop. His ears filled with the sound of thousands of rambling
voices. At that moment he recalled the ambush and the monster who
engineered it. The pain of Matthew’s injuries was enough to bring tears
to his eyes. Adrenaline had dulled the pain in the heat of battle but now
he felt everything. He bit down on his lip to choke back a scream.
Thoughts of Montresor caused Matthew’s blood to boil with rage.
Why would a black man betray Union soldiers?
The world no longer made sense. Matthew sluggishly turned his
head from side to side, trying to recognize his surroundings. He read a
sign on the wall of the fort and the hairs on the back of his neck stood on
end. Sergeant Black Wolf had taken Matthew and the Union prisoners to
hell on earth. Camp Sumter, known by most as the Andersonville death
camp, was a pit of suffering and horror from which there was no escape...

Emaciated soldiers with protruding ribs and sunken eyes trudged
about the war prison. Some had been captive for so long that the clothes
were rotting off their bodies. A miasma of urine and decaying flesh hung
about the stream that served as their only water source. Andersonville
was a festering ulcer of misery and despair.
Matthew’s ears were still ringing from the explosion. He remained
sensitive to loud noises and bright light but the rest of him had healed.
Though it was barely November, the usually sunny state of Georgia had
received a freak snowstorm. Matthew’s body shivered so hard it felt as
if his bones would break, an innate effort to prevent freezing to death.
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The chatter of his teeth was loud enough to deafen the commotion of the
overcrowded prison. There were no buildings to shield captives from the
bitter cold, just tents staked into the mud, which consisted of more feces
than soil at this point.
He ran fingers through his overgrown beard. The amount of hair told
him it had been at least a fortnight since his regiment was ambushed,
captured, and detained. His lips were sore and cracked, with blood frozen
on dead skin. A feeble breath escaped him, steaming the chilly night air.
Upon that breath floated a single word, “Sarah.”
He whispered her name with an irrational hope that she could feel
his longing, and that she was gazing at the same half-moon and black
sky speckled with stars. He envisioned her piercing eyes and coarse
black curls, the way she illuminated a room when she smiled. There were
nights that he could almost make out her face among the stars.
Matthew pulled out his journal and added an entry. If he was destined
to die in this terrible place he would expose it to the world and see those
responsible punished.
Dear Journal,
If hell went by another name it would be Andersonville.
Of all the horrors of war I’ve witnessed, this is the most
barbaric. I’ve seen men tortured, starved, and executed
without trial. Poor sanitation and few provisions make the
mortality rate even higher. There are armed sentries posted
in pigeon roosts along the perimeter of the fort. They gun
down anyone who crosses the deadline, which is marked by a
waist-high fence. This keeps prisoners away from the walls of
the stockade, thus making an escape nearly impossible. My
comrades and friends have been slaughtered for merely
reaching over the deadline for a scrap of fallen food.
The men are infested with lice and smell of filth. They look
like walking skeletons. These ghastly conditions are not
surprising. The lifeblood of the southern economy is slavery.
To run a plantation, one must exhibit total indifference to
human suffering. This sadistic slave-driving mentality makes
Andersonville possible.
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A Confederate guard named Champ Ferguson hurled a
bucket of rotten vegetables and chicken bones into the crowd.
A brawl erupted among the prisoners. They were desperate to
crack open the bones and suck out the marrow if that meant
another day of survival. I didn’t leap into the fray. I hadn’t
been imprisoned long enough to kill my comrades over scraps
too lowly for a dog. But I was forced to contemplate my own
breaking point. How much of this savagery can I endure?
While others shed blood to attain what passed for food in
this hellhole, I couldn’t help but throw surreptitious glances
at Champ Ferguson, a former guerrilla fighter for the
Confederacy. Champ was rumored to have murdered a sheriff
in cold blood before the war between north and south ever
began. There were whispers that Champ attacked a Union
hospital and slaughtered the infirmed as they slept, shooting
and bayonetting injured men who could not defend
themselves. Not to mention numerous accounts of Champ and
his clan of rebels murdering civilians who sympathized with
the north without care of age, infirmity, or sex. I initially
dismissed these claims, with the assumption that soldiers on
both sides of the Mason-Dixon were reluctant pawns in a
larger game. I desperately searched for humanity in my enemy
who sought to destroy this great nation through division and
turmoil. As the days turn to weeks, I’ve witnessed no
humanity. There are moments when I’m not sure if they have
souls…
Matthew closed the journal and tucked it into his pocket. His fingers
had gone numb from the cold. He could no longer maintain his grasp on
the pencil. Matthew glanced up to find Champ Ferguson with a bucket
of slop. It was feeding time again. As Champ watched the Union
prisoners tearing each other apart, a smile emerged for a moment and
then vanished behind a stony countenance.
Matthew was sickened by such depravity, but not surprised by it.
Most men were horrified and repulsed by war but a rare few discovered
that a killer is who they were all along. He’d heard tales of a pack of
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raiders who were robbing, terrorizing, and sometimes murdering their
fellow prisoners. All six of these monsters were hanged months before
Matthew arrived but he couldn’t help but wonder if this terrible place
made them what they were or merely drew back the curtains to reveal
who they were.
Matthew quietly slipped a piece of dried meat from his pocket and
tore at it with his teeth. Sarah had packed him a satchel of dried meat in
case of an emergency. It was tough and unpleasant but it had sustained
him. Now he was consuming his last morsel of food. Soon he would be
reduced to squabbling for moldy scraps like the others.
Matthew winced at the distant screams of comrades who were being
interrogated. The soldier in him longed to save them but a half-cocked
rescue effort would cause even greater loss of life. Any escape plan
Matthew created was doomed to be sabotaged unless he could find
Montresor and crush him beneath the heel of his boot. A prison break
was impossible without knowing who to trust.
Matthew made his way over to the infirmary, which was little more
than a few cots beneath a large tent. He waited until the Confederate
corpsman left and then ducked in unseen. He had been watching the
rotations of the corpsmen for days, lying in wait until the right moment.
Matthew was relieved that rumors of De la Vega surviving turned out to
be true. It was imperative that Matthew speak with him but he wasn’t
sure how much help the infirmed prisoner could provide. De la Vega was
resting fitfully on a cot, fighting a losing battle for his life. The medical
tent was a few degrees warmer than it was outside. Matthew began to
thaw. Sensation returned to his fingers. It felt like a thousand stabbing
needles but at least he could move them. He opened and closed his fists
to make the blood circulate as he approached De la Vega.
Matthew didn’t have much time so he got straight to the point, “It’s
no coincidence that you were the first one struck down in the ambush
even though you cooperated with the enemy. You know something that
could expose Montresor and he tried to kill you to ensure your silence.”
“I know nothing, Captain,” De la Vega spoke in a raspy voice. “He’s
just some slave I used to own.”
“There has to be something.”
“I wish I could remember.”
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“Think!” Matthew whisper-yelled. “You owe your loyal comrades
that much. The smallest detail could mean our survival. This lunatic still
has your sister. Stop feeling sorry for yourself and think!”
“Slaves came and went on my plantation but I do remember the way
he was treated by my father. It wasn’t right,” De la Vega admitted.
“Was he born Montresor or did you know him by another name?”
asked Matthew.
“Claudius Jameson,” De la Vega clarified. “We called him C.J.”
“Strange that a Spanish master would name his slave Claudius
Jameson,” Matthew admitted. “Why not Carlos or Cortez?”
“His previous master named him that,” De la Vega explained. “My
father didn’t feel it was worth the hassle to change the slave’s name so
we called him C.J.”
Matthew confessed, “my father dealt in slaves too. A negro as fit as
that barber would have been prime stock for labor and breeding. The fact
that he was an expert with a razor blade would have only added to his
value. Why would your father pay a fortune for a slave just to treat him
inhumanely?”
“Because he didn’t pay a fortune,” De la Vega confessed. “C.J. cost
us pennies.”
Matthew’s face became a landscape of confusion. “Was the slave ill
or injured when the sale took place? Even if he was, why not wait until
he recovered to fetch a better price? Why were they in such a hurry to
get rid of him?”
“Isn’t it obvious?” De la Vega snarled. “They got rid of C.J. because
they knew he was a lunatic.”
“No one is born a lunatic,” Matthew insisted. “Why did they truly
get rid of him?”
De la Vega admitted, “the previous master, I can’t recall his name,
had an unruly and promiscuous daughter. He caught the girl spying on
the slave while he was bathing. The concerned father couldn’t be sure if
this was lust or just pubescent curiosity, but he certainly wasn’t going to
risk his precious daughter becoming impregnated by a slave. To avoid a
potential scandal, he sold C.J. fast and cheap.”
“What happened after your family took possession?”
“I cannot say for the sake of my sister’s honor.”
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“Your sister’s life is more important than her honor,” Matthew
urged. “I swear what you tell me will never leave this tent.”
De la Vega drew in a breath so deep that he flinched in pain from his
abdominal injury. “My sister became pregnant out of wedlock and…”
Matthew already knew what happened because these injustices
occurred all the time. “She lied on the nearest slave to protect her lover.”
De la Vega nodded regretfully, “my father was out of his mind with
rage, screaming obscenities, and loading his firearm. My sister claimed
she was raped by a slave. It was a desperate mistake made by a naïve
girl. C.J. became the prime suspect because of the reasons his last owner
sold him. He was beaten to within an inch of his life and one of his
testicles was chopped off while he screamed in agony. I had hoped the
poor bastard would lose consciousness from the pain so he wouldn’t
endure much suffering but he remained alert the entire time. Once C.J.
could walk again my father took him to Missouri, hurled him at the feet
of his former owner, and demanded his money back.”
Matthew was repulsed and angry but he couldn’t change the past.
All he could do was fight for a better future for all people. “What
happened to this man was unforgivable, but I fail to see what any of it
has to do with me.”
“He claims what you did was far worse than the suffering he endured
at the hands of my father.” De la Vega cast a suspicious gaze upon him.
Matthew was befuddled. “What could be worse than nearly lashing
a man to death and mutilating his genitals?”
“I don’t know,” De la Vega admitted, “but I would suggest you
figure it out. You owe your loyal comrades that much.”
Matthew rose from his bedside, pocketing all the medicine he could
get his hands on. He was no doctor but perhaps one of the Union
corpsmen could use these supplies to save the prisoners who were being
neglected. Andersonville medics only treated certain ranks. They cared
not if the others suffered and died. Men that Matthew called comrade
and friend perished by the thousands.
He assured De la Vega, “The Confederate corpsman is soon to
return. I must go for now but I’ll return tomorrow. We’ll figure this out
and escape this nightmare.”
Matthew made a stealthy exit. The winter air struck him like a punch
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in the face. It wrapped him like a cloak of death. He was freezing. He
slipped the supplies to the first medical man he saw in Union blue.
“Will this help?” asked Matthew.
“I’ll do all I can with it. Thank you, Captain,” the medic graciously
replied.
A passerby, in a tattered blue uniform, stepped on Matthew’s foot
and stammered an apology, “so sorry, Captain Colburn”.
Matthew tried to assure the fellow that it was alright, but the words
were diced up by chattering teeth. Matthew didn’t feel the incident
anyhow. The icy bite of winter had rendered his extremities without
sensation. He refused to look at his feet for fear that his toes had
blackened and died from frostbite.
A beam of moonlight shined on Matthew’s boot. The sight stole his
breath and not in a good way. A jester’s head was stamped on the leather
in the very spot the soldier had stepped.
Matthew shoved through the crowd in pursuit of Montresor who
likewise quickened his pace. Matthew weaved a staggered line through
Union prisoners in a desperate hunt. Matthew was gaining on him. He
was closing the distance.
Matthew called after him, “how have I wronged you! Only a mad
man would condemn an entire regiment to get revenge on one person! I
implore you to take your revenge! Take it now!”
Montresor didn’t speak. He hustled away as fast as he could.
Matthew reached out to grab him, question him, and kill him for this
betrayal. A club struck Matthew’s head before he could wrap his hands
around Montresor’s throat. The sudden jolt of pain made the world spin.
Before Matthew could process what was happening, he was clapped in
irons and carried away.
The time of interrogation was upon him. He was being taken to the
dark tower. Those who entered the dreary stone dwelling were never
seen again. Blood trickled from Matthew’s head wound, his vision
blurred, and the world descended into darkness…
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Chapter 3:
Liberty & Justice for All

S

arah tied an apron over her dress and adjusted a white cap atop
her head. Her gown swept gracefully over the ground as she
walked through the bustling hospital. It was full of injured
soldiers hobbling around: amputees and bullet wounds. The smell of
fresh blood and old vomit assaulted her nostrils. The boys in blue had
suffered many casualties.
She sighed with a shake of her head. I can’t believe I volunteered for
the horrors of war as if I had not witnessed enough horrors on the
plantation. There are moments I want to run home screaming but I don’t
because they need us. They fight for us. They are our salvation and it’s
only fair that someone fight for them.
Much had changed since her days of bondage. In France, she bore
the title of doctor. She’d been well educated with state of the art medical
training. Even her manner of speech had changed. She kept her vast
knowledge a secret in the presence of soldiers because the only thing that
threatened them more than a bullet was an educated woman, especially
one of color.
Sarah pulled back the curtain of her next patient. “I’m Nurse Sarah.
I’m here to help.”
He managed an introduction despite the intense pain, “Lieutenant
Patrick O’Malley.”
His copper hair was matted to his forehead with perspiration. The
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soldier was shirtless and she could tell from the unnatural dip in his
shoulder that it was badly dislocated.
“Please wait just a moment,” he pleaded with an Irish accent.
“Of course, Sir whenever you’re ready.”
He took a long swig of whiskey, before folding his belt and sinking
his teeth into the leather. He nodded to her and she went to work resetting
the injury. With a grinding noise and a series of nauseating pops and
cracks, the bones rolled back into place.
“You’re a wee angel,” he heaved between breaths. “I feel better
already.”
Sarah fashioned a sling around his arm and tied it about his neck.
She informed him with a smile, “Just wait until the adrenaline wears
off. You’ll be cursing me tomorrow.” She passed him a tincture and took
away his whisky. “Take a spoonful of medicine every six hours.”
“Bloody hell! What the devil are you doing lass!” He protested like
a baby who had lost his bottle.
“It’s dangerous to take them both,” she explained.
“Good whiskey is hard to come by during a war,” he reasoned with
her.
Sarah shook her head, “There is no point in surviving a battle just to
die from overconsumption. You can’t mix medicinal remedies and
alcohol.”
She could see the fire-haired Lieutenant weighing the options in his
mind.
“I can think of worse ways to go.” The charming rascal grinned. “I’ll
take my chances.”
Sarah stormed off with his liquor. Soldiers were so hardheaded. She
felt like she was running a nursery rather than a hospital.
Sarah’s next patient proved no less stubborn. This young man
refused to undress so that she could treat his injuries. She could only
assume that he was being modest because of a love disease or an
undescended testicle.
Sarah promised, “Whatever you have to hide I can assure you I’ve
seen it before.”
“I’m fine! Leave me be!” yelled the surly young man.
“Your commanding officer said you’ve been spiking fevers and
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fainting,” said Sarah. “There’s probably an old wound that turned septic.
It could be a tiny scratch you wouldn’t even notice but I must search you
from head to toe. Left untreated this wound will poison your blood and
kill you.”
“Doctors are bound to secrecy. Does that apply to nurses?” asked the
soldier.
Sarah nodded, “Yes Sir.”
The soldier disrobed revealing the fact that he was not a he at all.
Sarah said nothing. She went straight to work cutting away the cloth that
the girl had bound her breasts with. The smell of putrid flesh assaulted
Sarah’s nostrils. Proof that she was in the right area. Sarah found a
shrapnel injury alongside the girl’s left breast. It had never healed
correctly and for obvious reasons, this soldier had declined to report it to
the corpsman. Sarah put a numbing agent on the wound before picking
out bits of rusty metal with a pair of tweezers. She would have to remove
some of the infected flesh, apply antiseptics, and stitch the wound closed.
The girl was shocked by Sarah’s lack of response. “You’re not
saying anything.”
Without looking up from her task Sarah muttered the words, “As I
have previously stated I’ve seen it all before.”
“You mean there are more of us?” the girl inquired unable to hide
her excitement.
“Yep,” Sarah admitted. “Men are not the only patriots. We all serve
this nation in one way or another.”
The girl flinched in pain as Sarah started removing the fowl smelling
flesh. Sarah applied more medicine reducing the sharp ache to a dull
twinge.
Sarah respectfully addressed the patient, “If no one else says it I just
want to thank you for your service.”
“And thank you for yours,” the lady soldier replied. “I’m Thelma, by
the way.”
“It’s been an honor. I’m Sarah Colburn.”
Before long Sarah had the patient stitched, wrapped, and resting so
that she could heal and fight another day.
Two troops rushed in with a new arrival on a stretcher. Sarah helped
transfer him to a cot and quickly washed her hands. His comrades yelled
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at her for wasting time on such nonsense as sterilizing tools and
handwashing. Other doctors didn’t bother with it but Sarah was trained
differently. The thought of carrying disease from one patient to another
on your hands was preposterous to them, but Sarah’s patients were
surviving while theirs were dropping like flies. It wasn’t long before the
corpsmen started copying her techniques.
“Am… I… going to die, Nurse?” stammered a shivering boy not
older than seventeen.
You’re not going to die,” she vowed while removing supplies from
her bag.
“What’s your name soldier?” Sarah asked, determined to keep him
talking, conscious, and among the living.
“Dennis,” he replied as she examined the wound in his shoulder.
“Do you have a lady, Mr. Dennis,” Sarah enquired.
“No ma’am. Never had any luck there,” he admitted shyly.
“Well, you’ll have to beat them away from you now. Women like
scars,” Sarah assured the boy.
A smile crept over his quivering lips as she ran a magnet over his
chest and arm. At last, she found the bullet, or a fraction of it anyway.
She smiled down at him and gave him a wooden handle to bite down on.
Other nurses and doctors offered surgical patients lead bullets to bite.
Yet another difference between Sarah and her colleagues. She prepared
to clamp the bullet and wrestle it out of his surrounding muscle.
Removing the shell would be excruciating. As a mother, she felt the
urge to hold his hand but knew this wasn’t possible. The pain could make
him bear down and break her fingers, rendering her useless to save him
or anyone else.
“Are you ready Mr. Dennis,” she asked and he nodded.
A tortured squeal escaped him as she clamped onto the bullet. Sarah
operated successfully and bandaged him up. Dennis was going to make
it. She could feel her chest swell with relief.
Having finished her rounds, Sarah washed his blood from her arms
and carried on with other duties. She cleaned every surface and mopped
the floors. They were low on bandages so she sat at a table ripping fresh
ones from clean white linens.
“Colburn!” yelled a white corpsman who outranked her.
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She rose from her task and addressed him respectfully, “Yes Sir.”
He reluctantly explained their predicament, “Bad weather has
delayed our shipment of medicine. It could be week’s end before
supplies arrive. I heard that plantation nurses are taught to mix
medication from ingredients found in nature. Were you trained in such a
manner?”
She nodded, “Yes Sir.”
“Allow the other nurses to fetch water, rip bandages, and scrub
bedpans,” he ordered. “I need you to be an apothecary and a surgeon.”
Sarah didn’t like leaving the dirty jobs for the other nurses. She
preferred to pull her weight but she couldn’t disobey an order. Plus he
was right. She was of more use to them in the capacity he stated.
Before Sarah could leave to do his bidding, a white nurse stormed
forward in outrage. She had blood red ringlets for hair and her fists were
balled angrily on her hips.
The scarlet haired woman, named Charlotte, yelled at the corpsman,
“Cleaning is a job for a Negress!”
“You forget your place woman!” shouted the corpsman. “Cleaning
is a job for whoever I assign to do it.”
The furious redhead remained undaunted. “I’m not an advocate of
slavery. I’m from Boston and all our Niggers are paid, but there’s a huge
difference between compensating a colored girl for her labor and making
her my superior. Why should I be mopping vomit while a Negress
performs surgeries like a medical professional?”
“Because Sarah is the best surgeon I’ve ever seen,” he replied.
Charlotte crossed her arms over her chest in protest. She raised a
strawberry eyebrow at him, “You don’t believe I could be a talented
surgeon?”
“You’re not even a talented nurse,” he admitted. “Your stitches are
shoddy and your dressings are too tight. A wound needs blood flow to
heal. It’s a waste of my time when I have to scurry behind you
rewrapping half the wounds you treat!”
Charlotte’s jaw dropped in shock. Tears formed in her hazel eyes to
be cut down so brutally and cast aside for a lowly Negro.
Sarah had never been one to interrupt a conversation between white
folks, especially when one of them was a higher ranking soldier but
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men’s lives depended on them so she tried to help.
Sarah cast her gaze to the ground and respectfully addressed a
woman who had shown her no respect at all, “Begging your pardon,
Miss. If you desire to be a surgeon I can show you how.”
Charlotte leaned forward and growled, “I would rather scrub 1,000
bedpans than suffer the indignity of being a monkey’s apprentice.”
The scarlet haired vixen stormed off to perform the menial tasks
she’d been ordered to do. Sarah was left with tears in her eyes and a
painful lump in her throat.
The corpsman placed a comforting hand on Sarah’s shoulder, “It’s
unfortunate that others are unable to see that we’re on the same side, but
I cannot risk the lives of my comrades just to appease the egos of high
minded nurses. I need my best surgeon on the floor.”
“Thank you, Sir.” Sarah wiped the tears from her cheeks and tied a
shawl about her shoulders. She grabbed a basket of empty vials and left
to collect supplies.
Sarah had been born a slave but she and Matthew escaped to France.
She had grown accustomed to the occasional ignorance of others, but not
blatant hatred like this. Most days she wished she had never returned to
America, but if this war was her people’s only shot at freedom her soul
wouldn’t feel right unless she helped. There was also the fact that
America was her place of birth. She yearned to see it become great, not
torn in half by the Confederacy. Though Sarah would never admit this to
another living soul, she was as bound by civic duty as Matthew.
Sarah’s mother, born of slavery, had taught her to keep her head
down and never make waves. Sarah’s father, born of African royalty, had
taught her to be the change she wanted to see in the world. This war,
however horrendous, was too great a cause to turn her back on.
She braved the icy wind and ventured into the forest just beyond the
hospital. There weren’t many ingredients she could gather in winter.
Most plants were dead or covered in snow but she would make as many
remedies as she could. She collected tree bark, plant roots, and petrified
mushrooms. Once dried, she would use her mortar and pestle to grind
them into a fine powder.
Matthew’s watch chain pinched Sarah’s thigh a little when she sat at
the table. She didn’t remove it because the occasional discomfort was a
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reminder that he was out there loving her, missing her, and fighting for
her. That soft pinch flooded her mind with steamy images of the last time
they indulged in marital bliss. A smile emerged on her face as she carried
on with her duties.
Sarah was awake for most of the night mixing remedies in a
makeshift lab. She put on goggles and a pair of leather gloves for the
dangerous task of making soap. The plantation nurse she had apprenticed
under taught her that cleanliness was the most important factor for
patient recovery. Soap was as important as medicine, which is why it was
the first thing Sarah learned how to do.
As she burned the midnight oil, her cup of tea barely took the edge
off her exhaustion. She glanced up to find Charlotte holding a steaming
mug of coffee.
“I get passionate about things,” Charlotte snapped as she offered
Sarah the cup. “I swear I didn’t poison it.”
Charlotte was about to taste the coffee as proof when Sarah stopped
her.
“Trust has to begin somewhere,” Sarah kindly accepted the hot cup,
“Much appreciated, Miss Charlotte.”
Sarah knew this sad attempt at humility was the closest thing to an
apology she would ever receive from Charlotte, but stabbing someone in
the back six inches and pulling the knife out three inches would never
allow a wound to heal. Charlotte had called Sarah an animal in front of
her patients, challenged her authority, and called into question her
abilities as a medical professional. It could be a long time before any of
those patient’s trusted Sarah’s judgment. A mug of coffee wasn’t going
to fix that but it was a step in the right direction.
The curious visitor reached for a container. “What’s this?”
“Don’t touch that!” Sarah warned and carefully retrieved the
container. “Begging your pardon, Miss. This container is full of lye. It’s
dangerous to handle lye without gloves. It’s caustic.”
Charlotte’s eyebrows furrowed in confusion. “What’s that mean?”
Sarah’s stomach clenched at the revelation that she’d revealed more
about her education than she had planned to. She recovered quickly.
“Caustic just means that it will burn you something awful like the devil
reached out of hell and grabbed your hand.”
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Charlotte might have been spoiled, entitled, and lazy, but she was no
fool. Charlotte no longer believed Sarah’s poor uneducated persona, but
she never voiced her suspicions because she needed Sarah’s help.
“It seems I have much to learn,” Charlotte confessed. “I’m nineteen,
an old maid. If not for my service in the war I would have been forced
into whatever marriage my father found most beneficial.”
“Sorry to hear that,” Sarah shook her head.
Charlotte’s plight was dreadful but not unique. Women of all colors
were bought, sold, and traded by men who claimed to have their best
interests at heart. Women weren’t treated like intelligent beings capable
of making complex decisions for themselves.
Charlotte admitted, “Once the war ends this will still be my fate
unless I become self-sufficient. Frontier medicine women are becoming
the most revered ladies to strike society. They live independently and go
wherever their work takes them. They get by on their own wages.
They’re not beholden to any man. I desire freedom.”
Sarah nodded understandably, “I’d start training tonight but there’s
a lot of hazardous stuff on this table. Can we start tomorrow with safer
tasks?”
“Absolutely,” said Charlotte, “I’m not trying to look a gift horse in
the mouth but after my earlier display why on earth would you agree?”
“Because I believe there’s a difference between a nice person and a
polite person,” Sarah explained. “If you were only looking for wages you
could’ve been a seamstress or a governess, but you want to save lives.
You could have just as easily been a confederate nurse but you didn’t
because you’re opposed to slavery and because you’re supporting the
men in your family who are likely fighting for the north due to y’all being
from Boston. You want to save people and our country. That’s a
genuinely nice person. On the flip side, there are plenty of polite men
who would smile in my face, pat me on the head, and tell me everything
I want to hear. Then those same polite gentlemen would vote to lock me
in shackles and keep me in bondage. I learned long ago to never trust a
polite person.”
Charlotte laughed at the crude honesty of this peculiar black woman
who pretended to be less educated than she truly was. Sarah had a spark
that refused to flicker out no matter how much the wind howled at it. She
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remained unbroken.
“Goodnight Nurse Colburn,” Charlotte spoke with a sleepy yawn.
Sarah nodded with a yawn of her own, “Goodnight, Miss Charlotte.”
The coffee did wonders. Sarah was revitalized. She carried on with
the hope of seeing her kids again, embracing her husband again, and
helping this country become one nation, under God, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for ALL…

The other ladies were sound asleep when Sarah returned to the
nurse’s quarters. It was a single room with a row of beds. There was no
space, no privacy, just a spot to rest between shifts. Sarah carried a
lantern. Its soft glow guided her path without waking her fellow nurses.
The sight of a bright object on her nightstand gave her pause. It was
a colorful jester doll with a note pinned to it. The dangly bells on its hat
jingled when she picked it up. She smiled at the knowledge that mail had
arrived that afternoon. My dear Matthew, you always know when I need
a laugh.
Literacy was still illegal for colored people in most territories but
everyone was asleep. Sarah didn’t have to pretend she couldn’t read. She
set the doll aside for long enough to strip down to her shift. She climbed
into bed and pulled the letter off the jester. Her eyebrows furrowed with
confusion at the unfamiliar penmanship. The smile left Sarah’s face as
she read it:
I must not only punish but punish with impunity.
-Montresor
Before Sarah could make sense of the threat or fathom who had sent
it, an arm launched from beneath her bed. A strong hand held a
chloroformed handkerchief over her mouth and nose. She thrashed about
violently, swinging her fists. She clawed at the arm until her fingernails
were bloody, but nothing relinquished his grip. He didn’t feel pain. A life
of suffering had numbed him.
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The pungent chemical took over her airways. Her swings became
sluggish. Her vision swam in and out of focus before fading into
darkness.
The fiend, known as Montresor, caressed her face as she lay at his
mercy. Damn Matthew for making me destroy something so beautiful.
The assailant folded Sarah’s limp arms and legs. Then he tucked her
helpless body into the trunk at the end of her bed without concern of
waking the other nurses. He had drugged their dinner. The blast of a
cannon wouldn’t have woken them.
Montresor carried the heavy trunk down the corridor and slipped out
the back door unseen. Within minutes he had loaded Sarah into a covered
wagon. He flashed phony documents at the guard tower and vanished
without a trace…
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Chapter 4:
Andersonville Death Camp

S

arah felt like she was trapped within the pages of a dark fairytale
or lost in a nightmare. She was shrouded in darkness, surrounded
by stone walls glistening with dew and spiderwebs. The floor felt
cold and moist beneath her bare feet. She pulled her knees up to her chest
and tucked her feet into her skirt. A heavy iron door posed a barrier to
her freedom. Its barred window let in a small amount of light. It was just
enough to see her cellmate, a woman of European descent. Sarah could
tell she had been beautiful once but prolonged imprisonment had taken
much of her loveliness.
“He didn’t rape me,” murmured the bedraggled woman who reeked
to high heaven.
This poor soul had been captive long enough to lose her faculties.
Sarah gave her hand a comforting squeeze. “It’s a blessing that he
didn’t defile you. You’ll see that when we escape.”
The woman waved her bony arms in the air, raving in a Spanish
accent, “Don’t you see that this is happening because he didn’t rape me!”
Sarah had yet to make sense of her ramblings. “You’re not to blame
for this. Our abductor is mad. Sometimes men go mad and it’s no one’s
fault.”
The prison stunk of filth. The damp mold aggravated Sarah’s
airways. She erupted in a coughing fit that seemed to go on forever.
Sarah came out of it with an aching chest and difficulty breathing. The
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optimist in her yearned to brush it off as no more than a cough, but the
doctor in her was positive she had pneumonia. Sarah would die if she
didn’t escape soon.
“May I?” Sarah wheezed as she admired the locket dangling from
her cellmate’s neck.
The woman stared into space with an eerie silence like she was no
longer in the same world.
Sarah shifted the locket from side to side. A glimmer of light
reflected on an engraving: Marisol De la Vega. “Is that your name,
Marisol?”
The woman neither spoke nor moved. She remained a prisoner of
her mind. Sarah popped open the charm. There was a young picture of
the lady on one side and a handsome fellow on the other.
“Is this your husband, Marisol?”
The statue finally moved to shake her head no and utter the word,
“brother.”
“Is he a good brother?”
Marisol nodded with tears in her eyes.
“Then he won’t rest until he’s brought you home,” Sarah declared.
“We’re going to die,” Marisol crowed.
“No, we won’t,” Sarah vowed. “My Matthew will come for us.”

Just miles away at the Andersonville death camp, Matthew gagged,
coughed, and hollered himself awake when an icy bucket of water
splashed him in the face. He stood limply in the dreary torture cell,
stripped naked to the waist, with his aching arms chained over his head.
Matthew’s ankles were shackled to the floor. His confederate captors
made certain to restrain him in the center of the room, so they could hurt
him from every angle. It felt like his overextended shoulders were
dislocating.
Cold water ran down Matthew’s face and stung his chestnut eyes. It
streamed from his hair, biting into the open lashes on his back. He
struggled to see through bruised swollen eyes. He was surrounded by
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goons in gray military uniforms.
“I want the man who betrayed me,” Matthew demanded between
rasping breaths. “Who is Montresor?”
The wall of gray coats parted like the Red Sea. Their captain
emerged, a raven-haired native of Switzerland named Heinrich Wirz.
Captain Wirz weaved a staggered line between chains that dangle from
the stone ceiling. He used his left arm to sweep the shackles from his
path like the branches of a willow tree. His right arm remained stiff at
his side, due to a wound he’d received in the Battle of Seven Pines. Nerve
damage rendered it useless, the muscles atrophied, and his arm shrank to
the size of a ten-year-old boy’s; the hand upon it was permanently frozen
in an unsightly red fist.
Though Wirz considered himself a true southerner, his words still
resonated with a foreign accent. An amused smile emerged from beneath
his thick black mustache and beard at the sheer nerve of this Yankee.
“Mr. Colburn,” Wirz spoke in a tone dripping with disdain. He refused
to acknowledge Matthew as a soldier or address him by rank. “What
about your predicament makes you believe you’re in a position to ask
questions?”
“I figure we can speak like gentlemen, one captain to another,”
Matthew offered with a smoothness that should have been impossible for
a tortured prisoner.
Wirz laughed. “Were we gentlemen when we were trying to kill one
another at the Battle of Seven Pines?”
Matthew’s eyes fell to Wirz’s disabled arm. “Apologies.”
Wirz turned a furious shade of crimson. His teeth clenched and his
jaw muscles twitched, but he recovered smoothly.
Wirz turned to his comrades. “Here stands a man who knows his way
around a nigger. Matthew’s father owned so many, I would have sworn
Colburn Jr. would be fighting for us.” The confederate soldiers chuckled
with amusement and Wirz turned back to Matthew. “How does a
southern aristocrat like yourself go from inheriting a plantation to
fighting for the blue coat bastards that want to take your property?”
Matthew smirked. “It seems you know a great deal about me, while
I know so little about you.”
Wirz confessed, “It’s important to know one’s enemy, Mr. Colburn.”
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Matthew was already tired of the banter, sick of the war, and just
plain fed up with it all. “Release my men and give up your foolish pursuit
to destroy our nation.”
“Why should I cave to the demands of someone who’s not in a
position to be making any?”
“Because the condition of your prison is appalling. When you
inevitably lose this war the powers that be will demand justice for the
thousands who have suffered and died here. You will be tried, convicted,
and executed for war crimes.”
“Unless I betray my men,” Captain Wirz interjected.
“We are all your men,” Matthew swore vehemently, “one country,
one cause! Even if by some miracle you escape the noose you will be left
to weep over the cinders of your beloved Georgia. General Sherman will
find out how inhumanly his troops were treated and he will march clear
to the sea leaving carnage in his wake. If you love the state of Georgia I
implore you to release the prisoners and save your home.”
“Sherman wouldn’t have the nerve to torch the great state of
Georgia,” Wirz snarled.
Matthew warned him, “I know that you have requested food and
medical supplies and have been ignored by your superiors countless
times. You’re not a monster but the fact remains that you are running a
death camp. There will be consequences. Let us go. I will inform General
Grant and President Lincoln that you were key to the liberation of 30,000
union soldiers. You’ll be a hero.”
“I am a hero!”
“You are a traitor!”
“Perhaps,” Wirz admitted, “but there are worse things.”
Matthew shook his head, “Please tell me what could be lower than a
man who claims to love his country and then spits on its flag and raises
arms against his people?”
“You, Mr. Colburn, you and all you stand for pose a threat to the
liberty of Godfearing white men.” Wirz signaled his men to leave and
they filed out obediently. He had information on Matthew that would
have soldiers on both sides of the Mason Dixon ready to lynch him. Wirz
could not allow this… at least not yet. Once he was certain no one was
listening, Wirz leaned forward and whispered the treacherous secret.
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“Was your Nigger whore a youthful indiscretion that you replaced with
a proper wife or are you still dragging the bitch around on a leash?”
Matthew lunged at Wirz as far as the chains would allow, wishing
for just one free hand to throttle him with. “Are you still dragging around
your dead arm?”
That comment earned Matthew a swift and painful blow to the jaw.
He spat out a bit of blood, relieved that his teeth weren’t knocked out.
Wirz growled, “It’s a part of me.”
“As is my Sarah,” Matthew declared.
Wirz shook the pain from his good hand. “We’ve all bed a few
darkies. There’s no crime in that. When adolescent hormones strike, we
can’t sully a white man’s daughter.”
“Then what makes any of you superior to me?” Matthew snapped.
“Your crime was treating her as an equal, you simpleminded fool!
That sort of nonsense has our Niggers rising against us, revolting, and
raising hell!” Wirz whistled for his soldiers.
There was a clamber of hurrying boots. They burst through the door,
led by Champ Ferguson.
Wirz commanded, “Extract information by any means necessary.”
The grim-faced confederates encircled Matthew. The same chilling
smile emerged on Champ’s face. Matthew could not be certain he would
survive the torture so he escaped their brutality in the only manner he
could, by remembering the woman he lived for, fought for, and was soon
to die for.
When Champ realized that this interrogation was going nowhere he
grabbed a fist full of Matthew’s hair, yanked his head back, and raised a
blade to his throat.
“Dead soldiers don’t talk,” Sgt. Black Wolf interrupted the
unsanctioned execution.
“Neither do live ones apparently,” Champ replied without formally
addressing the higher ranking Indian.
It was odd to see so crisp a military uniform curtained by waistlength hair, but Black Wolf refused to chop his raven mane and conform
like so many others. His skin bore the majestic hue of a sunrise and he
would not be made to feel ashamed of it. He was a seasoned warrior and
a fine officer. If that wasn’t good enough for the Confederacy, they could
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fight their own damn war without the aid of Black Wolf and his men.
“I’ll take it from here,” Black Wolf dismissed Champ and the others.
He untethered the prisoner. A weakened Matthew collapsed like a
house of cards. Black Wolf drug him over to a pile of coarse wool
blankets in the corner. For both their safety, Black Wolf chained one of
Matthew’s wrists to the nearest wall. A hysterical Matthew fought to get
away from him.
“I was a medicine man. I’m here to treat you, Captain Colburn,”
Black Wolf swore.
This was the first time anyone in a gray uniform had addressed
Matthew respectfully and appropriately. Black Wolf started removing
supplies from his bag of salves, pain remedies, and other medications
that he’d obtained from nature.
When Matthew flinched away Black Wolf assured him, “I am not
one of them. My people care nothing about the trivial gripes of southern
whites. We care even less about their unworthy cause. I joined the
Confederacy for one reason only, because a nation divided is bound to
collapse. It would not be in the best interest of my people for these United
States to prosper until you stretch from coast to coast.”
“And what of the best interest of your people who are enslaved and
indentured, working alongside the black man?” asked Matthew. “Red
slaves are uncommon but they do exist. If the South wins do you believe
they will ever let your people go?”
“Probably not,” Black Wolf sadly confessed, “which is why there
are just as many red men fighting for the North. Sometimes there’s no
right answer.”
“On that, we agree.” Matthew allowed him to start treatment.
He flinched in pain every time Black Wolf touched him. The familiar
scent of the homemade salve made Matthew realize it was Black Wolf
who had kept him alive after the ambush.
Matthew gave him an appreciative nod, “Thank you, Sergeant... I’m
sorry, I didn’t get your name.”
“Jacob Black Wolf,” he replied without looking up from his task.
“You must give them something or they will kill you.”
“I am but one life compared to the thousands who will perish if I
break. I would sooner lose my head than offer the Confederacy the
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knowledge within it,” Matthew vowed.
“A spirited refusal. I expected nothing less,” Black Wolf admitted
with an amused expression. “You don’t see that too often.”
“Unfettered stupidity and a general lack of self-preservation?”
“Honor, Captain Colburn,” Black Wolf grinned. “You are one of few
pale faces with honor.”
Now Matthew was amused, “I’m afraid to ask but what’s been your
experience with the white man.”
“Cowardice, deception, and above all else hypocrisy,” Black Wolf
spoke blatantly. “Your founding fathers demanded freedom and
independence from the British while murdering the red man in droves
and enslaving the black man. Your southern statesmen do nothing but
complain about their rights while trampling the rights of others. They
would sooner tear down their nation brick by brick than compensate the
black man for his work. I have never had the displeasure of being allied
with a more ridiculous army… but here we are.”
Matthew confessed, “I pity the impoverished southerners who were
drafted into a war, not of their choosing and forced to die defending the
rights of rich hypocrites to enslave, rape, and murder with impunity. But
I yearn not to see my country torn down brick by brick and renamed The
Divided States of America.”
“That’s if you have any states left, or any people left. You are
destroying yourselves,” Black Wolf shrugged without care. “If the
Confederacy is willing to cut off its nose to spite its face please don’t
blame my people for offering scalpels.”
Matthew might have been furious if not for the fact that every word
Black Wolf spoke stung with undeniable truth. George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, and many other hypocrites did own slaves while
demanding freedom and independence for themselves. The
southernmost half of the country would sooner draft poor white men to
suffer horrible deaths than compensate any black man for his labor.
Black Wolf sighed, “As a boy I was sent to live among your kind, to
learn your language and customs in order to one day serve as an envoy,
a bridge between two cultures.”
“But you returned to your people, I’m assuming. Why?” asked
Matthew.
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“It became clear to me that the pale faces did not want a bridge to
my people. All they desired was to conquer us,” Black Wolf explained.
“I implore you to cooperate, Captain. I don’t want to see the only
honorable white man die.”
“If you want cooperation, throw some my way,” Matthew stated. “I
know I was betrayed and I know his name is not Montresor.”
“Perhaps Montresor isn’t a name, but a symbol,” Black Wolf
offered. “He never asked for money. All he asked is that I take you alive
and grant him this conversation.”
Black Wolf put two fingers in his mouth and whistled sharply.
Matthew strained to see through bruised swollen eyes as a blurry figure
entered the room. Even with hampered vision, Matthew could tell it was
his barber. He could smell the unmistakable scent of homemade shaving
balm. Black Wolf patted down Montresor to make sure he didn’t have
weapons to harm the prisoner.
Montresor assured him, “I shaved this bastard a thousand times and
never once opened his throat with my razor. Why would I beg you to
take him alive and treat his battle wounds just to end him here? Death is
too good for him.”
Black Wolf left them alone, knowing the prisoner would be safe.
Montresor wasn’t done punishing him. Matthew was practically erupting
with anger but now was not the time for a fight. If Matthew had not been
so badly beaten and malnourished he would have launched himself at
Montresor but acting rashly was how he got locked in the torture tower,
to begin with. Matthew would not be making the same mistake twice.
One of Matthew’s wrists was tethered to the wall but Montresor knew
better than to underestimate his opponent.
The barber sat a safe distance away from Matthew before saying,
“One day soon you will die in this putrid cesspool but it doesn’t have to
be your wife’s fate.”
“What did you just say!” Matthew snapped.
Montresor spoke calmly, “I have Sarah.”
“You’re lying.”
“Gorgeous black woman, brilliant mind, likes to wear jewelry on her
thighs.”
Matthew lunged at him. His free hand clawed the air just inches from
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the barber’s throat.
Montresor swore, “I will toss her to those Confederate hounds to be
defiled and beaten until she begs for death!”
Matthew fought the chains that bound him. “I’ll kill you if you harm
a hair on her head!”
Montresor smirked, “Ah there’s that Colburn temper I’ve heard so
much about.”
Matthew forced his heaving breaths to steady. This was a battle of
wills and wits, not brawn. The only way Sarah would remain alive was
to outsmart this psychopath.
Matthew replied, “You just said that you ‘heard about’ my temper. I
was right in assuming we never met before the war.”
“Impressive,” Montresor admitted. “I suppose you’re as smart they
say.”
“Who is ‘they’ and what is your grievance with me?” Matthew
questioned.
“If you’re as brilliant as you’re rumored to be you’ll figure it out.
You have until first morning’s light to acknowledge the wrong done to
me before I bring these love-starved rebels a new plaything.”
“Please don’t hurt my wife. I will figure out what happened to you
and make it right.”
“That won’t save you,” Montresor warned.
“All that matters is saving Sarah,” Matthew declared. “You and I
never met before the war so this terrible wrong must have happened to
someone you love. My slave-owning family hurt a host of innocents. If
you need to carve your pound of flesh from me then so be it! But I am
pleading with you not to harm an innocent woman because I gave her
my name.
“How dare you shirk responsibility for this! My loved one was not a
victim of your kinsmen! She was a victim of you!”
“So this is a female person,” Matthew gathered. “When did I
allegedly harm her?”
“You destroyed my life in 1850.”
“Was she a slave or paid labor? A dark girl or a yellow girl?”
“Telling you would be playing fair and I’m not playing anymore,”
Montresor growled. “You will remember her because she deserves to be
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remembered. You have until dawn to say her name or your beloved Sarah
will suffer and die.”
Matthew stared him down in this perilous duel. “You referred to this
woman as your loved one, not the woman you loved.”
“Is there a difference?”
“The first description implies familial love, the latter refers to
romantic love. You lost a mother, sister, or daughter.”
“She could be alive.”
“If she was, you would be in a rush, stretching me on a rack if that’s
what it took to wring her location from me. You are relaxed. Taking your
time with my torment because you have nothing to lose. Your family
member is long gone, but the agony of that loss remains, and you have
chosen to spread that misery,” Matthew snarled like a ferocious beast.
“Bravo, there’s that brilliant mind I was warned about,” Montresor
smirked.
“Warned by whom exactly?”
“As I mentioned before, telling you would be playing fair. The clock
is ticking, Colburn.” Montresor tossed a familiar watch chain in
Matthew’s lap and left with a triumphant swagger.
It was a cruel reminder of what was at stake. Matthew could still
smell Sarah’s sweet jasmine scent on the golden links. A perfume that
once brought him joy now sickened him with thoughts of her in danger,
nightmares of what that monster may have already done to her.
Matthew was an abolitionist, a Union Captain, and a proud advocate
of women’s rights. The only woman he had ever harmed was a kidnapper
with a knife to his son’s throat, but this crazy man believed that Matthew
was a destroyer of women. This delusion was endangering not just Sarah
but America as a whole.
Sarah was Matthew’s whole world, his breaking point. Torturing her
would force him to disclose vital information. The Confederacy would
gain a crucial advantage and the nation would be destroyed. Matthew
searched the recesses of his mind in a desperate attempt to save his wife
and his country...
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Chapter 5:
A Marriage of the Shadows
Years ago…
atthew thought life couldn’t get sweeter as he sat upon a lowlying branch of a willow tree reading to his beloved. His back
rested against the trunk with her back cradled against his
chest. A blanket draped them and kept them warm in the wee hours of
the morning. His words resonated with such passion that Sarah found
herself on adventures in foreign lands and dressed like a princess in a
castle of old. His tales swept her away from the hardship of being a slave
on his father’s plantation.
Matthew’s love gave her hope and freedom she never knew. He was
a white plantation heir and she wasn’t even considered human. His
parents were already pushing a marriage between him and a wealthy
cousin. This arrangement had been made before he ever sought light
from his mother’s womb, but Matthew refused to wed a woman he
loathed while forcing the woman he loved to be his mistress. He and
Sarah snuck off in the dead of night and recited vows of love, loyalty,
and marriage before a priest. Though their union did not make a
difference in the eyes of the law it meant everything to them.
He snuggled her close with the pleasant hum of his voice in her ear.
His arms felt like the safest place on earth, though Sarah knew that as
long as they loved one another they would never be safe. A lantern served
as their beacon of light as he continued to read a poem about a bird.

M
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“Prophet!” said I, “thing of evil! Prophet still, if bird or devil!
By that heaven that bends above us, by that God we both adore,
tell this soul with sorrow laden if, within the distant Aidenn,
it shall clasp a sainted maiden whom the angels name Lenore.
Clasp a rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore.”
Quoth the raven, “Nevermore.”
Breaking dawn filtered light through the branches of their hiding
place. With it came the whistle of morning birds and the scurrying of
squirrels. Matthew’s very soul descended into strife at the thought of
leaving her. Theirs was a marriage of the shadows. The golden light of
morning was chasing those shadows away, soon to expose their profound
but dangerous love to the world. A sense of woe consumed Sarah as she
felt him stirring behind her.
“Please finish,” she implored him.
“I can’t, my dear. The bell will be ringing soon and slaves will start
pouring from their homes. We mustn’t be seen.”
She sighed in agreement, knowing how right he was. He hated
disappointing her.
He fought over his options, bathed in the scattered beams of light
within the willow. “There are only two stanzas left. We can finish this
poem if you will do me the honor of reading a bit of it.”
Sarah pulled her arms from beneath the warm blanket to accept the
book. She was nervous to read in front of him. Not only was this against
the law, he had just begun teaching her. She wanted to look ravishing in
his eyes, not like a buffoon stumbling over words. She mustered her
courage and read the next stanza.
“Be that word our sign of parting, bird or fiend!” I shrieked,
upstarting.
“Get thee back into the tempest and the night’s Plutonian shore!
Leave no black plume as a token of that lie thy soul hath spoken!
Leave my loneliness unbroken! Quit the bust above my door!
Take thy beak from out my heart and take thy form from off my door!”
Quoth the raven, “Nevermore.”
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Matthew glowed with pride for his wife. He had to help her with
very few words, even though he started teaching her to read just a short
time ago. Sarah had proven herself a quick study as well as proving
Matthew correct in his belief that a person of any color is only as limited
as their opportunities.
She passed the book to him so that he could finish the last stanza. It
became evident that he never needed it. He knew the words by heart. He
had chosen to point at each word as he read to help her learn. But the last
stanza he recited from memory while placing soft kisses on the sides of
her face, the back of her neck, the sensitive flesh of her earlobe, and
everywhere that he could reach. She closed her eyes, delighting in his
affection and the sound of his voice.
And the raven, never flitting, still is sitting, still is sitting
On the pallid bust of Pallas just above my chamber door;
And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon’s that is dreaming,
And the lamplight o’re him streaming throws his shadow on the floor;
And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the floor
Shall be lifted nevermore.
Matthew blew out the lantern’s flame and tucked it in a hole in the
tree. Sarah placed a beautiful bookmark between the pages. It was made
from a raven’s feather and Indian beads.
“This bookmark is lovely,” Sarah commented.
“Came with the book,” said Matthew. “Gifts from an Indian man I
helped out once.”
Matthew rolled up the blanket and tucked it into his knapsack along
with the book. He tossed his bag to the ground and prepared to follow.
They would be back whenever they could steal a moment.
“Why read something so sad,” Sarah asked. “That poor man driven
mad by the loss of his wife. He was begging a bird for answers.”
Matthew carefully spun his forbidden bride and pulled her onto his
lap. He explained his reasoning for tonight’s melancholy literature,
“Sarah Marie Colburn, I love you in more than a carnal sense. I love you
so much that it hurts, and I needed you to see what would happen to me
if I ever lost you. I would be a vacant shell of a man, shattered in mind
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and spirit, begging a bird for answers.”
Her eyes teared up at his tender words as well as the revelation that
she loved him the same and would be destroyed if she ever lost him.
Sarah pulled Matthew into a kiss that captured his breath, caressing the
smooth hair at the nape of his neck. His large hands moved up and down
her back as their lips and tongues engaged in the erotic battle for
supremacy. Sarah could feel his passion stirring beneath her and she
grinned against his lips.
“We are in a tree woman,” Matthew cautioned her with a smile. “Is
love truly worth the risk to your neck?”
“Ya always pose a risk to my neck, Matthew Colburn, and yes, yo
love is worth it.” She reached between them.
A pleasurable gasp slipped from his lips as she freed his aching
manhood. He impatiently rustled beneath her skirts in search of
undergarments to rip off. Matthew was pleasantly surprised when he
found none. His hands met the smooth skin of a supple round bottom.
He clutched both cheeks with his fingertips. His tower throbbed in
response, begging to invade the tropical climate between her thighs.
Matthew covered her neck in steamy kisses that made her moan with
delight.
He ripped out the laces of her bodice, baring soft bronze breasts that
heaved toward his face with every excited breath. Matthew claimed one
with his talented mouth and the other with his hand, kneading the supple
tissue as she squirmed with delight. He gently ran his fingers along her
inner thigh until arriving at his destination. His mouth reclaimed hers in
a tantalizing embrace as his fingertips caressed her delicate folds. Her
whimpers of ecstasy were trapped within his kiss as wetness pooled
between her legs. Matthew could no longer restrain himself.
He wrapped a strong arm around her back and lifted her just enough
to sheath himself in her warmth. A pleasant hum rang from their lips as
they joined, rocking in harmony. Sarah rode the swing of his hips, raining
pleasure on him. She sank her teeth into the salty flesh of his neck and
he cried out with desire, thrusting upward to meet her. The danger of
love at this elevation further fueled their passions. She gripped the
branches at her sides allowing Matthew to take of her as he wished. He
stroked deeper and deeper into her hot wet core. Sarah used to shy away
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from the pain but now she welcomed it. She accepted all of his love,
slipping her tongue into his mouth to spur him on. A muffled groan
escaped him and he drummed even harder.
She finished with a gentle whisper of his name. His nectar flowed
into her, bathing the soft walls of her interior. They rested in a tender
embrace, satisfied and tingling all over, trying to collect their breath and
their wits. Sarah reluctantly disengaged. Matthew shivered with delight
as the cool air hit his moistened member. He yearned to warm himself
by plunging back into her but he knew they didn’t have time. Sarah
reluctantly covered her breasts. They were still tingling from his kisses.
She desired more of him but accepted the fact that they were out of time.
Though incredibly aroused, Matthew dutifully warned, “You must
wear pantaloons.”
Sarah smirked, “Why bother? These reading lessons always end the
same way.”
“My father’s overseers are disgusting hounds,” Matthew cautioned
her.
“I could wear ten pairs of undergarments and that won’t deter a
hound,” she sadly admitted.
Matthew had never felt so helpless. A man should be able to protect
his wife but he couldn’t watch her all the time.
His face turned red with anger, “Have they put their hands on you?
Tell me who. I will castrate him.”
“No one violated me yet,” Sarah swore. “I’ll run first.”
“And I’ll run with you,” Matthew vowed and placed his forehead
against hers.
She could tell he was still deeply troubled by the harsh realities of
their world. Sarah gave his ear kisses and nibbles until his spirit calmed.
There was a question burning inside of Matthew that he never had
the nerve to ask until now, “When that blacksmith, Abraham, asked for
your hand in marriage he had the money to purchase your freedom right
then.”
Sarah rolled her eyes and huffed at the memory. “Abraham was a
philandering snake.”
“Even still, you could’ve had a legal marriage that didn’t pose a
constant risk to your life. You could have had freedom already. You must
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have been tempted. I thought I was going to lose you,” Matthew
admitted.
Sarah confessed, “Abraham was handsome, a skilled laborer, and
given enough time I might have influenced him to become a good man.
With time I could have learned to live with him.”
“So why didn’t you?”
“Though I am a slave, I have always been a princess to my father.
Papa taught me that it’s wrong to marry a man I can live with. I had to
marry a man I couldn’t live without.”
Matthew swept her into a kiss that made them dizzy with happiness,
only broken by the ring of the slave bell. She swung down with her hands
clutching the tree limb. Matthew did the same. They dangled together
facing one another. Both dreading the moment their feet would hit the
soft grass because that meant goodbye. So in the air with rough bark
bearing into their hands he stole one last forbidden kiss.
They released the branch and fell to the ground, descending into the
life that kept their marriage in the shadows. Matthew grabbed his sack
and ran to the mansion. Sarah smiled as his magnificent silhouette faded
into the rising sun.
Matthew journeyed to the mansion to spruce himself up. The maids
had already filled the claw-footed tub in his extravagant quarters. With a
quick wash and a close shave, he was ready to face the day.
“Damn it,” he mumbled under his breath at the sight of his cousin,
Francesca in the corridor.
She was a gorgeous French girl with silken blond locks and eyes like
sparkling diamonds but every time she opened her mouth there was an
insult or a command. That’s when she wasn’t blatantly causing conflict.
Matthew couldn’t understand why he was the only one capable of seeing
the horrible beast behind the beautiful façade.
Francesca informed him, “I need fabric for a new dress. I’m taking
the carriage.”
“No you’re not,” Matthew declared. “You have a hundred dresses
already. You can purchase fabric tomorrow. I need building materials for
the new infirmary. If I don’t purchase supplies as soon as the market
opens my whole day will fall behind. It isn’t fair that the slaves and I
work until the middle of the night just because you want silk.”
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Francesca crossed her arms over her chest. “The hours you work are
not my concern. My priority is looking fabulous for the town social.”
“Can we compromise and travel together?” he offered. “There’s a
tailor not far from the market.”
She was aghast at the prospect of buying local fabric. “I swear you
country folks have heads as empty as your wallets. I can’t risk buying
the same silks as others attending the social. I must shop abroad.”
“Then you must do it tomorrow.”
Matthew put his foot down, something he rarely did with her because
his parents always took her side and punished him. Right now, he didn’t
care about the repercussions. He was sick of Francesca getting her way
at the expense of everyone else. She never cared about who was
inconvenienced or hurt as long as she got all she wanted. He was tired of
her ordering him around like her personal servant and treating him like
he was less than a man. Matthew’s parents were wealthy by American
standards but their assets didn’t even compare to that of European
nobility, like Francesca. Even still, was this a license to treat others the
way she did?
Francesca was utterly stunned at his refusal to budge on the matter.
“You are a selfish, inconsiderate, pig.”
“And you are a pompous, imbittered, shrew,” Matthew shot back.
He happily left her and hustled upstairs to the office of his adopted
brother. Emanuel had been adrift for quite some time and Matthew
sought to reel him in before that Colburn temper got the best of him. He
seemed fine to the rest of the world but Matthew could see there was a
powder keg beneath those charming smiles and polite words. Emanuel’s
door was already open. He casually waved Matthew inside. There was a
globe, a telescope, shelves of books, and a sturdy desk. It smelled of
sandalwood.
Matthew closed the door behind him and plopped down in a chair.
The first thing he noticed was a silver tray. It was littered with muffin
crumbs, orange peels, and a glass of half-finished milk. This was a sign
Emanuel had taken breakfast in his office… again.
Emanuel offered, “What can I do for you, young Master Colburn?”
Matthew cringed and shook off a chill, “Must you call me that? It
feels strange for you to call me that.”
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Emanuel shrugged, “That is our reality.”
Matthew sternly vowed, “No it isn’t. Our reality is that you’ve been
distancing yourself since you found out you were born of an octoroon
slave woman. The reality is that you were sired by my uncle. This makes
you family but you left your room in the mansion and moved into your
mother’s slave shack. It’s rare for you to even share a meal with us as of
late.”
“I fled to the shack because I never got to know her,” Emanuel
confessed. “It’s amazing how much you can miss someone you never
met. She killed herself because of me. My father had forced himself on
her and she couldn’t bear the sight of me.”
Matthew shook his head, “I won’t pretend to understand the identity
crisis you are suffering through but I implore you to move back into the
big house where you belong.”
“Among the slaves is where I belong. I feel like Moses.”
“Moses found out that he was not among family! You are!”
“Your parents aren’t pressing the matter! Why are you!”
Matthew scoffed at the notion, “My father is an emotional cripple
who remains oblivious to the feelings of others. You convinced him you
were alright. My mother is an ostrich who prefers to shove her head in a
hole or fall into a bottle of booze rather than admit there’s a problem.
But I am neither. You were perfectly content to be my brother when you
believed my parents’ lies about an adoption. How could finding out we
share blood have driven us apart? Show me the logic in that.”
Emanuel’s blue eyes welled up. “Most days I haven’t a clue who I
am.”
“You are Emanuel Colburn, my brother, and friend.”
Emanuel removed his glasses and hid his tears with his hand. The
stern authoritarian who raised them deemed it unacceptable and
cowardly for men to cry.
When Emanuel failed to stop the flow he barked at Matthew, “Leave
me!”
“Never,” Matthew vowed as he walked around the desk to stand at
his side.
Matthew patted his distraught friend on the shoulder. Emanuel
placed a hand on top of Matthew’s. The two remained in warm,
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contemplative, silence. They gazed out the window as breaking dawn
poured light over the vast property busy with slaves. Matthew would one
day become master of all they saw and Emanuel would become a
footnote in his legacy but none of that mattered right now. All that
mattered was a hand upon a shoulder, a small reminder of how close they
once were.
Emanuel was the first to resume the conversation, “I remember our
friendship before petty rivalries and fast girls drove a wedge between
us.”
Matthew laughed as he regained his seat across the desk, “You stole
Kathrine McKinley right out from under me. That was my first
heartbreak and it was brutal.”
Emanuel snickered, “Well she left my ass and ran back to you the
moment she found out I had a thimble of black blood. I suppose you got
the last laugh.”
“I didn’t want the last laugh, at least not for that despicable reason,”
Matthew spoke sincerely.
A look of genuine shame cast a shadow over Emanuel’s handsome
face. “I still recall the day you found out I was sleeping with her. You
knocked me on my ass, punched me so hard I thought my nose was
broken. You called me a terrible friend and an even worse Catholic.”
Matthew’s eyes bulged in shock. “I don’t remember saying that. I’m
sorry. I wasn’t thinking clearly,”
“You were right. I thought I had something to prove like if I could
woo the same girls I would, at last, be your equal,” Emanuel confessed.
“I was being selfish and I didn’t realize that losing you would hurt worse
than losing her.”
“You haven’t lost me,” Matthew swore, “and you were far too good
for Katherine. She bounced back and forth between us like a tennis ball.
And for all her talk of equality and abolition, she abandoned a man she
claimed to love over a measly sixteenth black blood. She abandoned her
principles.”
“It still stings,” Emanuel confessed. “She was so repulsed by me. I
was repulsed by myself.”
“Katherine was a hypocrite,” Matthew spoke bluntly in true Colburn
fashion. “I’m glad you didn’t elope with her as you had planned.”
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Emanuel gave him a nod of appreciation, “Thank you, truly.”
“Anytime,” Matthew assured him, “And one more thing, stay away
from Isabel. She’s a dirty evil witch and you tend to fancy dirty evil
witches.”
Emanuel laughed, “That’s harsh. Being ornery doesn’t make her a
witch.”
“It’s not an insult if it’s true,” Matthew warned him. “Our new cook
is actually a witch, an enchantress, a bride of the devil, and she’s had her
eyes on you.”
Emanuel raised his hands in retreat. “Consider me warned. It’s
Seth’s Birthday. You should come out with us. It’ll be like old times.”
Matthew vehemently protested, “We go to the slammer every time
we go out together.”
“Then it’ll be exactly like old times,” Emanuel grinned deviously.
Matthew relented, “Fine, but I better not go to jail.”
He exited, hoping that their chat had done Emanuel some good.
With Matthew’s absence, a painful silence filled the room, a vortex
of emptiness. While some men sought comfort from a bottle of liquor or
the pleasurable company of a woman, Emanuel had a far different vice.
He opened a desk drawer and removed its false bottom to reveal his
favorite souvenirs. A petrified human ear, a finger, a toe, and other things
that would give the average woman a spell of the vapors. His heinous
collection would make a normal man’s skin crawl.
As Emanuel toyed with the gruesome trinkets he wondered just how
deeply Matthew’s love ran for him. Would my brother remain loyal if he
knew what happened to Katherine McKinley? Would Matthew still love
me if he knew I was, am, and always will be a killer…
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Chapter 6:
Impending Doom

A

s the newly appointed nurse, Sarah spent most of her day in the
infirmary treating patients but she was still required to serve
breakfast until the Colburns found a permanent replacement to
perform her house duties. Sarah picked up her skirts and hurried to the
mansion to carry out these tasks.
Most fieldhands envied Sarah when she was promoted to work in the
house but she loathed everything about it. She missed working in the
fields with her father, Samson. He was a black overseer so she never had
to worry about falling under the lash. She missed the camaraderie of the
field slaves and loathed the arrogance of the house slaves. The mansion
servants were backstabbing snitches who had snubbed her from the
moment she entered their world. They were like a pack of wolves
defending their territory and refusing to let anyone else in.
What she hated most about working in the house was Matthew’s
cousin, Francesca. Sarah was convinced that his spoiled cousin was more
badger than woman. Francesca’s parents left her in Missouri every
summer to push her closer to Matthew. This scheme backfired.
Francesca lived for the entertainment and stunning fashion trends of
upper-class France. She abhorred the stagnant rural world of Missouri
and the cousin they would force her to wed someday. This arrangement
was no more Matthew’s fault than her own but she still found herself
resenting him. If you have no taste for peas but your parents keep
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shoveling them into your mouth eventually you’ll hurl the bowl against
the wall. Has the vegetable wronged you? Of course not but you’ve
grown to hate everything about it. This is what Matthew had become to
Francesca, a repulsive bowl of peas.
The pleasant aroma of breakfast and fresh coffee enveloped Sarah as
she walked in. She set the table with fancy dishes and polished
silverware. If there was so much as a water spot she promptly buffed it
away. Sarah glimpsed at her reflection in a gleaming utensil, still unable
to believe she had literally married a man with a silver spoon in his
mouth. Their secret marriage had a snowball’s chance in hell. Sarah
washed the spoons Matthew enjoyed fine delicacies with. She polished
the chairs he sat his privileged butt on. They weren’t from different sides
of the tracks. They were from different worlds. Every tapestry and
chandelier in this castle of a home reminded her of that painful fact.
Then of course there were the naysayers that warned her to steer
clear of such a union because it was only a matter of time before Matthew
replaced her with a lawful wife who matched him in skin color and
wealth. If this happened Sarah would be stuck serving them breakfast in
bed for the rest of her miserable life. Sarah would become the personal
maid of a woman who resented and bullied her for the Mullato children
that were proof of Matthew’s previous indiscretions. Sarah pushed the
negativity from her thoughts and reminded herself that Matthew loved
her and they could beat the odds.
She walked outside to pick fresh flowers for the centerpiece and
fetch Master Colburn’s morning paper.
Aggravation rose through Sarah like mercury in a thermometer as
she stared at the headline and gigantic photo. Looks like the press caught
missing white woman syndrome again. My heart pains deeply for this
McKinley girl that vanished without a trace but what of the two slaves
who vanished with her? The newspaper has never once mentioned their
names. Just before this disappearance, two of my friends were killed and
the bastard who did it was charged with poaching: the unlawful hunting
of animals. He was fined and banished from the state of Missouri but he
never served a day in prison. The heinous murder of Anna and Mali was
printed on the last page below a wolf attack on a herd of sheep and the
newspaper has never once mentioned their names. Do slave families not
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grieve? Do we feel no pain? Will black lives ever matter?
Further down the front page, below the fold, Sarah noticed an article
that shook her to the core and put ice in her veins:
“Slave fornicator lynched by an angry mob.”
For the first time, Sarah wished she had not learned to read. She
wished that she could unsee this foreboding tragedy. Bedding slaves was
like masturbation in many ways. It was something most people did but
no one admitted to. Liberal states like Louisiana allowed white men to
have kept women but these were not legally recognized wives and most
other states were adamantly opposed to these unions. The article spoke
of a man in a similar relationship who’d been drenched in boiling tar and
feathered. The screams could be heard for miles. The mob hung his body
from a tree. His wife was lashed for having the nerve to believe herself
a white woman’s equal. Their Mulatto children were ripped from her
arms and sold into slavery.
Sarah cringed at the possibility of Matthew tortured and swinging
from a rope. She set the table at lightning speed, barricaded herself in a
closet, and composed a letter. Sarah blew the ink dry and placed the note
into the pocket of her apron. She sped to the kitchen and loaded her arms
with hot plates. The Colburn’s new cook was just as rude as the old one.
Isabel was a paid laborer, ranked higher than slaves, and she never let
anyone forget it. The haughty chef gave Sarah a foul attitude and a lot of
demands. Isabel was shocked when the usually headstrong Sarah gave
her no lip. Sarah simply nodded and left to do her bidding.
When Sarah returned Matthew was sitting at the table with his
family. The forbidden lovers dutifully looked away from each other as if
they had not made love that morning. Sarah made a lap around the table
setting down steaming plates.
She’d been serving for so long that the heat didn’t bother her but she
warned Matthew’s younger sister, “careful Miss Lillian, the plates are
hot.”
Matthew’s fork hit the marble floor with a clang. She dipped to
retrieve it and used the opportunity to slip her letter in his pocket. She
replaced that fork with a shiny clean one.
“Thank you,” Matthew spoke quietly, words slave owners rarely
said.
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“Ya most welcome, Sir,” she replied without eye contact.
Matthew flinched as if jabbed with something sharp. Sarah could tell
he didn’t like being called Sir by the woman he loved but it was
necessary. She filled Matthew’s glass with freshly squeezed apple juice.
He stole a caress of her hand as he accepted the glass and could not
control the smile that flitted across his lips. Sarah was relieved that his
parents had not noticed the exchange. His father was busy reading the
paper and his mother was chastising Lillian for wolfing down her food.
Matthew’s mother didn’t catch him flirting but she noticed
something else. Sarah looked nauseous. Sweat beaded on her forehead
despite the coolness of the morning air. Sarah’s usually steady hands
were trembling the entire time she served. The mistress of the manor rose
from her seat and placed the back of her hand on Sarah’s forehead.
Mistress Colburn whispered, “You look like hell. Replace yourself
before you cover our breakfast in vomit.”
“Apologies, Mistress,” Sarah excused herself at once and sent
another girl to serve them.
“Is she sick?” Matthew questioned. He hoped he didn’t sound too
concerned.
Mistress Colburn assured him, “She’s probably with child.”
“Shall I send for the doctor?” Now Matthew definitely sounded too
concerned but he couldn’t take the words back.
Master Colburn lowered his newspaper with a suspicious glare. “If I
called on the doctor every time one of our slaves got pregnant I would
go broke. This is a lesson you will learn when you become master of this
estate.”
“Yes, Sir,” Matthew replied.
Francesca was too furious to finish her crapes. She was to be his wife
someday but all he seemed to care about was that damned slave girl. He
was practically fawning over Sarah and his parents were too blind to see
it. Francesca had grown up watching her mother humiliated every time a
guest whispered about the striking resemblance between Francesca and
the help’s children. She could only imagine how lonely her mother must
have been going to bed alone night after night, while the philandering
pig she married slaked his lust in the servant’s quarters. For Matthew to
take a black mistress would be even more shameful.
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The thought of pregnancy made Francesca cringe. She addressed her
aunt and uncle in her lovely French accent, “I have suddenly lost my
appetite. May I be excused?”
“Of course, my dear,” said Master Colburn. “We’ll send breakfast
up when you’re ready.”
“Good day, I will be in the gallery painting.” Francesca was polite
to her aunt and uncle but she gave Matthew a glare of pure contempt as
she sauntered from the room. This was the very reason Francesca had
been bullying Sarah for years. Either Matthew would refuse to marry her
due to her treatment of Sarah or he would marry Francesca with the
understanding that she would not tolerate infidelity.
Matthew paid no mind to his cousin’s tantrum. He was too distracted
by dreams of starting a family. He could hardly finish his breakfast.
Matthew had felt Sarah slip a note into his pocket. Perhaps it was to
inform him of the happy news, that he would soon be a father. These
weren’t ideal circumstances. He knew they weren’t ready, but he was
willing to do whatever it took. Matthew felt like her letter was burning a
hole in his pocket. He couldn’t wait any longer to read it.
With his breakfast half-finished, Matthew asked, “May I also be
excused?”
Master Colburn granted permission to leave. Matthew fled the
elegant dining room like the place was on fire. He burst through the door
of his extravagant bedroom and devoured Sarah’s words with his eyes.
The grin faded from his handsome face. It felt like someone had punched
him in the stomach. These winding cursive letters were informing him
that it was over.
Matthew stormed to the infirmary on a mission. He marched past
chickens pecking the dirt. Ducks floated on a pond quacking to one
another. The voices of hundreds of slaves carried on the breeze as they
sang their hymns and performed backbreaking labor. He marched past
the charred remains of the old infirmary. It had burned not long ago and
the new one was still under construction. For now, Sarah tended to the
needs of sick slaves under a tent. Matthew barged into the temporary
structure without announcing himself.
“Out!” Matthew yelled at a handsome young slave that Sarah was
examining.
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The patient fled.
Sarah was flabbergasted. “He hurt his arm! I gotta treat him!”
“He is faking to spend time alone with you!” Matthew shouted.
“Ya ain’t a doctor. How would ya know?”
“Because I used to do the same thing,” Matthew admitted. “I’ve been
working alongside that slave on the new infirmary. He performed his
duties without so much as a flinch and he spoke of nothing but your
beauty. Believe me when I tell you he is faking. Do you know what it’s
like to hear filthy comments about your wife and be unable to defend her
honor because to do so would endanger her life!”
“I’m sorry,” Sarah spoke with tears in her eyes, “but ya don’t gotta
endure that anymore.”
Matthew fought to keep a lid on his anger and heartache. “Was he
the reason you broke my heart?”
“What?”
“Was the fellow I chased off the reason you ended things?”
“No,” Sarah swore. “I read this morning’s news. There was a white
man lynched over his black wife. I couldn’t let that happen.”
Matthew pulled her into his arms and kissed the top of her head. “For
better or worse does not mean run the moment you read a headline that
troubles you. I implore you to be brave and have faith in me. There will
always be naysayers forcing their opinions on you, telling you that we
will never have a real marriage and I’ll never grant your freedom but
they’re wrong.” He dropped to his knees and kissed her hands without
caring that someone could barge in at any moment. “Stick by me, Sarah,
and I will give you more than freedom. I will give you the sky.”
She was speechless, breathless. She pulled him to his feet and
blessed him with a kiss so wonderful that he took it as a yes she would
remain by his side no matter what. They gently swayed from side to side
like music was playing that only they could hear.
“I’m sorry,” she whispered as he held her close.
He smirked, “I’m a bit disappointed. I had hoped that letter was to
confess your pregnancy.”
She laughed and gave him a playful shove. “Why on earth would ya
assume that?”
“Because you are?” Matthew confessed. “The men in my family
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have a strange way of predicting these things.”
She shook her head with amusement and started mixing medications.
“Get outta here, Matthew Colburn. I got work to do.”
He kissed her once more and bid farewell. Sarah watched Matthew
vanish beyond the walls of the tent without a clue just how right he was.

The mansion art gallery bore a constant smell of wet plaster and fresh
paint due to Francesca adding new pieces. Mistress Colburn had made
stunning sculptures and portraits. Francesca added to her glorious
collection every summer. This morning, Francesca deftly applied
colorful paints to a canvas. She transformed her frustration into beauty,
her one redeeming trait according to most people. Aaron and Isabel
served as her models. They were posed intimately with nothing but a
sheet to cover their essentials.
Aaron grinned and whispered to Isabel, “You are breathtaking.”
Isabel hissed with a roll of her eyes, “Don’t waste yo flattery, slave.
I’m free.”
Francesca must have painted and drawn Aaron fifteen times with
fifteen different women. He always complimented every girl in the room
except for the one painting the canvas. He was black, a slave, and so far
below her station that if she spilled a pail of water the splash wouldn’t
hit him for three days and yet it bothered her to see him shamelessly
flirting with the house servants. He was appealing to the eye and a
pleasure to draw but what Francesca admired most was his chivalry.
Aaron had taken lashes to spare a girl he didn’t even know. So she could
only imagine the incredible things he would do for the woman he loved.
The day Francesca asked if she had captured his exact likeness,
Aaron replied, “Yes’m all but one thing. If it was truly me, I wouldn’t be
with fifteen different women. I’d be with one.”
After all her mother had been through, it was refreshing to find a
man who valued monogamy, but Francesca was invisible to him.
Isabel had to return to the kitchen and Aaron had to drive Matthew
into town so Francesca called it a day. Aaron removed the necklace she
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had put on him for the portrait.
“Keep it,” Francesca said as she rinsed her paintbrushes in a jar of
cloudy water.
Aaron smiled with deep gratitude, “Thank ya, Miss.”
Francesca shook her head with amusement, “My father often
complains about my studies of lost civilizations and my hobby of digging
things out of the ground and restoring them. Scholars call it archeology.
Father calls it a foolish waste of a proper lady’s time.”
Aaron put the gift back on with a defiant look, a silent but bold
statement that he thought her father was dead wrong. It was a meaningful
gesture that he felt her studies were fascinating and she had more worth
than her beauty and her dowry. Francesca could not stop the corners of
her mouth from curling up in a smile, not her conniving smile, but the
genuine one she only showed to him. She reluctantly stepped out so the
models could dress. Aaron slipped on his trousers and helped Isabel into
her gown. He tied the apron around her waist.
“Thank ya,” said Isabel.
These were words she rarely used with any man she deemed beneath
her so he knew something was amiss, “What do ya want?”
“Just a question,” she spoke innocently. “What ya think of Miss
Francesca?”
“One of the most talented artists I ever seen. Only she can turn a
slave into a treasure to be admired,” he confessed.
“Everyone knows she a fine painter, damn good sculptor too, but that
ain’t what I was asking. How do she look?”
Aaron shrugged, “like a white girl.”
“Well is she a pretty white girl?”
“Ya trying to trick me into saying something that’ll get my ass beat?”
“No, I swear. Just answer the question.”
“Francesca is like art on display at a museum. Beautiful but ya can’t
touch it, ya can’t take it home, it’ll never be yours. Hell, she may as well
not even exist. She ain’t real to me.”
Francesca, who had been listening from the other side of the door
walked away with a frog in her throat and tears in her eyes.
A few minutes later Isabel found her lying on her bed dabbing at her
tears with a handkerchief.
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Francesca passed Isabel a few coins for questioning him. “You must
think I’m foolish.”
“Of course not,” Isabel swore. “Ya been good to that man. Brought
him in from the fields, made him a coachman and a model, turned him
into art, and he don’t even think ya exist. He’s the damn fool.”
Francesca snickered through her tears, “I’m not naïve. I know how
the world works. I can’t wed him but why not have my fun until I am
forced to wed someone else? Matthew is having his fun right now. Why
can’t I?”
“How y’all meet anyway,” Isabel questioned with a smirk.
Francesca didn’t have to search for the memory. It was always at the
front of her mind, her first and last thought of the day, “Uncle Matt had
told my idiot cousin Matthew numerous times to kill the gophers.
Burrows were popping up all over the estate, but Matthew felt it would
be cruel to harm the creatures. I was out for my afternoon ride, enjoying
the wind in my hair and the sun on my face when I heard the most
horrible snap. It was the crack of my horse’s leg breaking. Its hoove had
fallen in a gopher’s hole. I soared through the air screaming until my
body slammed into the dock. I bounced off the wooden post and plunged
into the lake. The heavy fabrics of my dress drug me down like an
anchor. I saw beams of light shining through the water, seaweed, and fish
too. I thought of how beautiful it might be to paint the scene if it was not
the last thing I ever saw. My dress was snagged in the underbrush. My
air bubbles were escaping as I struggled to free myself with one arm. My
other arm got badly broken in my collision with the dock. I thought I’d
met my end until the most handsome face I’d ever seen floated up to me.
He placed his lips upon mine and gave me the very air he breathed then
he proceeded to cut me loose. He swam me ashore. His valiant efforts
were met by scorn. Three overseers were aiming guns at him and
shouting, ‘Hands off the white woman, boy!’ I was still frightened from
my ordeal and clinging to Aaron for dear life but he convinced me that I
had to go with them. I was hurt and I had to go with them. As they took
me away I glanced over my shoulder at him. Aaron was surrounded by
white workers and black slaves lauding his name and asking him if he
would seek a reward. I could certainly afford to pay one. Aaron simply
jogged back to the fields to complete his day, embarrassed by all the
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attention. This man had saved my life and it was just Tuesday for him.
He never even sought compensation for his act of valor. This
disappointed me because it was the only way I would get to see him
again. The house servants informed me that he delighted crowds of
adoring listeners with his stories every Saturday night at the fish fry.
They dressed me like a maid and took me with them. That was the second
time I saw him, tapping a drum with his fingertips in the glow of a
bonfire, enchanting an eager audience with his words. There was
something so freeing about sitting in the grass, legs folded as I did as a
child. Feeling the grass beneath my bare feet, breathing without the harsh
grip of a corset, and Aaron sweeping me away with his story. Every
dragon slain and princess saved made me fall a little more in love with
him. Then tragedy struck the next morning. My aunt and uncle were out
of town when an overseer snatched my personal maid and drug her off
to the fields. She was a free woman and my illegitimate half-sister. I
begged him not to take her. The overseer swore that when they are shorthanded for the harvest they have the authority to pull slaves from the
house. I tried to explain that she was a free woman who accompanied me
from France but my English was not so good at the time. My father’s
bastard had never performed a hard day’s work. The cotton plants were
as sharp as razors. They kept cutting her hands which slowed her down.
By day’s end, her bag was half as full as the other workers, a crime
punishable by whipping. Aaron couldn’t bear the sight of a woman
beaten. Even though he didn’t know her, he swapped bags with her, and
he was the one drug off to the whipping post. She ran to the big house to
retrieve me. By the time I made it there the damage was done. Aaron was
unconscious with his back sliced to ribbons. Matthew’s temper had
exploded; he was beating the hell out of the overseer who had harmed
his friend. I was so angry that I didn’t stop him. I followed Aaron to the
infirmary to help the nurse care for him. When he recovered I begged
and bribed Emanuel to make him my coachman and model because I
didn’t want him getting hurt again. Aaron had rescued my sister and
saved my life. I couldn’t forget him no matter how hard I tried. He was
never a slave to me. He was always a knight with the misfortune of being
born in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
Isabel drew in a deep breath, “Begging yo pardon, Miss. Ain’t none
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of my business but ya got white skin and a whole lot of money. That’s a
great deal of power just waiting to be harnessed.”
“I’m not real to him. I’m just a damn white girl. There’s nothing I
can do about that,” Francesca sniffled.
Isabel had that scheming look in her eyes. “If a white man wanted
me do ya think he would pine for me in secret? Do ya think he would
even ask my permission?”
“I suppose not.”
“Then bully him. It’s yo only option.”
“There must be a kinder way.”
“There ain’t,” Isabel spoke bluntly. “That’s a slave man, who is
trained to believe that y’all are an impossibility. He got a sister, a yellow
girl who works in the field. Bring her ass in here and threaten her until
Aaron cooperates.”
Francesca shook her head no, “I don’t want him to hate me.”
“Would ya rather he nothing ya? Find his sister and squeeze her,”
Isabel snarled with a clenched fist.
Francesca wasn’t sure if she should be frightened or impressed. It
was astonishing how cunning and manipulative this so-called inferior
race was. That Isabel had a presence that sucked the air out of a room.
Francesca gave her an even grander payment for her devious advice.
“Thank ya kindly, Miss,” Isabel nodded and floated out the door.

Sarah remained in the infirmary grinding medicinal herbs. The fire
had depleted their supply. She carefully milked venom from the fangs of
poisonous snakes to make antidotes. Emanuel entered the infirmary so
quietly that Sarah never looked up from her task. He drew in a whiff of
her hair when she wasn’t looking. Her jasmine scent put his mind in a
frenzy. By the time she turned around, he was sitting innocently on a cot.
“Apologies, I didn’t see ya enter. What seems to be the problem,
Sir?” she asked as she prepared to examine him.
“This is a burden of the mind, not the body,” he confessed.
“Not my specialty but I will try to help.” She sat next to him on the
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firm canvas of the cot.
Emanuel questioned, “Have you ever felt irredeemable, like you’ve
done so many bad things that there’s no point in being good, like being
terrible is the only thing you’re good at?”
“I think everyone feels irredeemable sometimes but that don’t mean
we are. There ain’t a man nor woman alive without sin. The best we can
do is use our wicked traits for good.”
His face was a mask of confusion, “I don’t understand.”
“If you a liar, tell a fib that will help another person. If you a thief,
steal from the rich and give to the poor, or smuggle slaves to freedom.”
“What if you’re a killer?”
Sarah laughed at the monkey wrench he threw into her perfect
analogy.
“Humor me,” he insisted with a smirk. “What if you are a killer?”
Sarah shook her head with amusement. “If you a killer, hurt someone
deserving of it, not for pleasure but to make the world a better place.
Everyone has a purpose. Everyone can do some good.”
“Matthew is lucky,” Emanuel confessed.
Sarah agreed, “It’s a beautiful property that he’s gonna inherit.”
Emanuel caressed her cheek and gazed at her for an inappropriate
length of time. “I wasn’t talking about the estate.”
Sarah felt nude under the heaviness of his stare. She shook off a chill.
A deranged hunter with body parts in his drawer was fixated on her. She
had no idea of the carnage to come…
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Chapter 7:
The Raid

M

atthew’s stagecoach bounced over the cobblestone roads of
the inner city. He often brought Sarah along for these trips
but chose not to this time so that he could buy her gifts. She
was soon to be a mother, whether she knew it or not. This was worthy of
a celebration.
Townsfolk swarmed the bustling market. There were fruit stands,
spice vendors, blacksmiths, and cordwainers. The repulsive odor of fish
guts and raw meat invaded his carriage as he passed the butcher’s shop.
A fellow in a blood-stained apron was outside cleaving heads off of fish
and filleting them.
This nauseating stink was soon replaced by the delicious aroma of
fresh cinnamon buns from Murphy’s Bakery. Matthew tapped on the
window. Aaron brought the stagecoach to a halt and climbed down from
the driver’s bench to let him out. Matthew entered the dimly lit shop. He
was greeted by an older woman. She wore a plaid gown beneath a
chocolate stained apron. Flour dusted her scarlet hair like a freshly lain
snow.
She spoke with a pretty Irish accent, “Good morning to you, Sir. All
breads are buy one get one free through the end of the week.”
Matthew smiled. “Good morning, Ma’am. I was actually looking for
something sweet, for my sweetheart. What do you recommend?”
Little hearts appeared in her eyes. “I have just the thing. My
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cinnamon buns have taken the blue ribbon at the county fair three years
running.”
She popped a sample into his mouth and the flavors blended like a
melody. It was warm, spicy, and sweet just like Sarah.
“I’ll take a dozen,” said Matthew sucking the icing from his lips.
“Please wrap four of them up special for my lady.”
“Yes Sir.” The baker put eight in a plain brown box. She placed the
remaining four in a decorative carton, tied a pretty bow around it, and
added vanilla flowers.
Matthew tipped her well for the additional care she had taken. He
was about to leave when the baker’s nephew walked downstairs.
“We don’t serve your kind,” the young man snapped in his Irish
accent.
Matthew was confused, “You don’t serve Americans?”
“We don’t serve Colburns.”
The woman apologized for the rudeness of her nephew and rushed
Matthew outside.
“What did I do wrong?” asked Matthew.
She whispered, “It was something your father did during his time as
county magistrate. I got nothing against you lad but it would be best if
you don’t return.”
“I’m sorry,” Matthew insisted, feeling guilty for the sins of his
father.
“Thank you,” said the baker. “An apology is more than I ever got
from your rotten father.”
Matthew wanted to know what happened. He wanted to make it right
but he glanced over her shoulder and saw the pistol on her nephew’s hip.
This was not the time to press the matter. Aaron pulled Matthew away
and practically shoved him into the stagecoach. Aaron snapped the
reigns. The horses came to a trot.
They soon arrived at the hardware outlet. Aaron and Matthew loaded
bags of cement mix and tools. Labor never felt as demanding when they
could work together.
Matthew whispered, “Do you know why the Irishman was so angry
with me?”
Aaron shook his head and whispered, “I got no idea. Ask Emanuel.
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He’s yo father’s right-hand man. It’s his job to know everything.”
They walked past a paperboy selling the news to folks walking by.
Matthew sighed regretfully at the sight of his former love on the front
page. Katherine had hurt him but he was long past that. He harbored no
resentment towards her and prayed every day for her safe return. Her
father believed that she ran away to avoid an arranged marriage.
Everyone believed this but Matthew. There was a feeling in the pit of his
stomach that she was never coming back. What was equally disturbing
was that he saw this picture in her home before the newspapers had
cropped it. In the full photo, there had been a slave girl and an Indian
boy. Both vanished the night Katherine did and the world didn’t care.
They were removed from the picture literally and figuratively. Their
names were omitted from the narrative.
Aaron couldn’t read the news but he could certainly read the face of
his friend, “Ya think he took her.”
“Pardon?” said Matthew as he snapped out of his troubled daze.
“Ya think the monster who killed my Anna took Miss Katherine
McKinley,” Aaron replied.
“I’ve thought so for quite some time but I didn’t want to cause you
pain by talking about Anna,” Matthew confessed.
“What causes me pain is how no one is talking about her,” said
Aaron. “She was a person. I loved her. She mattered.”
“If no one else tells you, I am so sorry for your loss. I can’t imagine
the nightmare you’ve been through.”
“You’ve made it bearable, Sir. If I was born with yo skin instead of
mine I think we’d be best friends.”
“We’d be brothers,” Matthew swore.
Aaron gave him a nod of genuine appreciation. Matthew had shown
empathy to a man who was deemed less than human, something slave
owners rarely did. Most treated their slaves like they were empty vessels
who felt no emotions except for a profound duty to serve their masters.
Men buried wives and were expected to tend the fields the following day.
Women buried children and were expected to serve dinner with smiles
and grace. Most days Matthew was the only one to acknowledge their
humanity.
Aaron opened the carriage door for him. Matthew climbed in and
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passed Aaron the larger box of cinnamon rolls. Matthew knew that slaves
were restricted to eating gruel: a slop of pinto beans or turnip greens with
the salty neckbone of a pig to flavor them. They were thrown the waste
parts of animals like pig’s feet and chitterlings. Sometimes they were
blessed with a sweet square of cornbread but that was the closest they
came to dessert.
“Thank you, Sir,” said Aaron.
“Share them with people you care about,” Matthew insisted.
Aaron grinned and opened the box for Matthew to take one. Matthew
chuckled. The friends indulged. For Aaron, this was so much more than
a treat. It was an escape from bondage, a taste of the finer things in life.
They gleefully munched, as the busy town whirled around them. The
sight of a fabric merchant reminded Matthew of the unpleasant
confrontation with his cousin.
Matthew couldn’t help but joke, “I’ll be so glad when my aunt and
uncle retrieve their retched daughter. Did you hear the fight this
morning?”
Aaron chuckled, “I didn’t wanna mention it. Come on now, she ain’t
that bad. Sometimes she’s even pleasant.”
Matthew scoffed, “as pleasant as a blast of grapeshot.”
“What’s grapeshot?” Aaron enquired.
“Grapeshot is a bag of miniature cannonballs. Each projectile is no
bigger than your fist, but the entire sack of them is loaded into a cannon
at once. When fired, there is a deadly spray that eviscerates all within its
path,” Matthew explained.
Most people would agree with that comparison but Aaron couldn’t.
He quietly snacked on his treat, smiling at the thought of being the only
one Francesca was pleasant to and wondering if this meant he was
special.
The pals joked and laughed completely unaware of the pending
disaster on the plantation…

Back at the infirmary, Sarah shyly looked away from Emanuel,
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unwilling to entertain such flirtations, especially with a man who was
like a brother to her husband. She refused to become the newest bone for
Matthew and Emanuel to squabble over.
Emanuel stammered awkwardly, “Apologies, it was not my intention
to make you uncomfortable.”
As he left the tent Sarah called after him, “No one is irredeemable.
Use yo bad for good.”
He grinned over his shoulder at Sarah, wishing to wed her but
grateful to have her for a friend. He’d received brotherly love from
Matthew and sound advice from Sarah. All Emanuel needed was a little
intimacy to complete the trifecta, then perhaps even a troubled man could
turn things around. His choice of lover was not a logical one but he’d
never been a logical man.
Emanuel barged into the kitchen practically singing with happiness.
Isabel was startled as Emanuel hugged her from behind. He had a pep in
his step, a complete transformation from the man he was this morning.
He grinned brightly. “Let’s have dinner?”
“Why?” questioned the surly chef.
“Because you asked me to bend you over my desk this morning when
you dropped off my breakfast. The least I can do is make you dinner.”
Isabel desired to know why he was in such a chipper mood but she
didn’t have time to dig into his business. She had bigger fish to fry. “This
morning was mere gratitude for bringing me in from the fields and this
is goodbye.”
“It doesn’t have to be goodbye,” he insisted.
Isabel put her hands on her hips in protest. She snarled inches from
his face like an angry Pitbull, “My Aunt Mable, who once ran this
kitchen, warned me to never trust a Colburn. Yo rotten father, Pete,
nearly beat Aunt Mable to death. Yo terrible mother knocked out her
teeth. Yo disloyal Aunt Arial sold her to the Arrington Manor after
countless years of service. Now here ya come, the most poisonous snake
in the pit. I don’t know what kind of bad ya are but I’m gonna make it
my mission to find out.”
Emanuel already knew that she had the emotional attachment of a
brick so he didn’t take her rejection offensively. He expected it. He tried
anyway because to redeem an ambitious, backstabbing, witch like Isabel
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meant there was hope for him.
As she turned to walk away, he said, “Use your bad for good.”
She looked repulsed and annoyed. “That sounds like something
stupid Sarah would say.”
Emanuel laughed. Isabel wasn’t nice but at least she was
entertaining. She removed her apron and left, refusing to allow him to
waste anymore of her time. Isabel yearned for the favor of the most
powerful Colburn of all. She couldn’t entertain foolish fancies.
Isabel walked upstairs, passing chambermaids with baskets of fresh
linen along the way. Nothing smelled better than sundried sheets. She
often dreamed about what it must be like to sleep between fine linens on
a mattress that felt like a cloud.
Other maids were dusting and polishing. Isabel admired herself in a
mirror before making her move. She had skin the color of creamy peanut
butter and “good hair” according to the slaves. This meant that her hair
was not as tightly coiled as Sarah’s. Her skin was not the deep chocolate
color of Sarah’s. In a world of inequality, the whiter you look, the better.
Isabel flipped her silky curls over one shoulder and pushed her boobs up
in her bodice before knocking thrice on Master Colburn’s door.
“You may enter,” Master Colburn drawled.
She sauntered in swiveling her hips as seductively as she dared, all
to no avail. Master Colburn hadn’t looked at another woman since the
day he proposed to Matthew’s mother. Isabel put her palms flat on his
desk and leaned forward so that he could peek at her cleavage. He gave
her a subtle once over and then returned to tidying his desk, sorting
documents, and putting his knickknacks in order.
“Well?” Master Colburn snapped after an eternity of waiting for the
cook to speak.
“Oh um… I was wondering if I can get Thursdays off since I’m yo
favorite employee,” Isabel chimed.
Master Colburn laughed heartily, “First of all you are not my favorite
employee, Samson is because for some reason the slaves respect him
more and work harder for him than the other overseers. Hell, you’re not
even my favorite house servant.”
Isabel wanted to scream at the top of her lungs. Her face was scarlet
with anger. “The others are slaves. I’m free, a paid employee.”
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Master Colburn shrugged, “You’re all the same to me.”
Her arms were straight at her sides with fists clenched so tightly her
fingernails cut into her palms. It was clear that flirting would get her
nowhere with this man. Her free status did not impress him either. If she
desired his favor she would have to resort to good old-fashioned
snitching. Isabel put an object on his desk.
Master Colburn shrugged at the sight of it, “What’s so special about
an inkwell?”
“The fact that I found it in the pantry, behind the marmalade. Anyone
who can legally read and write would do so on a table or desk, not
cowering in a pantry.”
Master Colburn gave an impressed nod and paid her a few coins for
the information, “You may have Thursdays off, my dear.”
“I appreciate it, Sir.”
Master Colburn charged down the hall like a raging bull. He barged
into Emanuel’s office on a mission. “I received an alert about a reader.”
“Pardon?”
“There’s a literate nigger on my estate!” shouted Master Colburn.
“Round up the troops for a raid!”
“Yes, Sir,” Emanuel left at once to do his bidding.
Their party was assembled in under an hour. Rows of slave cabins
stretched as far as the eye could see. Master Colburn and his goons were
raiding every one of them in search of books and writing materials. Such
things were contraband on a plantation that demanded illiteracy. An
educated slave could forge his freedom papers, teach others to read, and
even coordinate a rebellion. Master Colburn couldn’t risk it. Every
reading negro had to be rooted out and made an example of.
“Keep searching!” he commanded from high upon his horse. “I don’t
give a damn if it’s a bible! If you find books, you better cleave the flesh
from their backs!”
Sarah rushed from the infirmary at the sound of a ruckus. Her heart
was pounding like a war drum. Matthew was in town buying supplies.
Her father was contracted to a mine for two months. There was no one
to save her from the brutal lashing that would ensue when the master
discovered her books.
The other slaves were in the field or the big house. Only Sarah could
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see the pending catastrophe. Her mind raced and her palms grew moist
with perspiration. This raid endangered not only herself but her mother,
father, and pregnant sister as well. Marlette’s pregnancy had been a
troubled one. A beating would certainly cause the loss of that baby.
Sarah wept with heaving breaths at the thought of her family being
whipped or sold for something she had done. She watched helplessly as
the overseers invaded one shack after another. She couldn’t breathe, nor
think, nor move. Her home was next.
Master Colburn dismounted his steed and deigned to search this one
himself. He soon exited Sarah’s shack and she didn’t know what to make
of his expression. He whistled to her and clapped like she was a dog. She
couldn’t will her feet to move. She was petrified by fear. Two overseers
grabbed her by the arms. They dragged her forward.
Master Colburn said, “The infirmary is in the center of the slave
quarters. You can see all the comings and goings. Have you seen any
reading Negros around here?”
Sarah could breathe again. She had nearly pissed herself. He hadn’t
caught her. He was merely questioning her.
“No Sir,” she pleaded.
“Then what are you crying about?
“When I see this many overseers in the slave quarters somebody
usually gets hurt.”
She could tell he didn’t believe her but before he could continue the
interrogation an overseer emerged from a different cabin with books in
his hand.
Master Colburn demanded to know, “Who’s home is that!”
“It’s vacant, Sir,” the overseer explained. “It belonged to that butler
you sold two weeks ago. That inkwell must’ve been in the pantry for a
while. The literate nigger is long gone.”
Sarah breathed a sigh of relief as Master Colburn waved her away
like a pesky fly. Her books had been transported from her cabin to a
vacant one and she knew just who had saved her.
Matthew’s carriage was loaded with tools and approaching the frame
of the new infirmary. Sarah picked up her dress and ran to him. Aaron
stepped down from the driver’s bench to open the door for him.
Sarah launched herself into Matthew’s arms with the speed of a
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comet. She nearly knocked him over. Matthew pulled her into the
stagecoach before someone other than Aaron caught them hugging.
“I’ll start unloading the tools, Sir,” Aaron said before closing the
door, encasing them in privacy.
Sarah frantically uttered, “God bless ya for removing those books
from my cabin before ya left.”
He looked confused, “What are you saying, love?”
“The raid!” Sarah shrieked. “My whole family might have been
beaten and sold if ya hadn’t stashed the books elsewhere.”
Matthew became as panicked as she was to hear how close his wife
had come to harm. To discover that he was moments away from never
seeing her again. Sarah gathered from his reaction that this was the first
he’d heard of it. A flabbergasted Matthew clung to her for dear life. He
squeezed Sarah so tightly that she could hardly breathe. Then he reached
for the door to climb out.
“Where are you going,” she questioned, not yet recovered from her
ordeal.
“I’m going to thank the man who rescued you.”
Matthew was about to walk to the big house when he saw Emanuel
approaching from the fields. Emanuel extended a friendly hand but
Matthew bypassed it for a hug. This was something that never occurred
between Colburn men. Emanuel was pleasantly stunned by Matthew’s
actions.
“How can I ever repay you?” asked Matthew.
“By coming out with Seth and me for one last hoorah,” Emanuel
replied.
“Why must it be the last?” Matthew enquired with a confused glare.
Emanuel didn’t have the heart to tell Matthew that he’d been distant
as of late because he was wrestling with a difficult decision. Emanuel
sighed with a forlorn expression. If I turn myself in for the murder of a
white girl, society will lynch me and I don’t want to die. If I confess to
the murders of those black girls, society will do nothing to me and I know
I shouldn’t be free. The only option that will save me and the ones I love
is an asylum. I’m committing myself.
“Why is this the last hoorah?” Matthew questioned with concern.
Emanuel addressed him in a way he hadn’t in a long time, “Brother,
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it’s for the best that I go away for a while.”
“Go where, and for how long?”
“I don’t know,” said Emanuel. I can’t spend the rest of my life
obsessing over you and Sarah! I don’t want to hurt anyone else.
Matthew pleaded with him, “You saw what almost happened today!
I need you. I implore you not to leave us at the mercy of that tyrant! You
are soon to be an uncle.”
All the more reason I must go. Emanuel put his face in his hands with
an exasperated breath. “I cannot stay.”
“Please don’t go,” Matthew insisted. “You’re not a footnote in my
legacy. You are the beating heart of this place. My wicked father will die
someday. Then you and I will own all that you see. I will split this
property down the middle. I don’t care who I have to beg, bribe, or KILL!
I’ll find a way to make you a white citizen. All you have to do is promise
that you’ll stay.”
“I cannot,” Emanuel coughed with tears in his eyes. I want to be a
good brother and an even better uncle. I have dreamt of raising our
children together on adjoining properties but there is a darkness inside
that takes over. I can’t trust that darkness not to kill you someday.
Matthew was crushed by this abandonment. “Please.”
“I just can’t, Matthew!” Emanuel retreated to his tiny hovel to pack
a suitcase. When your legs are broken people pity you. When your lungs
are broken people pray for you. But when your mind is broken people
scorn, denigrate, and murder you…
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Chapter 8:
God Save the Queen

T

he rolling acres and towering mansion vanished like an
apparition. The memories of plantation life disappeared but
Matthew’s heartache remained. A single shining teardrop
trickled down his strong jaw and disappeared beneath an unkempt beard.
Emanuel tried to leave. He knew he was no good for us but I stopped
him. I couldn’t see what was wrong. He didn’t fail me. I failed him.
Marching boots sucked Matthew back into the hell that was his
reality: the gruesome Civil War, the death camp, the abduction of his
beloved. He rose on unsteady feet to look through the tower’s barred
window. A firing squad was gathering below. Matthew crossed himself
with a prayer on his lips for the poor fellow who would meet his end. He
cringed at the rapid fire of bullets and the groan of a dying man. The
unmistakable thud of a body hitting the ground. How many fathers,
brothers, husbands, and sons have lost their lives in this dreadful place?
Andersonville is called a war prison but it’s nothing like one. Unlike this
hellhole, prisons have rules. Here men are treated as less than human,
beaten without cause, and executed without trial. Andersonville is a
plantation.
So many prisoners were dying from diseases, untreated injuries,
starvation, and execution that Captain Wirz ordered the bodies to be
thrown in trenches without a funeral, a casket, or even a name. A union
prisoner by the name of Dorence Atwater kept a secret collection of as
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many names as he could. Atwater was determined to honor these men if
only with a properly marked grave. This mission was the only thing that
kept him going most days. Matthew peered from the tower as Mr.
Atwater wiped away tears and jotted down another name.
“God help us,” Matthew prayed.
Montresor strolled into the dungeon to see if Matthew had come up
with a name. So many killings went without acknowledgment that he
didn’t know where to start.
Matthew scrambled, “Were you the son of Aunt Lizzie, a slave nurse
who was murdered by an insane man so that Sarah could take her place?”
Montresor shook his head, “no but that is tragic. You wicked
Colburns have no souls.”
Matthew questioned, “Were you the brother of Anna and Mali, the
sisters who were killed in the spring of 1850?”
“No, but you are right to assume that I’m missing a sister,”
Montresor confessed.
“Am I also right to assume that you’re a Canadian?”
Montresor was taken aback, “Who told you?”
“Everything about you did,” Matthew explained. “At first I couldn’t
figure out why a black American would betray Union forces, but you’re
not an American. You tried to speak Ebonics like the others but it was
fake and forced. You slipped in and out of plain English like Ebonics
was a second language for you. I grew up with slaves, befriended them,
and married one. I know what they sound like. Your sister might have
been a slave but you were not, despite the lies you told De la Vega. Then
I remembered the time you toasted a victory with my battalion. When all
others were yelling ‘cheers’ and ‘hail to the chief’, you slipped up and
said ‘God save the queen’. An error you thought went unnoticed in the
multitude of voices.”
Montresor gave him a smirk and a slow dramatic clap. “For the
record, I never lied to De la Vega. His guilty conscience made him
assume I was the slave he had brutalized. He concluded that I was the
poor bastard his whore of a sister had lied on. This benefitted me so I
went along with it.”
“My wife was right when she said free people were abducted from
other countries and sold illegally as slaves. I can only assume that your
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sister suffered this misfortune,” Matthew concluded.
“In truth, I should be sharing this cell with you. It was my fault she
was kidnapped,” Montresor confessed. “I was barely out of adolescence
when I began courting a girl I was completely besotted with. I took my
lady for a walk and some… alone time. We were in the heat of things
when I looked up and saw that my pesky little sister had followed us. I
yelled at her to take her mischievous self home. It wasn’t far. I didn’t
think she needed an escort… but she did.” His voice cracked and his eyes
welled up with tears. “My mother and father never forgave me. We
thought we had lost her forever. She had the good fortune to be purchased
by a doctor who valued education so much that he required all of his
servants to be literate and learn an art. Ten years from the day she was
snatched out of my life I received a letter from her. She said she fell in
love with an Indian boy and they were going to have a baby but she
wanted that baby to be free. She had convinced the white girl she worked
for to abandon her arranged marriage and come with her. The rich girl
was willing to finance the trip to Canada if I was willing to shelter them.
I told her of course I would and to leave as soon as it was safe too but
the three of them never arrived.”
“I know who she is now,” Matthew swore. “I used to court that rich
girl. I saw your sister with her from time to time. Katherine had an Indian
coachman, a good fellow. I helped him out once and he gave me a
collection of tales by Edgar Alan Poe. He must have been your brother
in law.”
“Her name?” Montresor growled.
“I can’t recall it yet but I will,” Matthew vowed. “Come to think of
it, Montresor was the name of a character from one of the stories in that
book. In Poe’s The Cask of Amontillado Montresor had been wronged
by a man named Fortunato. Their stations in life would not allow
Montresor to seek retribution directly. So Montresor plotted the demise
of Fortunato while smiling in his face the entire time pretending to be his
friend. He spots Fortunato at a masquerade dressed as a jester and lures
him away from the party with promises of rare fine wine, a cask of
Amontillado. Montresor chains Fortunato to a wall in a catacomb, bricks
him in, and leaves him to suffer a horrible death.”
Montresor gave him an impressed nod, “You haven’t won the game
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but you’ve certainly scored some points.”
“I must admit the jester stamp on my shoe was a nice touch,”
Matthew replied.
“It’s an honor to be in the presence of a man who appreciates
symbolism.”
“Is this what you intend to do to me, wall me in a tomb and leave me
to rot?”
Montresor shrugged without care, “Why bother? Look around you.
I have already walled you in a tomb. You claimed to have aided my
brother in law. How so?”
Matthew brushed off the incident, “It wasn’t some grand act of valor.
It’s not worth mentioning.”
“It is to me,” Montresor demanded. “I want to know the man my
sister was married to. The man she would have had a child with had she
made it to Canada.”
Matthew sighed, “I think your sister’s husband was called Clyde but
it’s been so many years I can’t be certain. He rose to speak at a town
meeting. This was a bold move for a red man. People booed, jeered, and
dismissed his words without taking one moment to listen. I rose beside
him and implored the crowd to hear him out. That’s when he told us that
his tribe had gone to war with another. He was taken prisoner and sold
to the white man as a slave but he still harbored concern for his people.
Our town was dumping waste into a river that fed into Indian land. His
people were becoming ill. Children were dying. The pollution needed to
stop. He spoke with such eloquence and authority that he changed the
heart of the mayor. Policies were put in place to keep the river clean.
Clyde gave me a book after the meeting and thanked me for giving him
a voice.”
Montresor was unconvinced. “I will not be swayed by your
benevolent façade. One decent act does not absolve you. Fighting to end
slavery does not absolve you. I see beyond the mask. I know what you
are.”
“And what’s that?” Matthew demanded.
“A killer… You are a killer.”
“We are at war! Every man here is a killer.”
Montresor yelled, “There is a difference between a soldier and a
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cold-blooded hunter! You were taking lives long before the war!”
Matthew was taken aback by such a horrible accusation. “I don’t
know what you’ve heard but…”
Montresor silenced him. “Before the war and before your marriage
of the shadows, you were in a courtship with Katherine McKinley. She
was a promiscuous trollop but you were determined to transform a whore
into a housewife. She was faithful for a time but eventually strayed. You
became jealous and killed her. You couldn’t leave witnesses so you
ended my sister and Clyde too.”
Matthew was aghast, “My adopted brother Emanuel was guilty of
those heinous acts! He was the jealous one! I had moved on!”
“Your adopted brother was part black!” Montresor declared.
“Whether he looked it or not, Katherine would not have deigned to look
upon him.”
“Katherine didn’t know at first. No one did. She left him after she
found out and Emanuel killed her, and her maid, and her coachman,”
Matthew explained.
Montresor shook his head, “You can get away with anything in
America if you blame your crimes on a black man, even one with a
thimble of African blood.”
“He did it,” Matthew insisted but his pleas of innocence fell upon
deaf ears.
Montresor went into the hall and drug in a soldier with a bag over
his head. He whipped off the sack to reveal this was no soldier at all.
“Sarah!” Matthew exclaimed.
Montresor threw her on the dungeon floor and snapped, “You’ve
earned ten minutes.”
Sarah and Matthew crawled to one another, desperate for an
embrace. She threw her shackled arms around his neck. They just held
one another in silence for a while. Eventually, Sarah started fussing over
his injuries.
“I’ve been treated,” he swore. “It looks much worse than it is.”
Matthew grew concerned about the wheezy sound of her breaths.
Her lips were purple. He was no doctor but he could tell something was
wrong.
“It’s just a cough,” Sarah lied. What else could she do? She spoke in
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a hoarse voice, “He fed me well. I stuffed what I could into my pockets.”
She pulled out half a smashed muffin, a sausage link, and a bruised
apple. These scraps looked like a smorgasbord to Matthew after his
imprisonment, but even a starving Matthew could not bring himself to
take food from his wife in a place where food was scarce.
“I want you to keep it,” he insisted.
Sarah kissed his broken lips. They felt like gravel.
She pleaded, “I swear he feeds me and the other woman well.”
“De la Vega’s sister lives?”
Sarah nodded. “Please eat so you can think clearly enough to give
that maniac the answer that sets us free.”
Matthew didn’t have the heart to tell her that only she would be going
free and only if she knew the name of a murder victim from a lifetime
ago.
He spoke frantically, “It’s of dire importance that you tell me the
name of Katherine McKinley’s maid.”
Sarah hadn’t heard that name in so long that she could hardly recall
Katherine’s face let alone the maid who tended to her. She wept in defeat,
“I don’t remember. The press never said her name. They never cared.”
Matthew held his hysterical wife, “It’s alright. I’ll figure it out. I just
need to eat something.”
He tore into the food with ravenous desperation. He was shocked by
how quickly he got full. His stomach must have shrunk over the weeks
of surviving on nibbles of dried meat.
Montresor returned to pry Sarah from Matthew’s arms. She begged
him not to take her away.
The kidnapper secured a hand over her mouth and whispered
menacingly, “Shhh… we don’t want these confederate goons to know
there’s a woman here.”
The thought of them passing her around and taking turns with her
sickened Matthew and frightened Sarah to silence.
“That’s better,” said Montresor. He slipped the bag back over her
head and vanished from the tower with her.
Matthew rummaged through his memories determined to find the
one that would save his wife…
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Chapter 9:
An Explosive Evening

M

atthew had no desire to leave his wife’s side after the raid that
could have harmed her and their baby but Emanuel desired a
proper send-off and Matthew owed him after today. Emanuel
refused to tell anyone where he was running off to so Matthew assumed
he was enlisting in the army. Perhaps he yearned to serve his county and
find his purpose in life. Who was Matthew to stand in the way of such a
noble cause?
Matthew sat in a booth at a seedy pleasure house called Dreams. He
was accompanied by his adopted brothers, Seth and Emanuel. Seth
possessed skin of caramel with eyes the gray of storm clouds. He was
quite striking in appearance but too dark to pass for white. Dreams was
the only place that would serve all three men.
The music was lively. The place was packed with gamblers and
beautiful staff. They were served steins of beer and shots of whiskey by
topless wenches. A nude stage performer slinked seductively, giving
glimpses of herself from behind peacock feathers. Scantily clad women
blew pearly waves of smoke from long-stemmed cigarettes. If Emanuel
was the devil on Matthew’s shoulder, Seth was the even bigger devil on
his other shoulder.
Matthew, the moral compass of the trio, rose in protest, “This is a
den of iniquity. I’m leaving.”
Emanuel and Seth each grabbed an arm and slammed him back in
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his chair. Matthew was annoyingly Catholic at times.
Emanuel took a swig of frothy ale. “If you abandon us, I will
convince Sarah that you forced Seth and me to come to this sinful place.”
Matthew was aghast, “You wouldn’t dare utter such a lie.”
Seth backed Emanuel, “You’re the white one, Matthew. We had no
choice but to comply.”
Matthew released an exasperated breath, “unbelievable.” He threw
his head back and slammed a shot of bourbon. It burned all the way
down. After two more rounds, he was feeling as loose as Seth and
Emanuel.
They enjoyed a few hands of poker. Lost some money. Won some
money. Tipped the waitresses. Tipped the dancers. Dragged Seth off the
stage when he got drunk enough to perform his own shimmy. Pulled
Emanuel away from the bar when he had his face under a spout filling
his mouth with beer. A gaggle of women tried to drag them off to private
rooms. Seth and Matthew respectfully declined. As married men there
were certain boundaries they refused to cross. Emanuel, however, was
beholden to no one.
Seth assured the disappointed ladies, “Take my brother, Emanuel.
This handsome bastard is leaving for the army.”
Emanuel gave his brothers a ‘please help me’ look as he was drug
away by a beautiful mob.
While he was gone Seth took the opportunity to say, “He could get
killed in the army. You must tell your parents.”
“I can’t snitch,” said Matthew. “He’ll tell my parents about Sarah.
I’m bent over a barrel. You tell them.”
“I can’t. He’ll hate me,” Seth admitted.
They played dominoes while discussing ways to talk Emanuel out of
leaving. Emanuel emerged from a private chamber with a stunning
redhead under his left arm and a Polynesian beauty under his right arm.
He had a silly grin and lipstick all over his face. Seth chuckled at the
coconut bra Emanuel was wearing and groped his false breasts. Matthew
laughed until his sides were splitting.
Emanuel asked the topless Polynesian girl, “You want this back,
doll?”
She smooched his cheek. “Keep it. It’s cuter on you.”
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Emanuel drunkenly slurred and pointed at a table full of men,
“There’s a hundred beautiful woman in here. Why do those blokes keep
staring at us?”
Seth, always the confident one, shrugged in reply, “Maybe we’re
prettier than the women. Just ignore them.”
Matthew chuckled until he recognized one of the fellows. “That’s
the Irishman from the bakery I told you about. Bastard hates my guts and
I don’t even know why.”
Emanuel, Seth, and Matthew chose not to engage in a conflict. They
desired for this to be the one outing that didn’t end in handcuffs. Soon
the Irishmen trailed outside because Matthew’s table of big spenders had
monopolized the ladies. Matthew breathed a sigh of relief at their
departure. The Colburn brothers carried on with their gambling and
frolicking.
The shatter of glass and a small explosion alerted them. Matthew
looked behind the heavy drapes. His eyes bulged at the sight of his horses
running loose. His stagecoach was in flames. The Irish gang was
standing by with smug expressions.
Matthew ran outside with Seth and Emanuel close behind. Profanity
was exchanged, followed by blows, and everyone went to jail…

Matthew woke up behind bars feeling like he’d been trampled by a
stampede of Clydesdales. He glanced around his cell shocked by the
lumps and bruises on Seth and Emanuel. Matthew touched his own face.
The soreness told him that he didn’t look much better.
“Where are the rabble rousers who started it?” Matthew questioned.
Emanuel pointed, “on the other side of the bars.”
Matthew looked around the sheriff’s station appalled to find all five
of the men they fought wearing crisp brown uniforms. Shiny star-shaped
badges were on their chests. The deputies had the same busted lips and
black eyes as the Colburn brothers. The spectators declared it a draw.
Matthew couldn’t believe his eyes. “They’re officers?”
“Yep,” said Seth rubbing his aching temples. “You really know how
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to pick an enemy.”
Matthew read the sign on the desk of his enemy: Deputy Tristan
Murphy.
Deputy Murphy approached the cell with a large ring of keys. “Your
bail has been posted.”
Emanuel and Seth filed out to embrace their freedom. Matthew stood
in Murphy’s face staring down the officer, refusing to be intimidated by
him.
Matthew snarled inches from his face, “You’re a coward hiding
behind a piece of cheap tin. I should rip it from your chest and shove it
up your ass.”
“Try it,” Murphy growled back at him.
Seth and Emanuel pulled Matthew away.
Matthew’s mother, Mistress Colburn, and Seth’s pregnant wife,
Leah, were waiting outside to spring them from the slammer. Leah’s
furiously crossed arms sat on top of a baby bump.
Seth raised his hands in retreat. “Allow me to explain.”
“I’m waiting,” Leah snapped.
“Master Matthew forced us to come,” Seth swore.
Matthew gasped, “Really Seth!”
Mistress Colburn yelled, “Shut up, all of you! Arrested after a brawl
at a house of ill repute! Seth, this has you written all over it!”
“Guilty,” Seth groaned with a massive headache, “but we didn’t start
the fight.”
“Sure you didn’t,” said Mistress Colburn as she shoved all three
knuckleheads in Leah’s stagecoach.
Matthew’s mother was so angry that she slipped in and out of French
as she berated them. She snatched the coconut bra off Emanuel who had
never felt so nauseous in his life.
As they bounced down the road, Mistress Colburn rubbed at her
temple with agitated fingers, “Which one of you idiots got inebriated and
torched my stagecoach?”
“The officers did that!” Matthew shouted. “They were harassing us!”
If this outlandish claim sprung from the mouth of the other two
devils she would’ve never believed it but Matthew was no liar.
The mistress nodded, “I’ll pull some strings and have those deputies
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out of a job by dinner.”
“Thank you, Mother, but I’m a man,” Matthew insisted. “Allow me
to fight my own battles.”
Emanuel agreed, “Allow us to handle it, please.”
Seth spoke up, “I didn’t stop being a Colburn when I married and
moved out. Their fight is my fight.”
Mistress Colburn beamed, as proud as she could be of three sons
she’d just sprung from jail. Her pride came to an abrupt end as Emanuel
flung open the carriage door, spewing last night’s dinner down the gravel
path. She shook her head and fretted over just how epically she had
failed.

Confused and frightened slave girls were being rounded up all over
Colburn Plantation. They were stripped down to their undergarments,
shivering in the cool morning air. Sarah stood among them as Mr.
Gorsky looked over every inch of their bodies. Anyone with lash marks
was sent away. Any girl with harsh features was dismissed. He’d sorted
through over a hundred women until he was down to the prettiest twelve.
Mr. Gorsky had a handlebar mustache and wore an outlandish top
hat. His features and clothing were so exaggerated that he looked like a
ringmaster at a circus but Sarah had an awful feeling that he wasn’t
recruiting clowns.
Isabel screamed and fought as overseers drug her from the kitchen
to join the slave girls.
“I’m free!” she screamed repeatedly. “Unhand me!”
Master Colburn ordered his men to release Isabel, “She’s telling the
truth. She’s a free woman.”
Isabel heaved breathless thanks to him before going back to the
kitchen.
Mr. Gorsky was licking his chops at the sight of Isabel, “Can we
pretend she isn’t free.”
Master Colburn chuckled and pulled him aside. “Unfortunately we
can’t do that.”
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“The law won’t make a fuss over one free Negress,” the visitor
insisted.
“Well that depends on the magistrate,” Master Colburn explained.
“The one in this county will have his goons auditing my whole damn
property and confiscating any slave they find without pristine
documentation.”
Mr. Gorsky humbly admitted, “I’m from a free state in the north. I
wasn’t aware of how heavily regulated this industry was.”
Master Colburn shook his head at the naïve northerner, “The law is
the least of my worries. Each year, after the harvest, I don’t require that
all my slaves be here on the property. I contract half of the men to mines
and half of the women to hotels. For every fifteen dollars they earn
working abroad they are allowed to keep one dollar. Hope of saving up
to buy their freedom is the only thing that stops most of them from
running off. Hope of sweet freedom keeps the slaves in line. If I illegally
sell a free woman to you that sends a message that my word ain’t worth
hog shit, no one will ever be free, and my plantation spirals into chaos.”
Mr. Gorsky was surprised, “I never knew that hope could be more
oppressing than fear.”
“A slave with nothing to lose is dangerous,” Master Colburn
whispered. “Good white families have died in slave rebellions. That’s
why I allow my niggers their little indulgences, their spear fighting and
spring festival games. I toss them a little change for working on the
Sabbath and holidays. They become so beguiled by achieving as much
as they can within the prison that they forget it is still a prison.”
Mr. Gorsky was impressed. He tipped his tall hat to the plantation
master that he initially assumed was just a simpleminded country man.
“My accountant will handle the purchase of these twelve young ladies.
He should arrive in two days.”
Master Colburn shook his hand, “Pleasure doing business with you.”
Master Colburn signaled for his overseers to herd Sarah and the other
into the brig. It was a prison on the property for runaways and
insubordinate slaves. It was also the place he held people who were on
the cusp of being sold. Nothing triggered a slave to run away as much as
fear of the unknown. Everywhere Sarah looked were tears. Half of these
women were married. She was married. Some of them had babies they’d
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never see again.
Master Colburn spoke in a calm voice, urging them to calm down,
“Mr. Gorsky is a good man. He assured me that he owns a string of fancy
hotels and he’s looking for pretty ladies to staff them. No more breaking
your back in the sun. No more hard work.”
Sarah shook her head no, “He lied to ya, Master. Gorsky own a
brothel! Please don’t let him make us into whores! Ya always been a fair
man! A Christian man! Don’t let him take us!”
The women were panicking now. They embraced one another with
tears streaming. Master Colburn was torn. Gorsky had offered twice the
worth of each girl in the brig. Plus, how could he believe the word of a
slave girl over a respectable white man.
“Sarah is misinformed,” Master Colburn insisted. “You are all going
to lavish hotels. You’re welcome to visit your families at Colburn Estate
anytime with Mr. Gorsky’s permission. Things will be alright. You will
be alright. Life will go on.”
The world seemed to be spinning around Sarah. She felt like the
ground had been yanked out from under her. She clutched the bars of her
cell and eased down to the ground to prevent fainting. Her body was
strange lately. She cried for no reason at all. She became dizzy when she
spaced her meals too far apart. If not for the fact that she had gotten her
moon days she might have believed Matthew’s theory.
Matthew ran up to the gate, horrified to see that he was not the only
one who’d been in a cell.
“Let her out!” Matthew yelled at an overseer.
“Sorry boss, the master left strict instructions that no one leaves this
brig until after the sale is complete,” the guard explained.
Matthew snarled, “My evil, chain-smoking, father is going to die
someday and who the hell do you think will be your master then? Allow
me ten minutes to say goodbye.”
The overseer huffed impatiently, “Which one?”
“The nurse,” Matthew replied.
The gate was unlocked and Sarah alone was pulled out.
“You have ten minutes before I ring the alarm bell,” the overseer
warned.
Matthew knew what would come next. Men with rifles and vicious
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dogs would be scouring the property for Sarah.
“I’ll bring her right back,” Matthew swore as he hurried away with
his wife.
Sarah sat next to him beneath their tree. Matthew wrapped a strong
arm around her shoulders.
She woefully explained the predicament, “Yo father believes Mr.
Gorsky need pretty girls to staff hotels but the man, and I use that term
in the loosest possible sense, runs a brothel. I know this because when I
was just an apprentice nurse working alongside Aunt Lizzie, Mr. Gorsky
brought his whores by the infirmary for abortifacients and treatment of
love diseases. He own a brothel called Dreams.”
Matthew went ghost white. He felt sick to his stomach. He felt dirty
and just plain wrong to find out the women who had entertained him the
night before had done so against their will. The girls who had lain under
Emanuel had done so under threat to their safety. Now Matthew’s
beloved was facing the same fate. Gorsky would force Sarah to abort her
pregnancy. He would sell her body to any filthy brute with two coins to
rub together.
“Ya know something,” Sarah declared. “I can read it all over yo
guilty face.”
Matthew hated disappointing her but he loved her too much to lie. “I
went to Dreams last night with Seth and Emanuel but I swear we did not
know the ladies were slaves.”
Sarah couldn’t breathe. She felt sick to her stomach. “Have ya lain
with another?”
“Never,” Matthew vehemently promised. “It felt wrong just being
there. I would have left but after Emanuel risked his neck to rescue you
I couldn’t bail on his going away party.”
“Emanuel is going away?”
“He’s already gone,” Matthew confessed. “He couldn’t be dissuaded
and he’s the only one my tyrant father listens to.”
Her heart sank. There was no voice of reason to pull Master Colburn
out of this sale. Matthew pulled her even closer, dropping a kiss into her
forest of dark hair.
“Sarah,” he whispered. His voice was strained by the weight of his
emotions. “I’m going to help you and the other women escape.”
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Sarah swallowed hard. She was terrified to run away but she trusted
Matthew. “I’ll run away if ya come with me.”
Her love warmed his heart and crushed it at the same time.
“I won’t be going,” Matthew coughed out painfully. “The only plan
I can think of on such short notice requires that I stay behind to pull it
off.
Sarah wept, “If ya don’t come along we’ll never see each other
again.”
He said nothing back but the look on his face told her that he’d
already considered that drawback.
Her eyes began to well up, “We married! How can ya not come with
me! I thought ya loved me.”
“I can’t Sarah! I just can’t.” Silence followed his passionate words.
Matthew had never raised his voice to her until now. She scooted
away from him. Her face was a sea of confusion and hurt. She sat
forlornly with her arms wrapped around her raised knees, shoving away
his hand every time he tried to console her. Sarah would gain her freedom
at the loss of her heart. Nothing would ever be able to console her.

Isabel perched high on a tree limb listening intently. She ceased
picking flower buds for the tonic she was concocting. She pulled her
satchel closed and made a statue of herself at the murmur of voices
below. A sinister grin creased her lips at the sound of Matthew’s voice,
at the mention of his plot. If she thwarted Matthew’s escape plans Master
Colburn would certainly make her his number one.
Isabel grimaced when Matthew and Sarah rose from their seated
positions. Damn it! I didn’t get a chance to hear the details. I need
someone I can squeeze for information. Someone Matthew would trust
to help with his plot.
At that precise moment, Aaron stepped outside on the porch of his
cabin. The gorgeous slave took a seat on the steps admiring all the gifts
Francesca had given him. He scratched his head and wondered why she
was so fond of him. At first, he assumed that she was just a nice girl, but
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her rude treatment of everyone else extinguished that theory. Then he
brushed it off as a girlish infatuation brought on by the fact that he saved
her life. Perhaps she had confused gratitude for something more, but the
infatuation was growing stronger. Her subtle smiles, gifts, and flirtations
were flooding his mind with dangerous thought that could get him
lynched. Aaron needed to end this madness before it went too far but he
didn’t know how best to reject a white woman. These things just didn’t
happen.
Isabel gave a toothy grin as she watched Aaron with his trinkets. I
have found my target…
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Chapter 10:
The Price of Freedom

I

f Matthew was going to pull this off he had to take a walk on the
wrong side of the law. This meant being forced to trust people who
despised him. Deputy Murphy was an avid abolitionist with
underground connections. His partner was a yellow girl who worked at
Dreams brothel. Isolde was Mr. Gorsky’s niece so she had the freedom
to come and go, but her unscrupulous uncle still made her his most
valuable courtesan.
Matthew walked cautiously through the forest. Beams of sunlight
broke through dense foliage illuminating his path.
“Good Morning,” Matthew tipped his hat to the beautiful Quadroon
woman.
Isolde wore her blonde curls in a single braid that fell over one
shoulder. She rolled her eyes not even pretending to hide her disdain for
Matthew.
“Let’s just get this meeting over with Colburn,” Deputy Murphy
insisted.
Matthew humbled himself to speak to his enemies, “I know the truth
now about my father’s tenure as magistrate. Murphy, it wasn’t right for
my father not to prosecute your aunt’s rapist just because she was poor
and Irish. I know that now and I shouldn’t have stood up for him.”
Matthew turned to the lady shooting daggers at him, “Miss Isolde, it was
just as wrong for my father to lock your mother in an insane asylum for
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marrying your mulatto father. Father claimed that no white woman in her
right mind could love a black man. I’m ashamed to admit that I used to
believe him but I’m done backing his every folly.”
Matthew breathed a sigh of relief as their expressions softened.
Murphy said, “You claim to be done condoning Master Colburn’s
evil and yet you stand to inherit his slaves.”
“I once believed that slavery was a necessary evil to move this very
young country forward,” Matthew explained. “I believed we would reach
a point where we no longer needed it.”
“The time to do what’s right is always now,” Murphy chastised him
before a cunning smile warmed his ruggedly handsome face. “How’s
your father’s jaw?”
Isolde snickered. Matthew fumed at the recollection but swallowed
his pride, “Father had to have surgery after you slugged him on the
courthouse steps but he made a full recovery. How’s the hand you broke
on his jaw?”
Murphy rubbed the hand in question, “Still gives me trouble
sometimes. How many packages are you trying to ship?”
“Twelve,” Matthew informed him. “Can you smuggle the goods or
not?”
Murphy rubbed his dark beard thoughtfully, “We must discuss the
issue of payment.”
Isolde passed Matthew a slip of paper.
Matthew’s amber eyes nearly popped out of his face. “Are you
jesting!”
“You can afford it, money bags,” Murphy replied.
“This is too much!” Matthew exclaimed. “Do you normally charge
this much?”
“We don’t normally charge at all,” Murphy grinned, “but we don’t
like you, Colburn. If these packages are important to you, this is the price
of freedom.”
Matthew was furious. They’re bleeding me dry but what choice do I
have? “It’s a deal.”
Murphy opened the door of the stagecoach parked on a narrow dirt
path in the forest. He pulled a large map from a tube and unrolled it on
the floor of the stagecoach.
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He instructed, “Matthew, I need you to go to the docks and purchase
thirteen boarding passes. One for yourself and a dozen more for your
slaves.
“To where?” Matthew questioned.
“The destination doesn’t matter,” Murphy assured him. “Just buy
thirteen tickets and await further instructions. Isolde and I will do the
rest.”
“Thank you, Officer Murphy.” Matthew was relieved that his enemy
could set aside the wrong done to his aunt for long enough to help him.
The deputy laughed, “You won’t be thanking me after Master
Colburn plants his boot in your ass.”
Matthew chuckled, “My father is going to run a sword through me
but I just can’t back him this time.”
Isolde smiled at Matthew with hope. Maybe the apple fell further
from the tree than I assumed. Maybe I was wrong about Matthew. Maybe
Matthew is wrong about himself.

It was barely noon as Master Colburn slowly rode his coffee-colored
steed through the tobacco fields, but his vast plantation was already
erupting with the sound of music:
Wade in the water
Wade in the water
Children, wade in the water
God’s gonna trouble the water
The slaves worked diligently to bring in the harvest. Master Colburn
scowled as he gazed over the rolling green sea of tobacco speckled with
people. He’d found Emanuel’s goodbye letter and he was not happy to
be managing all of this by himself. Master Colburn climbed down from
his horse as the slaves continued to work and sing:
Who’s that young girl dressed in red
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Wade in the water
Must be the children that Moses led
God’s gonna trouble the water
Slightly distracted Master Colburn turned and collided with a slave.
A strong hand caught him from falling on the flat of his back and when
he regained his balance he looked up into the smiling face of his faithful
servant Aaron.
“Are ya alright, Sir,” asked Aaron.
“I’m fine,” Master Colburn seethed, frustrated by the fact that his
right-hand man had abandoned him. Annoyed by the incessant singing
of his slaves. “What in the hell have they got to sing about? They’re
slaves!”
Aaron shrugged, “No harm boss. They work better when they sing.
Did ya need something?”
Master Colburn nodded, “I was looking for Matthew. Someone has
to take on Emanuel’s duties. Have you seen him?”
“Not since yesterday,” Aaron lied convincingly.
Master Colburn’s eyes narrowed on a silver charm hanging from a
noodle sized leather necklace around Aaron’s neck.
Master Colburn lifted the charm and stared at it, “This looks like a
piece of old junk that Francesca curated. Did she give you this?”
A cold chill rolled down Aaron’s spine. He fibbed, “no Sir.”
Master Colburn dropped the charm on Aaron’s chest and silenced
him. “If I find out you’re seeing my niece, God help you both.”
Aaron swallowed hard, “I ain’t seeing her. She draw me from time
to time. That’s all.”
Master Colburn put a hand on Aaron’s muscular shoulder and spoke
with all the sincerity an emotional cripple could conjure, “I haven’t
anything against you boy. You’re respectful and hard-working. I
couldn’t run this place without you but as you can understand I want
what’s best for Francesca. You know she deserves a better life than what
you can offer her as fugitive lovers on the run. If you love her, let her
go.”
“Yes Sir,” a defeated Aaron nodded with his head down, his
shoulders slumped. Master Colburn is a tyrant but even a broken clock
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is right twice a day. I have nothing to offer a woman of such high social
standing. They’ll kill me for being with her and destroy her reputation.
Francesca will always be forbidden fruit.
Matthew came out from behind a large cart of bailed tobacco as
Master Colburn trotted back to the big house. Matthew looked upon the
broken face of his friend. I feel so bad for Aaron. Father truly has a
talent for getting in people’s heads. “I overheard. I’m sorry.”
Aaron lifted his head and stiffened his shoulders in pride, “I ain’t in
love with yo cousin.”
“I’m your friend,” Matthew reminded him. “You don’t have to do
that with me.”
A heartbroken Aaron didn’t respond. He couldn’t respond so he
returned to work alongside the slaves and joined them in song:
Wade in the water,
Wade in the water children
Wade in the water,
God’s gonna trouble the water

Night fell and Aaron scaled the tree by Francesca’s bedroom. He
climbed onto the balcony with the stealth of a ninja unsure of how he
would be received. Would she scream? Would she tell on him? If he had
his way he’d create a world where they could be together but this wasn’t
Aaron’s world. It was Master Colburn’s world. Aaron would have to
betray Master Colburn and then some to help Matthew rescue Sarah.
He gazed in bewilderment as Francesca slid up her gown. She spread
her shapely porcelain legs and closed her eyes as she massaged the
sensitive folds between her thighs. Her back arched off the bed from the
pleasure of this forbidden act, “Aaron, I love you. Please take me
tonight.”
The sound of her calling his name in a breathless wanton tone was
enough to put a knot in his trousers. He nearly finished in his pants.
Aaron opened the balcony doors and made himself known before she
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went any further.
A stunned Francesca whisper/yelled, “What on earth are you doing!”
“I need yo help,” he pleaded. “I know I got no right to ask.”
Francesca sighed. He has a gentleness about him I’ve never seen in
anyone, a genuine kindness that brings out the very best in me. How
could I not yearn to love him in every way? “What do you need?”
“Twelve dresses.”
She waved a hand towards her extravagant closet. “They’re yours.”
He was amazed by the way she didn’t even ask questions about his
odd request.
She pulled a sketchbook from its hiding place and tossed it to him.
He flipped through the pages admiring each beautiful drawing. Soon he
found one that ceased his breath and made his eyes pop out of his skull.
Francesca had drawn them together practically nude. The following page
was just as steamy. The page after that was downright provocative.
“You don’t like them,” she concluded. Her eyes were filled with
disappointment.
He assured her, “Everything ya make is breathtaking, but pictures
like this will make people assume that I’ve done something I would never
do.”
There was something about the word never that struck her like a
punch in the stomach. Francesca resisted the urge to ask him to do things
she knew he was far too chivalrous to agree to. She longed to tell him all
she wanted, what she needed from him, what she touched herself at night
dreaming about. He was the one man she would give herself to because
she knew he’d never judge her. He was one of those peculiar types like
Matthew who saw her as an equal.
She sighed wistfully looking up at the strapping beau. How could the
only man I’m willing to give my love to be so unwilling to have it? “Are
my clothes the only reason you came here?”
He blessed her with a charming smile. “yo clothes and yo discretion.
Thank ya very much for both.”
She giggled, “You’re welcome. Now go before my uncle catches
you.”
“There’s more,” he confessed. From the sound of his voice, she
could tell it was something heavy.
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Aaron took a seat on the lounge not trusting himself to be on the bed
with her. Erotic thoughts of Francesca sometimes kept him up until the
wee hours of the morning, to the point he’d have to please himself just
to get some sleep. This was such a confusing situation because he still
loved Anna very much.
“What do you have to tell me, Aaron?” she questioned, wishing he’d
joined her rather than sitting so far away.
He took a deep breath, preferring to be the one to tell her rather than
have her find out some other way. “If I commit an act of betrayal to
rescue twelve women could ya forgive me?”
He explained the whole plan to her and begged for her silence. He
pleaded for her support.
Francesca gasped in shock and fear after hearing Matthew’s escape
plot. “I don’t like this at all.”
“Neither do I but it’s the only way,” Aaron explained. “Master
Colburn will not listen to anyone but Emanuel and Emanuel left us.”
Tears came to her eyes at the thought of his words, the risks and
sacrifices he’d have to make, “It isn’t fair.”
“You right. It ain’t fair, but things will be alright.”
She coughed as her throat became sore due to mounting emotions.
“Miss Francesca, please help me out,” he implored her. “I can’t do
this without ya and Matthew need me. All those mothers, wives, and
daughters in the brig need me.”
Francesca swallowed hard and nodded, “Do what you must.”
He breathed a sigh of relief. She rose from her bed. Her gown did
little to conceal her soft luscious curves. The rosy color of her nipples
showed through the sheer veil of material and he could almost swear he
could see her…
He dutifully looked away. “Back to bed with ya. I ain’t supposed to
see ya like this.”
She smiled devilishly, “Look at me.”
“Ya know that yo father will never give me yo hand,” he breathed
heavier than intended. Just the sound of her voice was making a tent of
his pants. He shifted to make himself comfortable again. “Why must ya
torment me this way?”
“You torment yourself. I offer pleasure,” she whispered in a voice
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wrought with need as she pulled the laces of her sleeper offering a full
view of her magnificent breasts. “You broke into my bedroom like a thief
in the night. Look at me or I will scream and they’ll beat the hell out of
you… again.”
He rose from his seat and gazed down at her. She was caressing her
breasts slowly as he watched in stone silence. He licked his lips
involuntarily and she smiled at the smolder in his dark brown eyes.
Aaron groaned, “Please stop touching yourself before I do something
stupid, something you’ll hate me for.”
He carried her to bed. Her beautiful eyes gazed up at him as she bit
her lip to keep from squealing at the mounting anticipation. She was
practically inviting him into her arms, her bed, her body. He sat beside
this lovely slice of forbidden fruit. His erection was like a reinforced
tower. She wondered how he would ever fit into her. He pulled her hand
from between her legs and gingerly sucked the fingers she had used to
please herself.
Her mouth gaped in pleasure at the feel of his soft wet tongue on the
sensitive pads of her fingertips. “How do I taste?”
“Better than I could’ve ever imagined.” He stroked his steely
manhood from base to tip as she watched with an innocent sort of
curiosity, afraid to touch this forbidden part of him and yet yearning to.
Her body quivered as he lowered his lips to brace hers but he could not
bring himself to cross this line. Aaron reluctantly covered her with a
warm blanket. He couldn’t do this. Not only was it dangerous and stupid,
it felt like a betrayal of Anna’s memory.
“You’re leaving,” Francesca cried softly. “I didn’t even get to touch
you.”
“If ya touched me, I’d never stop touching ya,” he confessed.
Her tears burned a painful hole in his soul. He had to gaze away to
keep from crying, to keep from looking vulnerable.
“Please don’t cry,” he begged her in a soft voice nearly a whisper.
“Ya gave me something to dream about.”
She sat up in bed and pulled his massive hand to her lips. She placed
a tender kiss into his palm to take with him. He sighed resting his
forehead against hers, and they were content.
Aaron dismounted the tree with the subtle taste of Francesca forever
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etched upon his heart.
“Damn it,” he grumbled as his eyes fell upon Master Colburn’s
snitch. “Isabel, please don’t tell. I swear nothing happened. Master
Colburn will whip my ass for a girl I didn’t lay with.”
Isabel smiled up at the striking slave, “I won’t tell Master Colburn
you were leaving his niece’s bed chamber if you come back to my place
for a drink.”
“No,” Aaron said sternly. “Ya told me not to waste my flattery, said
I wasn’t good enough. What’s changed?”
“I like ya,” Isabel informed him, fingering the charm that rested at
his breastbone.
He promptly snatched it away, “This trinket belongs to Francesca
and I beg ya not to play with either.”
“Just one drink,” Isabel said sweetly. “We don’t have to do
anything.”
“One drink and you’ll forget whose bedroom ya saw me leaving?”
She assured him with a mesmerizing kiss, “One drink and I’ll forget
it all.”
He obediently followed. What choice did he have? Isabel’s shack
was small and unremarkable like the others. It smelled earthy from all
the natural concoctions she was always mixing. This hobby got her
labeled a witch.
Isabel grabbed a clear jar of hooch from her footlocker and two
empty cups.
“Moonshine,” She offered.
“Yeah, thanks,” said Aaron.
He guzzled the strong liquor. The next thing he knew he was sitting
between her covers in nothing but his underpants and his token of love
from Francesca. He needed to bed Isabel and dreaded it at the same time.
He looked away as Isabel removed her dress and snuggled up to him on
her small bed.
She couldn’t help but ask as she saw him so lost in thought, “What
can that white girl possibly do for ya that I can’t?”
Aaron spoke groggily, “Please release me from whatever this is.”
“We’re just having fun,” Isabel assured him. Even under potent
intoxicants and coercion, he’s being difficult!
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Isabel began to kiss Aaron’s body as she said in her sweet
manipulative voice, “What’s it gonna take for ya to relax? She never has
to know about this.”
“Never?”
“Never”
Aaron closed his eyes and leaned back as she kissed a trail to his
staff. She pulled it out, licked gently at first, and then placed her mouth
around it. She teased and played with him knowing exactly how to
please. His mind was still fresh with images of Francesca’s little tease
and he hadn’t had a release in so long. He gripped the sheets as Isabel
sucked and fondled him into oblivion. She was amazing. Every caress of
her soft wet tongue and her luscious lips overwhelmed him with desire.
She ceased for a moment.
“Please don’t stop,” he begged her.
She smiled up at him, her hand still gripping the base of his manhood
stroking just enough to keep him in her clutches. “What was Matthew
doing today?”
“I can’t tell ya,” he held out.
She climbed on top of him bracing his lips with a venomous kiss so
powerful that he grabbed her hips and pushed up into her wetness. He
felt so good and yet so guilty. His thoughts grew heavy as she serviced
him. What kind of monster am I? I love one dead girl and one live girl.
Neither is this girl!
Aaron silently begged his late fiancée for forgiveness. A tear escaped
his curly lashes and rolled down his dark cheek. He rolled Isabel onto
her back and placed his strong body on top of her, spread her thighs, and
opened her beneath him. Aaron closed his eyes and remembered how
wonderful it felt to make love to Anna. He kissed her, held her close, told
her he loved her. Every penetrating motion was smooth and gentle.
Before long Isabel made the sensuous sound that turned him on more
than anything. It was the sound that let him know he had pleased her, the
sound that told him it was okay to let go. He looked down at her as he
thrust deep inside of her. She was humbled before him, trembling and
vulnerable. For the briefest of moments, he’d transformed this horrible
witch from hell into a delicate, fragile, beautiful woman. This vision was
too much to bear. His strokes became harder, faster, and deeper. She
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could tell by the clench in his jaw, the mixture of lust and determination
in his eyes that he was soon to spill his seed. She pushed him back with
phenomenal strength he wouldn’t have thought possible.
He rubbed his shaft, still warm and lubricated from her soft wet
interior. “Please allow me to finish. I need this.”
“Not until ya tell me what Matthew did today,” she whispered
butterflying her legs as she pleased herself, torturing him with her
wanton moans. “Tell me and ya can finish bedding me.”
He squealed with delight, almost climaxing at her words. Aaron
spoke a million miles per hour, “Matthew bought thirteen tickets to board
the Intrepid. He asked me to get twelve fancy dresses from Francesca
because slave trackers are less likely to stop a colored woman in a lavish
gown. Departure time is Friday at 7:00am.”
Isabel nodded, pleased with herself. He turned her over on her belly,
lifted her backside in the air, and entered her from behind. Isabel gripped
the sheets at the sheer size of him. It was clear that he wasn’t giving her
all of himself before. She bit into the pillow tears trickled from her eyes
as he slid into her inch by glorious inch until his pelvis was flush against
her.
He ceased but didn’t remove himself at the soft sound of weeping.
“Are ya sure about this? I can stop if it hurts.”
“It’s alright,” she managed to cough through the pain and
discomfort. “I promised ya could finish and it only hurts for a short
time.”
He nodded with concern sliding his hand around her hip to rub his
fingertips over the sensitive bud between her thighs. When she moaned
softly at his touch he took it as a cue that he could move without causing
pain. He gently pushed in and out of her, slowly at first, and then picked
up speed as she asked him to. Her pain and shock transformed into
pleasure. She found herself drowning in a sea of ecstasy. Isabel began
pushing back against the hard bones of his pelvis, eagerly taking him in,
digging her claws into the firm mattress as she cried out in a second
wonderful orgasm.
Aaron gasped momentarily breaking his rhythm at the revelation that
she’d climaxed. It didn’t take long for him to reach his peak. His fingers
dug into her sweat laden hips as he pushed behind her. A passionate
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growl escaped his lips as he yanked himself out, releasing a warm cloudy
liquid on her back and rotund cheeks. With lust and animalistic need
fading the guilt returned, the indignity of betraying Anna’s memory, the
shame of breaking Francesca’s heart.
He scrubbed every part of himself with soap and water until his skin
was sore, not caring if Isabel saw the tears in his eyes for what he’d done.
He deserved the witch’s ridicule. He deserved much worse. Aaron had
betrayed one girl and used another. This wasn’t like him.
He felt like a bastard. “For what it’s worth, I’m sorry. I don’t… I
would never… I’m sorry.”
Isabel rolled her eyes. She didn’t bother to taunt the sensitive man
she’d drugged and squeezed for information. That would only make
Aaron even more upset and she was already sick of him. She got what
she wanted in more ways than one. Now she was ready for him to leave.
Ready to tell Master Colburn all she’d found out, ready to crush
Matthew’s great escape. When the toxin fades Aaron will remember
nothing we’ve done, nothing he confessed to, and he won’t be able to
warn Matthew…
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Chapter 11:
The Great Escape

T

he escape would be the last precious moments that Sarah could
spend with her husband. Matthew was not allowed to know her
final destination for fear that his father would beat the answer
out of him. Her throat was raw from vomiting and a rancid taste swirled
around her mouth. Sarah was beginning to fear that her continued
menstrual cycles were anomalies. She was indeed pregnant but her body
refused to accept the truth. It was too painful to accept the truth.
Matthew was not the only loved one that she would never see again.
Her father, Samson, was under contract with a mine and there was no
way to get news to him. Her mother, Violet, couldn’t bring herself to run
without Samson. Sarah’s older sister, Marlette, was fighting a losing
battle with a complicated pregnancy. The strain of fleeing could end her
life and that of the child. Sarah would have no family on this lonely
journey. She was adrift.
Sarah rested her temple against the cool iron bar hoping to stop the
throbbing of her head. She had cried herself into a migraine that was so
brutal her vision swam in and out of focus. Even the chirping of crickets
and the hoot of an owl seemed amplified tenfold. Sound caused pain,
light caused pain, but worst of all memories caused pain. Colburn
Plantation was more than soil and slaves. It was laughs among friends,
births of precious babies, first kisses, sacred unions, and heartfelt
goodbyes. This plantation was the only life she had ever known. It was
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the home of the only man she had ever truly loved and his heir was
growing within her womb. How could she be expected to forget a man
when she was taking a part of him with her?
Now is not the time for sentiment. It is time for survival. Sarah told
herself as she snatched Matthew’s engagement present from her wrist. It
was a ruby medallion with the Colburn family crest on the back. She cast
it on the dirt floor of the brig.
“Sarah!” yelled her sister Marlette as she rushed to the cell. She
reached between the bars to retrieve the gift. “How could ya just throw
this away? Ya got it from Master Matthew!”
“Because we leave tonight,” Sarah heaved with falling tears.
“Fretting over some man I’ll never see again could get me captured or
killed.”
“Matthew ain’t just some man and ya know it,” Marlette chastised
her.
“I don’t know what to do,” Sarah admitted with her face in her hands.
“This my only shot at a free life but I can’t imagine any life without him.
Am I a fool?”
“Love makes fools of us all,” Marlette answered honestly, “but I’d
rather be a fool in love than a lonely genius.”
Sarah couldn’t believe such tender words were coming from a
woman who was once labeled the iron maiden.
Marlette went on to say, “From what I can tell, Matthew just as big
a fool for you.”
Sarah smiled through her tears. “I’ll miss ya, Marlette.”
The sisters hugged around the bars. Their eyes were shining with
tears. Sarah was leaving behind so many loved ones.
Marlette squeezed a care package through the gap. “Mama couldn’t
bear to say goodbye. She told me to give ya this. “It’s just some food for
the journey and other things.”
Sarah wiped her tears and hugged her big sister a final time. Then
Marlette was ordered away from the gate by a watchman.
Just outside of the brig Francesca sauntered up to the guards with all
the sultriness she could conjure. She knew little about sex but she had
sexuality down to a science. They drooled at the smolder in her stormy
gray eyes, the bouncing cleavage that peaked over the silver pitcher she
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was carrying.
Francesca brandished her most charming smile, “You gentlemen are
doing my family a great service. I brought you a little something for the
long night ahead.”
“Thank you kindly, Miss,” said one of the overseers with a buttery
grin. He watched intently as she walked away. “If that wasn’t Master
Colburn’s niece…”
“I’d make her love me,” called the other guard.
Francesca flipped her hair over her right shoulder signaling to
Deputy Murphy, who was waiting in the nearby woods. This was a sign
that the guards were drinking the wine he had dosed. Everything was
going as planned. Had she flipped her hair over her left shoulder he
would have known to intervene and subdue the guards himself.
Initially, Matthew had concerns that Francesca would do all she
could to sabotage any plan that would help Sarah. He dismissed these
worries after realizing that Francesca wanted Sarah gone as badly as he
needed Sarah gone. Plus, Francesca would not risk exposing Aaron just
to spite Sarah.
A shadowy figure alerted Francesca. She grimaced at Master
Colburn’s snitch. Where on earth was Isabel going this time of night and
what villainy was she up to? Francesca didn’t want to engage her but she
had no choice. She’s the one person who can foil Aaron’s plans. I must
at least see if she’s on to us.
Isabel pulled the hood of her black velvet cloak down around her
face. She walked in the silver glow of the moon. Pretending not to see
Francesca approaching.
“Just one moment,” said Francesca as she hurried forward.
“I’m off on Thursdays and I’m already running late,” Isabel called
back over her shoulder as she marched into the woods.
Francesca walked briskly after her, almost having to run to catch up.
“I need to talk to you.”
“I’m so sorry but I haven’t the time. I have dinner with my sisters
every Thursday night,” Isabel explained apologetically without breaking
her stride.
“I’ll walk you there. There’s safety in numbers and we can talk on
the way,” Francesca suggested.
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Isabel agreed, “A lot of women have disappeared around these
parts.”
It was creepy the way the Missouri woods swallowed women and
they were never heard from again. Francesca shook off a chill and
cleared her mind. She couldn’t dwell on the disappearances right now.
Francesca admitted, “If you are as cunning as I know you are, you
have already figured out that there are women who look like you in a
cage on Colburn Estate.”
“There are women who look like me in cages all over America. I’ve
grown numb to it. That’s the only way to survive in a prison. I don’t
remember what it’s like to feel.”
“I don’t believe that. Everyone feels.”
Isabel raised a skeptical eyebrow at her, “Since when do ya give a
damn about women who look like me?”
“I don’t,” Francesca admitted. “I give a damn about the man who
wants to rescue them. How much must I pay you to back off?”
“Now ya speaking my language,” said Isabel. “I’m certain we can
come to a fair agreement.”
They followed a narrow moonlit path through the forest, sweeping
tree limbs and foliage out of their way. Francesca and Isabel made
careful steps over a rickety bridge, trying not to focus on the steep ravine
below. Eventually, they ceased before a small cottage. As Francesca
turned to leave Isabel offered grudgingly, “Ya walked me all the way
here. Ya might as well stay for a bite. My sisters and I can walk ya home
after. Strength in numbers, remember?”
Francesca knew she should be getting home but the night was full of
dangers. The anonymity provided by darkness could be enough to tempt
Master Colburn’s lecherous overseers to attack her. Plus, the escape was
taking place tonight. The longer Francesca monitored the plantation
snitch the better.
Isabel pulled a matchbox from the satchel that hung from her wrist
and struck a match. She lit a single candle and carried it with her.
Francesca followed her down the longest set of winding steps she’d ever
set foot on. There was a lot more to this cottage than its humble façade.
Below ground was like a vast stone castle.
Isabel explained, “I found this place while playing in the forest as a
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young girl. I believe it was once used for ceremonies by the Priestesses
of the old religions.”
Being a fanatic for archeology and ancient religions, Francesca was
completely awestruck by this hidden gem. At the bottom of the neverending cement staircase sat a table with three identical-looking women.
They were cute and shapely with wavy tresses styled differently.
“It’s about time,” joked the one with the bun in her hair.
Francesca spoke up, “I’m sorry, it was my fault she arrived late.”
“No harm done,” Assured another lovely girl with a long braid down
her back.
The last one had her dark crinkles pinned back with sparkling clips.
She brought a chair up for their guest, smiling happily to see a new face.
After a brief introduction, Francesca had a seat with the others. They
sipped wine and nibbled on cheese cubes while waiting for their dinner
to finish. They gossiped about boys, childhood, and life in general.
Francesca took an immediate shining to these women. Even Isabel
wasn’t being a total shrew. It seemed as if Francesca shared some sort of
kinship or a special bond with them. Yet she couldn’t figure out what
linked them all, the one fundamental thing they all shared.
The girl with the bun giggled at Isabel. “I thought you weren’t
bringing her until next week.”
“I wasn’t but she followed me so no time like the present,” Isabel
chimed.
“Hat’s off to you,” said the one with the braided hair. “She’s a perfect
choice.”
Francesca looked at each of the pretty smiling faces with confusion.
“I’m a perfect choice for what?”
“To be our fifth,” Isabel answered casually with a clap of her hands.
The torches that lined the stone walls began to flicker and flame.
Francesca found herself on the floor of what looked like a vast coliseum.
Tiers of cement seating stretched high on all sides. The fire illuminated
hundreds of women’s faces shaded by the hoods of their black velvet
cloaks.
Francesca’s heart pounded. She could hardly breathe. “What is
this?”
Isabel’s accent and entire manner of speech changed. The slave
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dialect fluttered away like a feather on the breeze and she sounded as
European as the first settlers who landed on Plymouth rock.
Isabel smiled. “We are the Sisters of Salem, an ancient sect of
witches. Welcome to our coven. We’ve chosen you for the honor of
being our fifth and final elder. You complete the five-point star. We just
have to kill you first.”
The stadium roared with anticipation of the new guardian and elder.
The girl with the sparkly clips in her hair snatched off the tablecloth.
Wine glasses went crashing to the floor. Beneath the white covering was
a stone table with trenches carves into the surface. There were buckets
beneath each corner of the sacrificial altar to catch Francesca’s blood.
Francesca jumped up so fast her chair fell backward. She fled but
soon felt the painful crunch of the wine bottle breaking over her head.
Isabel turned to the others with the broken bottleneck still in her
grasp, “Prepare her for the ritual sacrifice. We’ll bleed her at dawn.”

It felt like Matthew’s hand was crushing Sarah’s as they fled into a
tunnel but he was determined not to lose sight of her. They had found
this secret passageway by accident when Sarah fell through the earth. It
led into a large cave and beyond that was a waterfall. The trail of slave
girls followed the glow of Matthew’s torch until they arrived at the cave.
They carefully weaved around enormous stalagmites and stalactites.
Matthew hugged Sarah so tightly he pressed the air from her lungs.
“I love you so much, both of you. Never forget that,” he pleaded.
“We love ya too,” she swore from the depths of her soul, finally
accepting her pregnancy.
They held one another while they still could and awaited the next
step.

Francesca woke up many hours later wearing a dress that was
different from the one she had arrived in. She was surrounded by glowing
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candles, religious markings, and animal skulls. The echoes of ceremonial
chants drifted from a myriad of cloaked women. Francesca screamed and
struggled to get off the altar they had shackled her to. “Somebody help
me, please!”
Francesca was sticky from the wine that had spilled all over her. Her
blond locks possessed a crusty mixture of dried blood and merlot. She
shivered from the chill in the air. This place was drafty, very drafty and
she could make out very little of the language they were chanting in. Her
studies of archeology and lost worlds were not extensive. All she could
tell was that this dialect was ancient and these women were planning to
murder her.
Francesca shuddered at the sight of her nemesis. Isabel stood before
a podium sharpening her gold encrusted dagger while reading from a
dusty old book. The hood of her cape was pulled back to the crown of
her head allowing wavy tendrils to frame her face.
“Why me?” Francesca demanded to know.
Isabel stopped flipping through the heavy tome and drifted over to
her reluctant sacrificial lamb. She picked blood and glass from
Francesca’s hair almost affectionately.
Isabel informed her, “I was in the market collecting herbs for a ritual
when I felt an energy that blew my hair back. I turned to find you walking
out of a fabric shop and I knew I had found our fifth. I had to be certain
so I followed you back to Colburn Plantation. I requested work there but
they only had field positions at the time. It took a year to scheme and
fuck my way into a house position. I snitched to establish my value and
remain close until I could convince you to trust me. The longer I worked
for the Colburns the more convinced I became that I was making the
right choice. You possessed strong magic. I could feel it radiating from
you. Plus your noble blood and influence could further our cause in
Europe. I would’ve initiated you right away but I naturally assumed that
Aaron had ruined you already. Our rituals require a maiden. When I saw
him leaving your chamber and he confessed that he hadn’t had you, I
knew I had to seize the opportunity. You belong with the Sisters of
Salem. Embrace us.”
“I’m not a sorceress and I’m not a maiden!” cried a confused and
frightened Francesca. “Aaron didn’t break me but a French nobleman
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did!”
“You’ll say anything to get off this slab and yes you do have powers.
You merely lack the knowledge and training to use them,” Isabel said
ever sweetly as the myriad of spectators gossiped with anticipation.
“You have the wrong girl,” Francesca desperately insisted.
“You don’t know how special you are,” Isabel replied. “You, my
beautiful one, are an ancient evil. Such a person is capable of darkness
most of us can only dream about, incredible sorcery that few will ever
witness let alone possess.”
“I don’t want darkness or sorcery!” Francesca swore. “I just want
Aaron. Please leave us be and I’ll never tell anyone about this place.”
An impish grin came upon Isabel’s face at the mere mention of that
name. Her entire body tingled with recollections of this strong handsome
slave. Soon her brows furrowed with confusion as she turned back to her
captive. “Silly, prudish, rich girl, why didn’t you lay with him? Are you
blind to how incredibly gorgeous he is?”
Francesca’s heart shattered, knowing she’d never get to make love
to him now at least not as herself. These vile creatures were going to
bleed her, combine her soul with that of a serpent, and turn her into a
monster.
Isabel bent at the waist. She gingerly moved Francesca’s hair to
whisper in her ear, “I fucked him. He was amazing.” Francesca nearly
ground her molars to dust, the veins on her neck popped out as Isabel
taunted her cruelly, “Oh my gods, Aaron was in every intimate part of
me. Would you like to know how his cock tastes?”
The tears Francesca had managed to keep dammed thus far flooded
from her broken gray eyes. With no free hand to wipe them, they ran
back into her ears. “You soulless harlot!”
“There’s that dark side coming out. Jealous are we?” Isabel laughed.
“Don’t worry. Romantic love is a useless human emotion you’ll be rid
of soon.”
Francesca sniffled, “Even if you turn me, I’ll never join you after
what you’ve done!”
“When I’m finished, you won’t care about what I’ve done. You’re
weak under his influence, emotional but under my influence, you’ll be
strong, a goddess among men.” Isabel turned to the other three elders.
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“Bring Francesca a snack. She’ll be hungry after she’s reborn.”
Francesca dreaded to know what these evil creatures ate and dared
not even ask. The three witches pushed a restrained Aaron up on a rolling
gurney and Francesca knew the horrifying answer...

Matthew and his magnificent twelve hurried through the busy port
town. The women dazzled in Francesca’s beautiful gowns and left a trail
of fine fragrance everywhere they went. Not a single officer nor slave
tracker asked to see freedom documents of a dozen fabulous debutants
who were traveling with their bodyguard. Matthew had never been a
good liar but today he would do his best. He’d been practicing in the
mirror for two days. He made the women practice confidence and poise
to exude an aura of elegance.
Matthew and his gaggle of ladies marched up the boarding ramp of
the Intrepid. He whipped out thirteen tickets for the clerk. “I am escorting
these twelve debutants to a cotillion in New Orleans.”
Yet another stroke of genius by Deputy Murphy. Authorities were
checking for colored people traveling north. No one was suspicious of
colored folks headed south. The clerk didn’t bother to ask for additional
documentation, “Welcome aboard. Read the signs and proceed to the
appropriate colored area.”
“Thank you, Sir,” Matthew politely tipped his hat and escorted the
women onto the bustling deck.
He couldn’t believe how easy it was. Breaking dawn sent a million
sparkles over the water as Matthew reached for the hand of one special
lady. She smiled, despite her worries and joined hands with him.
Matthew grinned as his pocket watch displayed the time, 6:47am.
“I’m nervous, Matthew,” she admitted.
“There’s no need to be,” he assured her, tucking a loose tendril of
hair beneath her hood to further disguise her identity. “In thirteen
minutes we will have pulled off the greatest escape this country has ever
seen. Deputy Murphy is a genius but NEVER tell him I said that.”
She smiled with a nod and turned back toward the dazzling waters.
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She clutched the hood of her blue cloak to make certain the wind didn’t
blow it off. Her smile could not hide her worry for him.
“Are you alright,” he asked as he stood surrounded by the notorious
twelve.
Her eyes began to well up as she spoke, “It’s just that ya gonna get
in so much trouble for doing the right thing. It ain’t fair.”
“I’ll be fine,” he assured her with a gentle squeeze of her hand then
he glanced at his watch once more. 6:54am, shouldn’t be long now.
“MATTHEW COLBURN JUNIOR!”
Matthew’s heart ceased to beat at the sound of those words. Three
thunderous words silenced the ruckus aboard the ship. Three words that
cast a chill upon his very soul. Matthew turned slowly. His face fell into
his hands as he met the furious eyes of his father.
“Isabel,” Matthew uttered.
Before he could blink or take it all in Master Colburn’s goons had
seized them.
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Chapter 12:
God’s Gonna Trouble the Water

I

sabel stood before a myriad of screaming acolytes holding up a
dagger dripping with Francesca’s blood. “We have found the fifth
point of our star, the supreme source of our power, the dawn of a
new era!”
“YEAH!” the crowd roared in response.
Francesca was defeated. Her blood funneled through trenches in the
stone table and poured into buckets.
“And who will reign over this new world order!” Isabel rallied her
evil sirens.
“THE SISTERS OF SALEM!” the crowd roared back.
As Isabel continued to rally her cult, Aaron looked over at Francesca
from the gurney he was chained down on. She won’t even look at me.
His dark eyes filled with tears. “Do ya hate me, Miss Francesca?”
She took his hand, a pleasing and heartbreaking answer to the
question. “Isabel seduced me too. She used us both.”
He squeezed her hand with tears rolling down the sides of his face.
She would be dead soon. They both would and there was nothing he
could do. Francesca had never felt so sick in her life as pint after pint of
blood left her body. Her head felt like an elephant was standing on it.
Her stomach was turning flips.
She was shivering due to her system going into shock but she lied to
his worried face, “It isn’t painful. I’m just getting sleepier.”
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“I’m so sorry,” he pleaded. “I thought I was doing the right thing.”
“This isn’t your fault. You were merely being honorable.” She
closed her eyes. The drop in blood pressure had blurred her vision and
all the lights were making her headache unbearable. “Aaron,” she
whispered in a barely discernible voice without opening her beautiful
eyes.
“Yes’m,” he sadly answered, realizing that she was slipping away.
A sweet smile braced her tired quivering lips. “If we should meet in
another life will you promise to be a little less noble?”
He couldn’t contain his laughter. It takes a hell of a woman to make
me laugh at a time like this. “I promise.”
Her chest began to shake with happy feeble laughter. Her grip on his
hand slacked as her strength continued to leave her. She smiled despite
it all. “I want children in this other life, four.”
“I want babies too.” He managed a half-smile.
Isabel sauntered over victoriously. “You two are in quite a wonderful
mood for soon to be dead people. Do you mind telling me what the hell
is so funny?”
Aaron and Francesca looked up at her from their lying positions,
their joyous laughter was broken up as they answered in unison, “Isabel,
you’ve lost.”

On the Intrepid, Matthew failed miserably to hide the smirk on his
face as Master Colburn snatched off the hood of his companion. These
were not the coal colored locks of Sarah but the golden curls of Isolde.
“What’s the meaning of this!” Master Colburn bellowed as he
snatched the hoods and bonnets off twelve courtesans from the brothel.
“Where are my slaves! Search every crevice on this ship! Search every
damn ship in the harbor!”
“It’ll do you no good,” Matthew confessed.
Master Colburn fell silent. It felt like the wind had been knocked out
of him as he realized the agonizing truth. He murmured breathlessly,
“You meant to get caught.”
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Matthew gave a half-smirk. “I lured you and your goons to the docks
while abolitionists put the slave women on a train.”
“You lying little miscreant!” Master Colburn yelled. “I posted
wanted signs at every train station from here to Timbuktu! No conductor
would have allowed twelve runaways to board!”
Matthew confessed, “There are other railroads, Father, and they run
underground.”

A heavily armed militia arose from the woods. Sarah placed her
hands in the air as rifles and pistols aimed at her troop of fugitive slaves.
She nervously uttered the code, “God’s gonna trouble the water.”
“Stand down!” yelled a petite black woman with the presence of an
emperor. She was armed to the teeth and appeared more like a pirate
queen than a former slave. Some called her Moses, because of all the
slaves she’d ferried to freedom. Others knew her by the name of Harriet
Tubman. She was a legendary abolitionist that Sarah wasn’t sure was
real until laying eyes on her. Mrs. Tubman’s agents tucked away their
firearms. They aided Sarah and the others to their next station on the
underground railroad.
Sarah was completely awestruck. “I can’t believe ya exist.”
Harriet snickered, “I am very much flesh and blood. Ya wouldn’t
believe the gossip that circulates.”
“I heard some of it,” Sarah confessed.
Harriet had to admit, “This a beautiful state y’all leaving behind. I
only been to Missouri once before but it ain’t a place that ya forget.”
Sarah questioned excitedly, “Ya help some folks out around here?”
“I tried but it was my only failed mission,” Harriet confessed. “I was
supposed to retrieve a girl named Sally, her husband Clyde, and a white
girl fleeing an arranged marriage but they never showed. I left the
meeting spot. I looked everywhere and couldn’t find them. It broke my
heart to tell her brother.”
Sarah put her head down, aware of the people she was referring to,
“For what it’s worth, Mrs. Tubman. I appreciate ya for saving me.”
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Harriet nodded, “Ya most welcome. Some of the runaways I find
been tore up by dogs and whips. We could use a healer on the
underground railroad.”
Sarah was astounded by her intuitiveness. “How’d ya know I was a
nurse?”
“The callouses on yo right palm from grinding herbs into remedies.
The snake bite on yo left hand from milking serpents to make
antivenom,” Harriet confessed. “My calling is dangerous. It’s important
to be able to read strangers quickly and accurately.”
Sarah climbed into a horse-drawn cart and covered herself with
straw. She would never forget this incredible woman nor the profound
sense of duty to those left behind.
As the cart rolled away with Sarah there was joy in the air, yet she
could not grasp a thread of it. She had gained freedom at the price of
losing her heart, left it at the Colburn Plantation with the raven-haired
thief who stole it. How will I ever learn to live without my heart? She
sighed at the memory of their smoldering dance in the ring of fire, the
kiss they shared that made her realize she never wanted to kiss another
man. Sarah wiped a tear while clutching a ruby necklace, unable to let it
go and unable to turn back…

Deputy Murphy and two other officers stepped onto the ship. When
Master Colburn was magistrate, he’d banished Murphy from the state of
Missouri. After Master Colburn resigned a new magistrate lifted the
banishment.
“You called for law enforcement,” Murphy offered smugly.
Master Colburn couldn’t speak. All the blood drained from his face
as a frantic overseer whispered in his ear.
Matthew could not help but smile upon the recollection of this
week’s events.
Days ago, Aaron and Seth were splitting wood when a furious
Matthew approached.
Matthew exclaimed, “I talked to that swindler Murphy today! Do
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you know what he’s charging me!”
The men chuckled as Matthew passed Aaron a slip of paper.
“I can’t read it, Sir.” Aaron passed the note on to Seth.
Matthew often forgot that slaves were illiterate.
Seth breathed in sharply through his teeth as he read the neat writing.
“DAMN!”
“He’s bleeding me!” Matthew growled.
“Can you blame him?” asked Seth. “Your father scorned him.
Murphy wants to hit Master Colburn where it hurts… and it’s gonna
hurt.”
“What’s it say,” asked an intrigued Aaron.
Matthew smacked his palm against his own forehead. “It says I must
aid and abed the escape of a hundred slaves.”
“Ouch,” Aaron winced.
Matthew pushed those agonizing thoughts aside and focused on the
task at hand. “I just bought thirteen tickets to board the Intrepid.
Departure time is Friday at 7:00am.”
Aaron asked, “Where’s the ship headed.”
Matthew shrugged, “It doesn’t matter. Sarah and the others are never
getting on the boat.”
Seth gave an impressed nod, “You bought the tickets to throw Master
Colburn off your trail.”
Matthew nodded with a grin.
An amazed Aaron asked, “So what will ya do? Leave the tickets
laying around for Master Colburn to find.”
“My father’s too smart to fall for that,” Matthew insisted, “Which is
why I need you, Aaron. His snitch has had her eye on you lately.”
“Ya already warned me to stay away from Isabel,” Aaron replied.
“Ya said she a witch. Ya said she intoxicates men.”
Matthew nodded, “What if I dumped all of Isabel’s potions and filled
the containers with harmless fluids? What if you led Isabel to believe
that you were incapacitated? She would run back to my father…”
“With the wrong information,” Seth finished his sentence with a
wicked grin.
Aaron shook his head, “It’ll never work, Sir. If Isabel asks me to
sleep with her and I refuse she’ll know I’m not under her spell.”
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“Which is why you have to sleep with her,” Seth spoke up.
Aaron backed away vehemently shaking his head no, “I still mourn
my betrothed.”
Matthew reasoned with his friend, “Aaron, you pretend to be like
every other bloke but I know better. You attach meaning to sex, as do I,
as does Seth. But I implore you to set those noble beliefs aside for just
one night because Sarah, my baby, and one hundred slave men, women,
and children are counting on you. Mislead my father’s snitch by any
means necessary. Then borrow twelve expensive dresses from my
horrible cousin.”
“How do ya know she’ll give em to me?” Aaron questioned.
“Because she gave you that necklace,” Matthew explained. “It’s no
random artifact. It’s a talisman that wards off evil. I came to Francesca’s
room to collect a book she had borrowed but a different text was open
on her desk. The image upon the page matched your necklace. It’s a gift
of protection from a lovestruck girl who will give you twelve dresses.”
Aaron lowered his head, unwilling to insult Matthew’s intelligence
by pretending otherwise. “Do I have permission to tell her the truth? I’d
rather she found out from me. A scorned woman could bring our plans
crashing down around us… and I don’t want her to get the wrong
impression or lose respect for me.”
“Of course,” Matthew assured him. “Thank you for saving my wife
but that still leaves one problem. How am I to pass messages to a hundred
people who can’t read or write?”
“Leave that to me,” Aaron grinned and picked up his ax. He sang
from the depths of his soul as he split the wood with every powerful
swing.
Wade in the water
Wade in the water
Children, wade in the water
God’s gonna trouble the water
Matthew rolled his eyes, “Aaron you have a lovely singing voice but
I’m trying to organize a mass escape and I fail to see how this is helping.”
Aaron and Seth snickered at the oblivious plantation heir. Seth
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joined in with Aaron. They swung their axes and sung with all the breath
in their lungs.
I said I stepped in the water and the water was cold
Wade in the water
It chilled my body but not my soul
The men paused and listened as a thunderous wave of voices came
crashing in from all directions. The tobacco, cotton, and sugarcane fields
erupted in a single powerful roar:
“GOD’S GONNA TROUBLE THE WATER!”
The slaves carried on singing in the distance. The trio jogged off to
the tobacco field to make sure their message was spreading. They helped
cut and bail the crops as a choir of slaves sang and worked diligently
around them.
If you get there before I do.
Wade in the water.
Tell all of my friends I’m coming too.
God’s gonna trouble the water.
Who’s that man all dressed in white
Wade in the water…
“Hide quick! Master Colburn’s coming,” Aaron called vehemently.
Matthew shrugged, “I don’t see him anywhere. Father never comes
out to the fields.”
Aaron insisted, “They was just singing about a man in white!”
Matthew’s face looked ghostly as he ducked behind the large cart of
bailed tobacco. These people were not the inferior beings of lower
intelligence his father had sworn they were. Slaves organized mass
revolts and escapes through code songs and had probably been doing this
for many years.
Matthew shook his head in disbelief feeling a little stupid. The worst
part was how none of this surprised his brother Seth. His bronze-skinned
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brother had been a double agent all along. Matthew could read it all over
Seth’s guilty face as they hid. The brothers remained in an awkward
staredown until Seth mouthed the words, I’m sorry.
Matthew just shook his head. We have education, wealth, even the
law on our side and still a so-called “inferior” people outsmart us again
and again…
“Are you alright, Sir,” Aaron asked as he grabbed Master Colburn to
keep him from falling.
“I’m fine,” said Master Colburn. “What in the hell have they got to
sing about? They’re slaves!”
Aaron shrugged with a shit-eating grin, “No harm boss. They work
better when they sing. Did ya need something?”
Master Colburn nodded, “I was looking for Matthew. Someone has
to take on Emanuel’s duties. Have you seen him?”
“Not since yesterday,” Aaron laughed on the inside at this
condescending tyrant who was soon to lose a fortune in slaves.
Wade in the water
Wade in the water
Children, wade in the water
God’s gonna trouble the water
Later that evening, Francesca sat in her bed wishing Aaron had
joined her rather than sitting so far away. “What do you have to tell me,
Aaron?”
He took a deep breath, preferring to be the one to tell her rather than
have her find out some other way. “If I commit an act of betrayal to
rescue twelve women could ya forgive me?”
“What do you mean by act of betrayal,” she demanded.
It caused him physical pain to tell her, “I may have to lay with Isabel
to mislead her.”
Francesca gasped in shock and fear, “I would rather stab out my own
eyes than envision her filthy claws all over you. Matthew believes she’s
a witch. She could kill you.”
“I know,” he spoke solemnly. “I don’t wanna do it.”
“I don’t like this at all.” Francesca was unable to look at him after
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such a confession.
“Neither do I but it’s the only way,” Aaron explained. “Master
Colburn will not listen to anyone but Emanuel and Emanuel left us.”
Tears came to her eyes at the thought of the risks and sacrifices he’d
have to make. “It isn’t fair.”
“You right. It ain’t fair, but things will be alright. Miss Francesca,
please help me out,” he implored her. “I can’t do this without ya and
Matthew need me. All those mothers, wives, and daughters in the brig
need me.”
She couldn’t bear the thought of another woman spreading her thighs
for him, especially Isabel, but Aaron had been honest about his intentions
and that’s more than what she could say for most men. He is chivalrous
and kind. He would never use a girl if not for the greater good. Francesca
wiped her tears and told the man she loved, “Do what you must.”

Matthew snapped out of his recollections to the sound of his father’s
voice on the ship. The escape had been perfectly executed, like a scene
from a play.
“A HUNDRED FUCKING SLAVES MATTHEW!” screamed a
furious Master Colburn. While his overseers were swarming the docks
to prevent the escape of twelve, the plantation was left relatively
unguarded.
A devastated Master Colburn turned to Deputy Murphy. “I want this
ungrateful little bastard arrested!”
Deputy Murphy gasped unable to believe his ears. “Mr. Colburn, I
implore you to calm down before making this decision. If I arrest your
son and charge him with a crime there is no going back.”
Master Colburn growled, “Matthew stole one hundred slaves. That’s
grand theft any way you slice it, Officer Murphy. Now you will arrest
him or I will have your badge.”
“Take it!” Murphy shouted. He hurled the star-shaped hunk of metal
on the ground.
Matthew kneeled to pick up the badge. He handed it back to Murphy.
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“We need good men in law enforcement and you are a better man than I.
Now do your job and arrest me for the crime I committed.”
“You said you were going to shove this up my ass.”
“Next time,” Matthew assured him.
There was nothing they could legally do to Isolde and the other
courtesans. Matthew had paid for their time. Whether he wanted them
naked in his bed or dressed in fine silks on the deck of a ship, they had
no choice but to do his bidding without question. But Isolde still hurt for
Matthew.
Deputy Murphy shook his head wishing he could break Master
Colburn’s other jaw. He wasn’t friends with Matthew. Hell, he didn’t
even like him but the officer never in a million years conceived that
Master Colburn would have his own son thrown in prison.
Deputy Murphy reluctantly clapped Matthew in irons. “Matthew
Colburn, you are under arrest for the grand theft of one hundred African
slaves.”
Master Colburn’s bloodshot eyes narrowed on his traitorous son,
“Do you have anything to say for yourself? Anything at all!”
Matthew confessed with utter vehemence, “I never wanted to betray
you, Father. I will love you until the day I die! But be warned, we have
grossly underestimated those we oppress! Things will change whether
we want them to or not. So I would advise you to batten down the hatches
because God’s Gonna Trouble the Water.”
Master Colburn fumed. His face turned beet red as the blood boiled
in his veins. Onlookers gasped as Master Colburn hit Matthew so hard
his head snapped back from the sheer force of the punch.
“That’s assault, Mr. Colburn!” Murphy bellowed.
“A fine I’ll gladly pay. I’ve already lost a fortune anyhow.” Master
Colburn rubbed his sore hand as the deputies drug his unconscious son
off the ship.
Isolde sniffled as they walked down the loading ramp. “What’s to
come of Matthew?”
“He’ll be alright,” Murphy fibbed and wrapped an arm around her
shoulders to further sell the lie. As an officer, he knew the full extent of
the law and the future for Matthew was a bleak one. Matthew is facing
ten years in prison for trying to do the right thing. God help him. God
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help us all…

Isabel snatched off Aaron’s amulet. She crushed it like it was no
more solid than a nutshell. She screamed in anguish tearing at her tresses
as she realized she’d been had. “You were never under enchantment!”
“Why ya taking this personally, Isabel?” Aaron smirked. “Being a
whore and all, I would’ve thought you’d be used to getting fucked.”
With an earth rumbling battle cry, she drove her fist into his chest.
Aaron could feel his ribs splinter and break one after another like a stack
of boards. He yelped at the pain but held fast to Francesca’s hand, which
felt like ice at this point. Her skin possessed none of its peachy
undertones and her chest did not appear to rise and fall with breath. He
couldn’t tell if she was dead or alive and feared the worst as Isabel
checked her for signs of life. The pounding of his heart nearly drowned
out the gossiping spectators as he waited for an answer.
Isabel laughed without humor, “It shouldn’t be long now. How does
it feel to know you’ll be eaten by the woman you love after I resurrect
her?”
“How does it feel to know ya took a stiff cock for no reason?” He
grinned despite his pain. “For what it’s worth, I did feel bad when ya
cried. After I bent ya over and mashed yo face in the pillow. Did it hurt?”
“Too bad you’ll never have that magnificent view of your precious
Francesca,” Isabel shot back.
He rolled his eyes, “I would never pound Francesca like a bitch. I
respect her.”
Isabel fumed at the implication that she was unworthy of respect. He
cost me my job! My home! Master Colburn will want to see me swinging
from a noose! And Aaron dares to disrespect me!
She hissed inches from his face, “I was going to be merciful and kill
you before we feasted on your flesh. Now I’d rather hear you scream
with every bite.”
A blood-curdling wail resounded from every wall in the coliseum as
she stabbed his leg with a fork and snatched out a plug of meat.
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Isabel beckoned the other elders as she chewed upon his flesh,
“Please grab a fork and join me. He’s delicious.”
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Chapter 13:
Sisters of Salem

F

rancesca awakened with a vacant stare. Hideous black veins
branched up her neck and face. Isabel moved forward with a ring
of keys to free her of her shackles. Before she had the chance to
unlock anything, Francesca had ripped one of the chains from the altar.
The solid stone gave way to her colossal strength. She ripped out the next
chain and the next as an arena of acolytes cheered her on. They praised
her like a messiah.
Francesca rose from the altar she had reduced to a pile of rubble. A
thunderous roll of applause echoed through the coliseum. She floated
forward. Her awesome powers were making her gown and hair billow
around her body. The heavy shackles dangling from her wrists and
ankles made sparks as she dragged them over the floor. Isabel and the
other three elders lifted Francesca’s hands in the air, declaring her a
guardian of the Sisters of Salem coven. Five lesser witches from the
crowd walked forward.
Isabel urged them to return to their seats, “Everyone will be allowed
to mingle with the new guardian at the harvest moon gathering.”
Suddenly and without warning, holy water was splashed upon Isabel
and the other guardians. They screamed like banshees as smoked
billowed from their sizzling skin.
Seth and four deputies, dressed in cloaks and gowns, rushed forward
to rescue the victims. Seth threw a flailing Francesca over his shoulder.
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She was hissing in evil gibberish that he couldn’t understand. Her
transformation was well underway. Seth crossed himself and prayed he
wasn’t too late.
An Irish deputy scrambled to unlock what was left of Aaron.
Hundreds of witches were swooping in on them like a cloud of evil. The
other officers lit the fuses of hand grenades and launched them at the
wicked stampede. The coliseum lit up with explosions and raining
debris.
“He’s dead! Leave him!” Screamed one of the officers as he dodged
blasts of energy.
“I got him! Let’s go!” ordered the deputy with a blood-soaked Aaron
in his arms.
They ran up the winding staircase dodging balls of fire and ice, bolts
of electricity, and everything the witches could conjure. Seth and the
officers fired back with revolvers. Bullets barely slowed down the sirens.
At last, they felt the cool air of the forest. Two of the officers
barricaded the cottage door. The others helped load Francesca and Aaron
into the back of a covered wagon.
“It won’t hold long! Let’s go!” screamed a deputy.
They jumped in the wagon at lightning speed. Seth lit a bundle of
dynamite and hurled it at the cottage doorway. Just as the wicked ones
were emerging they were met with a blast that lit the entire forest. The
ground rumbled beneath the fleeing wagon as the coliseum imploded on
the witches. Burying them in a deadly avalanche of stone and rubble.
Seth fought to pull Aaron’s limp body from Francesca’s wicked
grasp but she had the might of a giant. Isabel was right in her prediction
that Francesca would be hungry when she arose.
“I’m trying to save him!” Seth shouted at her. “You will regret eating
him!”
The officers aimed their weapons at her.
Aaron murmured as he opened his eyes to slits. “Don’t shoot. She’s
still in there somewhere.” He was in such crippling pain that he begged,
“Please allow her to end me.”
There was something about the voice of this man and scent of him
that made her claws retract and her spirit calm.
Her evil head tilted down to look upon his face, “Do I know you?”
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“You love him,” Seth swore. “Now give him to me.”
“Lies,” Francesca declared as she gripped Seth’s throat like a vice.
The officers cocked their pistols. They knew she could snap his neck
with little effort and slaughter them next.
Seth waved for them not to kill her. He strained to speak around her
iron grip, “Aaron is dark of skin. This makes him lowly in the eyes of
society. What I’m telling you will make no sense until you give yourself
time to remember.”
Choppy memories started to flash through her mind and she released
Seth’s throat. Everyone watched in wonder as she blew a mist from her
mouth. Aaron’s deadly wounds miraculously healed before their eyes
and Francesca collapsed unconscious. Magic was like blood to a witch.
Losing a small amount was harmless but it took a large volume of energy
to save a dying man. Now she was the sick one.
Aaron shot up breathing rapidly. He was fully recovered and
frantically fussing over her, “We must help her!”
The officers nudged him aside. They used the chains that were still
attached to Francesca’s extremities to bind her before she killed
someone.
One of the deputies chuckled at Seth, “You are one smooth-talking
lad. I never expected such an absurd lie to work. In love with a Nigger?”
The officers laughed hysterically. Seth and Aaron joined them in
awkward laughter because the truth was just too damning. The wagon
bounced out of the forest and onto the main road. They raced Francesca
to the priest in hope of reversing the spell and saving her soul.
They arrived at a Catholic church with colorful stained-glass
windows. Statues of angels with swords in hand stared down at them as
they carried the chained woman over the threshold. Each man dipped his
finger in the font of holy water posted at the entrance and spoke a silent
prayer. Then they preceded up the aisle. Aaron laid her on the altar below
an enormous crucifix. One of the officers ran to wake the priest.
Father Murphy, a cousin of Deputy Murphy, was appalled to find
them all wearing women’s dresses.
“We infiltrated a coven of witches,” Seth explained. “This girl is the
cousin of a man who is very important to me. Can you save her, Father?”
“I will try,” vowed the priest as he opened his bible and kneeled next
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to Francesca. “These rituals usually require a maiden. Otherwise, the
transformation cannot fully occur. So for this unique circumstance, you
better get on your knees and pray she wasn’t innocent. Even if I manage
to save her soul and rid her of the sorcery. She will never be the same.”
“How so?” asked Seth.
Father Murphy shrugged, “Different women lose different pieces of
who they were. She will likely become selfish, cruel, and void of
empathy.”
“So… no real change then,” Seth shrugged.
Aaron elbowed Seth but even the priest snickered at the remark.
Father Murphy began to recite scriptures in Latin. Francesca hissed and
struggled against the chains that bound her like the holy words were
causing physical pain. Her back arched and snapped in ways that should
have been impossible for a human being. The officers held her in place
during the exorcism.
All Aaron and Seth could do was pray. They knew that if the priest
could not rebuke the evil, Francesca would be burned in the town square.
She would be sentenced to an excruciating death for witchcraft she never
asked to be a part of…

Thankfully Francesca was telling the truth about giving herself to a
nobleman. This one indiscretion was the thing that saved her soul… or
what was left of it anyway.
Her massive chamber looked like a florist shop. She had received so
many visitors that every inch of furniture space was utilized with
bouquets, cards, and gifts. There were arrangements on the floor and all
Aaron had brought was one lowly flower. He felt embarrassed and
inadequate for his single pink rose. He never bothered to wake her
because he knew Master Colburn was right. Aaron had nothing to offer
this woman but danger and heartache. He wanted neither of these things
for her.
He stealthily retrieved her sketchbook and ripped out the
incriminating pages. He gazed wistfully at her, thirsting to caress her
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forbidden creamy skin. In the end, he chose not to wake her. He would
never be able to say goodbye if he woke her and that’s what this was,
goodbye. Aaron left over the balcony as quickly as he came.
Francesca stirred awake as a cool night breeze blew through the open
balcony doors. She struck a match and lit the candles closest to her bed.
Francesca noticed her sketchbook on the pillow next to her. A lovely
pink flower had taken the place of three of her drawings. She placed the
gift to her nose and inhaled its sweet fragrance, allowing its cool velvety
texture to caress the tip of her nose and lips. She set an extremely costly
and beautiful bouquet on the floor to make room for Aaron’s lowly rose.
She knew he was saying goodbye but he would not be rid of her so
easily, not after all they had been through. Francesca had become a vastly
different girl than she was before Isabel’s ritual. She rang a bell.
A house slave popped in to tend to her, “How can I help ya, Miss?”
A devious grin emerged on Francesca’s face. “First thing in the
morning I want you to find Aaron’s sister and bring her to me.”

A black sky with a pale moon and a million dazzling stars stretched
over Aaron and Francesca’s entangled bodies. He’d brought her to White
Water Falls, a place that had served as Matthew and Sarah’s secret love
nest. The rejuvenating waters were as warm and soothing as a bath due
to a natural hot spring that poured into it. The glorious waterfall
shimmered in the moonlight.
Francesca’s heavy wet locks hung down between her naked shoulder
blades as Aaron tortured her with kisses and gentle bites to her neck and
breasts. Her legs instinctively wrapped around his middle as he lifted her
upon his hips. She was a wicked woman who had coerced him into this
relationship but as days turned to weeks he found himself caring less
about how he got with her and more about a plan to keep her. Aaron
knew this was insane but there were moments when he would rather be
fighting with this evil temptress than talking with anyone else.
Aaron began to take her mouth as his manly hands drifted up and
down the soft skin of her back. His incredible tongue prodded, licked,
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and sucked in a slow and relaxed manner. The head of his rock solid
manhood popped into her opening and she broke their kiss with a gasp.
After many nights of bliss, she still wasn’t quite used to the size of her
forbidden lover. Though unintentional on Aaron’s end, the first few
minutes always hurt just a little. Her fingertips dug into the firm muscles
of his shoulders and back. Her supple breasts felt the cool bite of the
night air before being warmed by the waters again as Francesca bobbed
up and down in the moonlit waterfall with every one of Aaron’s trusts.
He kissed her face, neck, and soft wet mounds, giving her a little
more of himself each stroke until he was fully sheathed in her warmth,
and the pain that shone on her beautiful face was replaced with a gaze of
total desire. She clung tightly to his hard wet shoulders as his hips moved
upward giving her all of him, dominating her tunnel of dreams.
“Oh my God,” she cried without meaning to, without even knowing
she had spoken in such a wanton way.
Aaron smiled at the thought of her pleasure and rubbed even firmer
against her. He drummed faster and harder as his desire mounted. The
water whooshed and gurgled around their bodies with the speed of his
long deep thrusts. His eagerly working hips and back were pushing them
both over the edge until her head lolled back in a breathless cry of his
name. He could feel the ripples of her release and her body slacked
around him momentarily but he continued to take her, and hard. The
revelation of her climaxing as always proved too much for him to bear,
the way her head fell back, and her eyelids fluttered in ecstasy, the way
her womanhood pulsated around his staff was enough to drive him
insane. Aaron shuddered with desire knowing his end was near.
He stammered breathlessly without breaking his rhythm, “Let me go,
Miss. I gotta make a timely exit.”
Francesca couldn’t think. A second orgasm was washing over her
trembling body. She slid all the way down on his pole, bracing his
shoulders and kissing him passionately. She propelled herself up and
down his hard length, forcing Aaron to think for both of them. He tore
himself from her and allowed the water to wash away his seed.
When her common sense returned she said, “Thank you for the
timely exit.”
Aaron huffed bitterly, “Save yo thanks. I was protecting myself.”
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She wrung the water from her hair as she climbed out. “Stop
pretending to hate me.”
“Not pretending,” he snapped as he got out. “I’m only doing this
because ya threatened to hurt my sister if I don’t.”
Francesca stormed up to him and knocked the clothes from his
hands. “You do this because you want me and I gave you the excuse.”
Aaron wanted to deny it but found himself unable to. They came
together in a fiery kiss that spun them into round two…

Weeks later, Deputy Murphy tethered his horse to a post in front of
the Butler County Prison. He could hear the racket of hard-working
prisoners before reaching the gates.
“I’m here to speak with Colburn,” Murphy told the prison guard.
There was a series of metallic clinks as the gate was pulled open.
The guard looked at his watch, “It’s just after chow time. Colburn should
be in the yard.”
Murphy nodded and made his way to the courtyard where the
prisoners busted large rocks into smaller ones. Matthew worked in the
sweltering sun in just the pants of his striped uniform. A necklace with a
petrified chicken’s foot for a charm dangled over his bare chest. Every
prisoner was given a dried chicken’s foot upon entry. It was a tool used
to challenge one another to fights to the death, like a knight casting down
a gauntlet. This was a twisted form of entertainment for the vile warden
and his despicable guards. Matthew kept to himself and served his time.
He’d managed to avoid fights thus far but every morning he woke up
knowing that it could be the day he was challenged and killed in prison.
Matthew wiped the sweat from his brow and set the hefty
sledgehammer aside when he noticed the deputy. Matthew scowled as
he and Murphy stood in the bustling prison yard. If looks could kill,
Deputy Murphy would’ve been six feet under.
“I understand that you don’t like me but are you trying to get me
killed!” Matthew yelled, “Why did you request that my cellmate be
moved? Chad was the only backup I had in here.”
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“Chad was a slimy bastard. I did you a favor, Colburn,” Murphy
replied.
“And how does a mere smuggling charge make Chad a ‘slimy
bastard’?” Matthew demanded.
Murphy shook his head, “Do you know what the law calls the illegal
kidnapping and sale of a free colored girl? Smuggling. Chad got caught
buying emancipated women. It’s my duty to protect and serve. I had to
protect you and Chad from one another.”
Matthew’s expression was a little confused, “why did you feel the
need to protect Chad from me? Did he wrong me in some way?”
Deputy Murphy sped away. “I have to go, Matthew. I only came to
tell you that I managed to get your court date moved up.”
Matthew nearly ran to keep up. Idling prisoners whipped around to
stare and gossip.
Matthew called out, “Thank you for all you’ve done but please, if
there is something I should know, don’t leave me in the dark!”
Deputy Murphy stopped without looking back at Matthew. “I moved
Chad before you found out his last name was Gorsky.”
Matthew’s mind was entirely blown. He was locked up with the very
brothel owner who had endangered his wife and child, which resulted in
the rescue that landed Matthew here. He would never see the woman he
loved again because of this man. He would never see his child grow up
because of this man. Matthew had lost the love of his father because of
this man. He would spend the prime of his life serving a decade-long
prison sentence because of this man. Not to mention all the victims
Gorsky had forced into prostitution, one of which was his own niece,
Isolde.
Matthew clenched his eyes and breathed slowly to regain his
composure. He had a court date soon. The only way to receive any
leniency from the magistrate was to be on his best behavior. Matthew
returned to work asking God why a man as vile as Chad Gorsky was only
serving two months while he was facing ten years. What kind of society
did he live in that would punish a champion of women while allowing a
destroyer of the fairer sex to go free? Such a cruel and unjust world
would never make sense to Matthew.
He swung the mighty hammer with irrepressible rage, punishing the
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boulder it collided with. His shoulders ached and his arms cramped but
he worked through the pain.
“Careful Colburn. You’ll work yourself to death at that rate,” a voice
warned him.
He dropped the hammer with exhausted breaths. He turned to meet
the amused face of Chad Gorsky.
Matthew heaved angrily, “Stay away from me. You lied to my father.
Even he would not have knowingly bartered slaves to someone like you.”
“Be fair. I’m not the only one who lied to your father,” Gorsky spoke
in his own defense. “You organized a mass escape.”
Matthew hung his head at the painful memory of betraying his dad.
“I had no choice after what you did.”
“We all have choices. You made the wrong one.” Gorsky shook his
head. “You truly fell for that Catholic drivel about the meek inheriting
the earth. Grow up, Matthew. That shit was written by powerful men like
me to keep the meek content with being meek.”
“Leave God out of this,” Matthew snapped. “I’ll take your lies and
your mocking but I will not accept your blasphemy!”
Gorsky casually raised his hands in retreat. “We don’t have to be
enemies. We should be partners. You have the supply. I have the
demand. Just think about that.”
The brute walked away and Matthew was glad to be rid of him.

Matthew stayed up all night tossing and turning on the small prison
bunk. He was haunted by the faces of the meek who would return to
Gorsky’s reign of terror in just a few short weeks.
Come daybreak, Matthew stormed into the mess hall where the
prisoners were eating morning rations. He gripped the hard chicken foot
in anguish. Its sharp claws cut into his palm. Matthew didn’t know if
he’d win or lose against Gorsky. Right now, he didn’t care. Of only one
thing Matthew was certain: two men would go into the ring of fire, and
only one would come out. The crowd made way as Matthew threw the
chicken foot inches from Gorsky’s boot.
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The brothel owner rose from the table with a laugh, “Come on
Colburn, is this about those colored bitches?
The veins on Matthew’s temples pulsed and his nostrils flared. “You
will accept the challenge and defend yourself or I will drop you where
you stand!”
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Chapter 14:
The Trial of Matthew Colburn

E

manuel’s room at Sunrise Asylum for the Criminally Insane
wasn’t much bigger than Matthew’s prison cell. The stark white
walls, grumpy nurses, and lack of good food made him miss
home but he knew he could never return to Colburn Plantation. He had
been an unrestrained weapon in the past and there was no telling who
would stumble into his path of destruction.
Emanuel sat at a small desk in the glow of a candle. He jotted down
his disturbing thoughts in a journal. The psychiatrists at the facility were
convinced it would be therapeutic. So he wrote day after day about
fantasies that would appall a normal person. The metallic clicks of his
door unlocking caused him to look up from his task. Two barrel-chested
orderlies stepped in, nearly taking all the space in his room.
“You have a visitor, Colburn,” said the one on the left.
The one on the right held up a straight jacket, “Sorry, it’s protocol.”
Emanuel was utterly confused, “You must be mistaken. No one
knows I’m here.”
“Apparently someone does,” said one of the orderlies as they went
through the tedious process of strapping him into the straight jacket.
It took several minutes to secure him in the contraption. The
enormous men escorted a retrained Emanuel through a labyrinth of halls
before reaching a courtyard for socializing. His jaw dropped at the sight
of Seth.
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“How did you find me?” Emanuel demanded.
“I paid Deputy Murphy to track you down,” Seth confessed. “We
need you to come home.”
“I am convalescing!” Emanuel shouted. “You do not understand. I
must get my mind right before I ever think of leaving this place.”
“I understand that you have been through a lot and I’m sorry that
you’re sad but this is not the answer. The plantation is falling apart
without you. I had to assist with a mass escape, an exorcism, and fight a
cult of cannibalistic witches!” Seth yelled waving around a bandaged
arm. “They bite!”
Emanuel was dumbfounded, “Witches?”
“Sirens, brides of the devil, or whatever you want to call them,” Seth
snapped. “I had to rescue Aaron and Francesca from Isabel and her
wicked coven! And where were you? At a hospital writing in your
damned diary! Now Matthew is facing ten years in prison if you don’t
come home and talk some sense into his father. He needs you.”
“You arrived to tell me what Matthew needs but I need things too,”
Emanuel insisted. “It’s for the greater good that I never go back there.”
“You are a member of this family. Come home and pull your weight
or no longer call me brother.” Seth stormed away.
Emanuel didn’t realize he still had a heart until it shattered under
Seth’s scrutiny. On one hand, Emanuel was getting everything he ever
wanted. With Matthew disowned and rotting in prison, he could take his
place as sole heir of the Colburn Estate. All Emanuel had to do was bribe
the right lawmakers into declaring him a white citizen. With Matthew in
prison, Sarah was free for the taking. Fortune was shining on Emanuel
but some part of him, even in its smallest measure, was not ready to
sacrifice the love of his brothers. This was why he signed himself into
the asylum, to protect them from his darkness. Matthew wasn’t safe
around Emanuel but he wasn’t safe in prison either. There was no right
answer to this dilemma.
A doctor who had overheard the fight addressed a distraught
Emanuel, “There are experimental treatments in the works. We’re
looking for volunteers.”
“I… I’m not sure if I should,” Emanuel spoke hesitantly.
“Don’t you want to get better and go home someday,” the doctor
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urged him. “I didn’t hear the whole conversation but it sounded like
people are relying on you.”
“Yes Sir. That’s true.”
“Then shouldn’t you be doing all you can to get better?”
“Uh… I guess.”
The doctor started unstrapping Emanuel’s straight jacket. As soon as
Emanuel had free hands the psychiatrist passed him a clipboard to sign.
Emanuel stared skeptically at the papers.
The psychiatrist assured him, “You can trust me. I’m a doctor. We
take an oath.”
Master Colburn was correct when he said that hope was more
oppressing than fear. Hope of righting his wrongs and doing some good
with his life caused Emanuel to sign a document without reading it.

Seth returned with Mistress Colburn hoping that she could talk some
sense into Emanuel. Matthew’s court date was rapidly approaching and
he was doomed without Emanuel. Seth was expecting intimidating goons
to escort his brother to the courtyard but this time the goons were
escorting the visitors to Emanuel.
Behind a locked door, Emanuel Colburn was strapped down on a bed
completely unaware of his surroundings. He was a drooling, rambling,
mess. He smelled awful. No one had bathed or shaved him. It was
doubtful they even fed him.
Mistress Colburn started screaming and hitting the orderlies with her
fists, “What have you done! Release him, you brutes!”
“We can’t! He’s dangerous!” one of the workers replied.
“You are the dangerous ones!” she declared. “My son is just troubled
and we’re leaving now.”
The doctor rushed in at the sound of a ruckus. “Ma’am, your ward
has volunteered to further science. You should be proud of him” He
waved a document at her.
She ripped it up. “You coerced him into signing this! You are an
abusive tyrant!”
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She dropped next to Emanuel on the bed.
He slurred with glossy eyes and a pitiful smile, “Is it really you,
Mistress?”
“It’s me.” She wept at the sight of him, praying they hadn’t done
irreparable harm.
Seth started cutting his straps with a knife. “It’s us, Emanuel. We’re
taking you home. I’m sorry I left you here. I should have thrown you
over my shoulder and carried you out of this place.”
“I can’t leave,” Emanuel spoke groggily.
“Yes you can,” Seth assured him as he severed the restraints.
The doctor declared, “You’re not taking him anywhere. He agreed
to experimentation.”
“My son is not your damned lab rat!” Mistress Colburn screamed as
she whooped the doctor out of the room.
“I’ll call the sheriff and inform him you are kidnapping a mental
patient!” yelled the psychiatrist.
She pulled out a document of her own. “His mother was a slave,
property of the Colburn Estate. I own that boy and you will give him to
me now.”

The following week, Matthew sat in a hot crowded courtroom before
the judge’s podium. He hadn’t killed Mr. Gorsky but he whooped him
bad enough to force him to sign over the deed to Dreams pleasure house.
Matthew freed the women long before his own release date. An elated
Isolde went to collect her mother from the asylum. Yet another thing
Gorsky agreed to under threat of death. Matthew hoped the fight would
not affect his sentencing too badly since Gorsky left prison breathing,
albeit with great difficulty due to a broken nose and fractured ribs.
Deputy Murphy pulled some strings to make sure a fair and decent
judge presided over Matthew’s case. Magistrate Benson worked day and
night to improve a corrupt judicial system. Deputy Murphy knew he
would be the only one to at least hear Matthew’s side of the story, but
even Benson had no choice but to convict Matthew. The evidence against
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him was damning. Now Matthew awaited sentencing with sweaty palms
just hoping the magistrate would show leniency.
Matthew looked over to find a bitter and disgruntled Master Colburn
clutching a thick folder. Matthew’s face fell into his hands knowing that
evidence would be the final nail in his coffin. His heart sank as he looked
at a father who would not look at him. Master Colburn’s total withdrawal
of love devastated Matthew more than facing a decade of imprisonment.
It’s like I’m not even his son. I’m going away for ten long years and he
still won’t look at me.
“All rise for the honorable Judge Benson,” a voice call from across
the courtroom.
Matthew stood up in his drab uniform. Its striped pattern was
interrupted by large print: INMATE 442.
The Magistrate, an older man in stately black robes, addressed the
courtroom, “You may be seated.” Everyone settled onto their pews and
the judge began to speak once more, “It is my understanding that the
plaintiff has asked that I review some new evidence before sentencing.”
Master Colburn cut Matthew a bone-chilling look as he approached
the bench with the hefty folder. Matthew swallowed hard almost wishing
for Master Colburn to go back to not acknowledging him at all. The
Magistrate stroked his long white beard while thoughtfully collating the
documents. Matthew could feel his heart pounding against his ribcage
like a sledgehammer. He fought down the lump in his throat as he waited
for what seemed an eternity for the magistrate’s response.
Judge Benson cleared his throat and a chill trickled down Matthew’s
spine. “Matthew Colburn, all 112 of the slaves herein appear to have
been signed over to you before the escape. I cannot lawfully prosecute
you for the taking of your own property and therefore drop all charges
against you and release you from the custody of the Butler County
Penitentiary. Court’s adjourned.” Benson slammed the gavel down and
rose once more.
Matthew nearly leaped to the ceiling with joy and relief. He made
his way through the crowd with tears in his eyes, “Father I…”
Master Colburn put up a hand to silence him and spoke with a stern
expression, “Emanuel insisted upon forging the slave documents. He
pulled your ass out of the fire this time but if you ever cross me again
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you won’t have to worry about prison because I will put you in the
ground. Do you understand me, son?”
“Yes Sir,” Matthew nodded respectfully as Master Colburn led him
out of the courtroom.
As Matthew entered their waiting stagecoach, he mouthed the words
‘thank you’ to Emanuel who kindly nodded back at him.
Master Colburn instructed Matthew, “You are to bathe thoroughly
and shave the moment you are home. You stink Matthew and my
personal tailor is there to fit you with a new wardrobe. You look like
hell.”
Matthew smiled thoughtfully. This was the closest thing to an ‘I love
and miss you son’ he would ever receive from Master Colburn. The
young Colburn was willing to take what he could get, “I love you too,
Father.”
Master Colburn didn’t say it back of course. He never did but he
could not stop the corners of his mouth from curling into a tiny smile as
he realized how much he’d missed his son.

Isabel had been the only witch to survive the explosion. Her entire
coven was dead and she felt lost without them. Isabel didn’t get very far
with the injuries she had sustained. She was apprehended in less than a
day. She sat in a stinking cell awaiting execution for practicing
witchcraft and the kidnapping of a French noblewoman. Isabel screamed
as she flung the cockroaches from her matted hair. She kicked the rats
away from her filthy bleeding feet. She pulled desperately at the silver
bracelets that bound her magic and prevented her escape. Isabel glanced
out of the barred window watching as Deputy Murphy and the others
piled bundles of sticks against a wooden post. She covered her mouth
with a trembling hand.
Her tears streamed. “Oh gods, they’re going to burn me.”
She jumped out of her skin when a masked man appeared at the
window of her prison cell.
She couldn’t see his face but she recognized his voice as he said,
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“Let’s have dinner.”
She burst with laughter and shook her head. He motioned for her to
plug her ears and back away from the wall. There was a deafening blast,
flying bricks, and an enormous cloud of dust. The crowd that had
gathered to watch the burning was running and screaming. They feared
Isabel was attacking them with her sorcery. A simple execution had
erupted in chaos. When the dust settled the witch and her rescuer were
gone.
Isabel held fast to his body as she rode on the back of his steed. They
galloped through the forest at the speed of light. Soon they reached the
deepest darkest part. He came to a stop and climbed off the horse. Then
he reached up to help her down.
He smacked the horse on the backside. It whinnied loudly and sped
off through the woods. Emanuel removed his mask and took her hand.
They raced through the forest with branches snagging at their clothes
until they reached a waiting stagecoach. He closed her inside. Then he
climbed up on the driver’s bench, cracked a whip in the air, and took off.
The ride was so long and she was so worn out that she fell asleep on
the way. She woke up a few towns west of the Colburn Estate on a
breathtaking property. She yawned, stretched, and climbed out of the
stagecoach. The horses were no longer attached to the carriage. They
were lapping water from the river. She spotted Emanuel next to the water
preparing vittles over a campfire. He smiled over his shoulder and
beckoned her.
“Where have you brought me?” asked Isabel.
“To a place that would have been ours if you had chosen me over
your ambitions,” he replied as he passed her a steaming plate of fish and
vegetables.
His plate was vegetables only. He had never been much of a meateater.
She sat next to him at the river’s edge with a confused expression. “I
don’t understand.”
Emanuel poured two glasses of wine as he explained, “Seth and I are
not Master Colburn’s heirs but we are still his wards. We were each given
an advance on a plot of land and offered the woman of our choosing. We
can’t leave the plantation until we are wed and we can’t reveal our
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inheritance until the girl has already agreed to wed us.”
Isabel nodded regretfully, “All of this would have been ours.”
“Yes,” he confessed as they ate supper and drank refreshing wine.
She admitted, “There are a lot of women wrongfully accused of
witchcraft but I am not one of them. You only fancied me because you
were blind to my darkness.”
“I was drawn to it,” Emanuel swore. “It mirrored my own.”
She leaned forward and met his lips in a tender kiss. Then she walked
away to bathe in the cold river. The water was uncomfortable this time
of year but so was the filth on her body and hair. He pulled off his tunic
and offered it to her since she didn’t have a clean dress. Emanuel looked
exquisite shirtless. A view she never took time to appreciate until now.
Isabel touched his chest with her moist fingertips as she whispered,
“May I have a tour of what could have been?”
He extended an elbow to her. She hooked her arm around his firm
bicep as they took a leisurely stroll.
Emanuel pointed with a smile. “Our servants’ quarters would have
been over there. The main house, a lovely two-story villa would have
been just over there. We would’ve entertained guests for elaborate
gatherings at a gazebo to the west.”
She closed her eyes to envision this fairytale life. “What of the bed
we make love on? Is it soft?”
“Nothing but the finest linens on the largest bed you’ve ever seen.”
He raised their joined hands to his lips and kissed her knuckles. “Our
children would have played in the treehouse I built in the branches of
that oak.”
That last sentence halted her stride. She crossed her arms and
questioned with a stern expression, “children?”
“Only four,” he grinned impishly.
“Three,” Isabel snapped and put her nose in the air.
Emanuel felt triumphant that she agreed at all. “Three it is.”
She snickered and pulled him back to the fire. He laid down his coat
to keep her off the moist grass.
He couldn’t help but mention the elephant in the room, “So… I have
a marriage question for you.”
“And what’s that?”
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“Would I have had to convert to whatever it is you are?”
She laughed at his naivety. “It’s not like Catholicism where anyone
can join. Either you have the soul of a witch or you don’t. It’s the one
faith where you don’t choose it. It chooses you.”
He braided fingers with Isabel and gazed upon her before drawing
her into a sensual kiss. It was tender and unhurried only broken by her
pulling the shirt over her head to bare her luscious body before him.
He looked away and declared, “We’re not doing that.”
“Why?”
“Because I don’t want you to think it’s the reason I saved you. Not
everything is a transaction for me.”
“Then why did you save me?”
“Because if I wasn’t irreparably damaged, I could love you.”
She pulled him down to lay on her soft breasts as they engaged in
another kiss. Emanuel could feel her unfastening his pants and he froze.
“No judgment,” she whispered in a sultry voice. “Please let me have
you. My whole coven is gone. You are the only companion I have.”
Emanuel freed himself and glided into Isabel. He made love to her
with long deep strokes as she clawed at his back and sank her teeth in his
neck. He loved pain and adored a woman who was capable of delivering
it. Pain was a delightful improvement from the numbness he felt every
day. It was the numbness that made him take a razor to his arm just to
feel anything at all.
She knew he was dangerous. Her powers were bound by the silver
bracelets making her defenseless against him. Still, she needed him
touching, kissing, and thrusting inside of her. He reminded Isabel of what
it was like to feel. That was worth everything, even death.
As their nude bodies intertwined by firelight he gazed down at her
and whispered, “Say that you’re mine, even if it’s a lie.”
“I’m yours,” she obliged him.
Emanuel smiled and placed tender kisses on her eyelids, her nose,
and finally her lips. His tongue slipped into her yearning mouth and he
returned to stroking between her thighs, driving her crazy with every
movement. He found the sacred spot and drummed at it until she writhed
with satisfaction, gasping from his kiss with a cry of his name.
When her wits returned, she bit his ear hard enough for it to hurt and
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whispered, “Come with me.”
He was so close to an eruption but he reluctantly disconnected and
followed her to the stagecoach, kissing and fondling along the journey.
She grinned and yanked him in. They steamed the windows with their
lovemaking and then cuddled on the bench of the carriage. The witch
had covered him in bite marks and scratches. She even drank his blood
at one point and he enjoyed every minute of it.
“If I could feel love it would have been for you,” Isabel admitted.
Emanuel kissed the side of her face and drew a heart in the steamy
window. She leaned forward and added their initials to the heart.
Emanuel whispered regretfully, “It’s getting late and you are a
wanted fugitive.”
She sighed as they began to stir. He cut off her hair with a knife and
dressed her in men’s clothing that he stole from a neighbor’s clothesline.
Then he put her in a boat with a sack of supplies.
“Head south,” he instructed. Everyone is hunting a colored woman
headed north. No one is searching for a man headed south.”
A tear trickled down her cheek as she was forced to abandon him
and the beautiful life they could have had. Isabel couldn’t believe she
was crying over a man. What was it about him that made her vulnerable?
Emanuel stole one last kiss from her lips before setting her boat adrift.
“Thank you for dinner,” he called after the vessel with a charming
smile.
Isabel laughed and watched him shrink into the distance.

The sunset made the hills of Colburn Plantation sing with purple,
pink, and orange rays. It was officially Saturday night and Matthew
could already hear the strumming of banjos, rhythmic drumming, and
the sweet sound of piccolos in the distance. The slaves who remained
were having their Saturday night fish fry. Though they would welcome
their friend, Matthew, with open arms, he didn’t feel much like
celebrating. Every song reminded him of Sarah. Even the smell of the
food made him think of her. He envisioned Sarah in the tale of every
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storyteller and the angelic laughter of every child. I let her go because I
love her and now I don’t know what I’ll do without her. I feel like a piece
of my soul has been torn out and I will never get it back.
He laid down on the cool moist grass. The flamboyant sunset soon
darkened into a navy sky. A million beautiful stars stretched above him
and he couldn’t help but wonder if Sarah was watching those very stars.
If she ever thought of him since her escape, and what would she name
their child?
He received his answer as she sauntered up the hill scantily clad in
her tribal skirt and tie on top. She still showed no signs of her pregnancy
except the beautiful glow of her skin. “You missing the fish fry.”
“Sarah!” He sprung to his feet. The two of them ran full speed ahead
until they collided in an embrace. He covered her face in kisses, “You’re
so stupid, Sarah!”
“I know,” she exclaimed with happy tears.
He held her so tightly she could barely breathe as he scolded her,
“That escape plan was to pull you out of the fire! And then you run back
into the flames!”
“It’s my choice if I wanna get burned!” She placed her arms around
his neck and kissed his lips delighting in the sensation.
He matched her kiss eagerly and hungrily. Their minds whirled in
the ecstasy of such a tender embrace, wishing for more but grateful if
only for this kiss, this embrace, this moment. As they came up for air
Matthew slowly moved his hands up and down her naked back. They
swayed to the exotic music playing in the distance, wistfully gazing into
each other’s eyes.
“I met Harriet Tubman, Moses herself in the flesh,” Sarah boasted.
Matthew was astounded, “I bet she was incredible.”
“She was,” Sarah admitted. “It was her second time in Missouri. Her
first trip was to liberate Sally, Clyde, and Katherine but I guess they
found another way to Canada.”
“I guess so,” Matthew grinned happily as he spun her into his
powerful arms. He teased her as their bodies moved as one beneath the
stars, “People will start to whisper.”
“They already do,” Sarah mused.
“And what do you tell them?”
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She grinned devilishly. “Not a damn thing.”
Matthew smiled and dropped a sweet kiss into her braids. As sure as
I live and breathe I will find a way to be with this woman.
He lowered his lips to caress her bare shoulder, giving a little nip that
made her breathe in sharply with desire. His simple kiss set her body on
fire as they allowed the enchanting tribal music to carry their bodies like
a dream. She shut her eyes melting against his hard form as their souls
reconnected in a spellbinding dance.
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Chapter 15:
Bullets and Bloodshed

S

arah’s soft warm body vanished from Matthew’s arms. His lovely
wife was replaced with a coarse wool blanket. Her wonderful
scent was chased away by the odors of decay and sewage as he
opened his eyes in Andersonville.
He had played Montresor’s game. Just biding his time until the right
moment. Matthew had always had an affinity for engineering and
structural design. He looked at buildings, machines, and gadgets with a
sort of x-ray vision. When everyone else saw a structure, Matthew saw
its individual components, its weaknesses, and strengths.
He had been this way since birth. As an infant, he broke out of his
crib multiple times. The slaves rebuilt a more fortified crib with a lower
mattress and higher bars. Matthew reached between the bars, pulled
clothes from the hamper, stacked them in the corner of the new crib, and
climbed that mountain to freedom. The mammy walked in on him going
over the rail and sliding down the bars. He could accomplish this after
only a year on earth so if the Confederacy thought they had built any
prison capable of holding Matthew Colburn they were dead wrong.
He could have escaped alone at any point but he endured
excruciating torture for the sake of his men. He delayed freedom for the
moment he could save the most prisoners. This paid off because he might
have never known the location of his wife. He wouldn’t have even
known she’d been captured if he fled right away.
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Matthew made a ruckus until Captain Wirz ordered his goons to
silence him. Four gray coats came charging up the tower steps. They
barged into the chamber. The first one made the mistake of running up
too close. Matthew headbutted him, wrapped the chain around his throat,
and used him as a shield. The chamber filled with smoke and muzzle
flair as the confederates riddled their comrade with bullets. Matthew
drew his hostage’s sidearm and fired back until the other three had fallen.
He snatched the keys off a wounded guard and unchained his wrist.
Champ Ferguson rose and charged him. Matthew struck him in the
throat, flipped Champ over his shoulder, and plunged a bayonet into him.
As Champ screamed in agony Matthew gathered the rifles and pistols of
the fallen confederates.
Another reason Matthew waited was for the swelling of his eyes to
go down. These next vital shots would require an expert marksman with
precise vision. He hurried to the tower’s window, got down on one knee,
aimed at a pigeon roost, and pulled the trigger. He popped one guard
after another while adjusting for the angle and wind resistance in his
head. The rifles required a reload after every fire. Matthew didn’t have
the time so he rotated the firearms until all four were spent. Then he
rained the confiscated weapons out the window, hoping that the fall
would not break them. His men dove for the weapons.
With a thunderous war cry Union forces collided with confederates,
erupting in a full-on melee. A cloud of bullets rained on confederate
soldiers, puncturing hearts, faces, and limbs. The enemy troops hurdled
over their dead and dying, charging forward with gleaming bayonets
jutting off long rifles. Andersonville was in revolt before Matthew ever
escaped the tower. This violent collision of north and south caused men
to drop like flies.
Matthew could hear heavy boots running up the stairs to execute
him. His only way out of the tower was through a window with a deadly
drop. Matthew barricaded the door. He yanked a grenade and
matchsticks from a corpse, lit the fuse, and planted it at the barred
window. He took cover and blocked his ears as the bars were blown
away. The explosion rumbled the tower.
Before the ground settled, Matthew tied the wool blanket around
Champ’s middle and added the clothing of dead men for length. His
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enemies barged through the door. Matthew jumped from the tower
window clutching one end of the makeshift rope while the other end
remained fastened to Champ. Matthew’s descent caused an injured
Champ to slide across the floor until his body plugged the window and
Matthew was on the ground. He landed at the center of bullets and
bloodshed, shooting, slicing, and brawling for freedom.
Union soldiers ran into battle, readily firing at the enemy. Men fell
like rain on both sides as the atmosphere clouded with heavy smoke and
falling debris. Matthew punched out, shot down, and subdued all he
confronted on his way to rescue Sarah. He left a bloody trail of injured
and dead as he pushed forward. Matthew lit the fuse of another grenade
and took cover. The explosion blew a hole in the wall of the stockade.
The flaming opening was just big enough for a few men at a time to slip
through. He ushered his soldiers to freedom.
“Come Captain!” screamed a young prisoner.
“The captain is always last to leave a doomed ship,” Matthew
dutifully informed the young man. “Make me proud and lead these men
to safety.”
The boy nodded, accepting the orders. Matthew waded through the
battle in search of the woman he loved, praying that he would reach her
in time…

All hell was breaking loose outside of the large tent Sarah was
hidden in. Bullets were shredding the cloth walls. She had no choice but
to use this diversion to escape. She was bound to a chair with a bag over
her head. She flailed her neck around until the bag came off.
Sarah bounced over the frozen ground until she reached Montresor’s
desk. Her abductor had rushed out so quickly that he left the letter
opener. Sarah leaned forward onto her feet, lifting the chair with her as
she clawed for the letter opener. When she couldn’t reach it, she leaned
forward and clutched it with her teeth. Then dropped it into her hand.
“Matthew, thank heavens!” she exclaimed as he rushed into her tent.
He grabbed the letter opener and sawed off her restraints.
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“I’ve cleared an escape route. You must take it,” he ordered.
“What about you?”
“I’ll rescue as many prisoners as I can and then join you.”
She shook her head no with tears in her eyes, fearing that it would
be the last time she ever saw him. They ducked low and he traced a map
in the dirt. Sarah had never been good with directions. She needed all the
help he could offer.
Matthew insisted, “These imbeciles didn’t know I intended to go to
the tower. It was the only vantage point to shoot the sentries in the pigeon
roosts. It also provided the only view of the landscape surrounding
Andersonville. Follow this trail east. There is an abandoned church not
far from here. I’ll find you.” He armed her with a letter opener, a pistol,
and Montresor’s compass. “You have six shots. Make them count.”
She nodded and wiped her tears, “I love you.”
“I love you too,” he vowed with a kiss of her forehead. “I’ll be right
behind you.”
They rushed out into the mayhem. Sarah put shot one into the
confederate flag bearer. She broke off the wooden pole and threw the
large red flag bearing an X of stars into the flames. The Confederacy
writhed at the site of their symbol burning, while Union forces reveled
and triumphed in its destruction. Sarah fashioned a spear from the flag
she destroyed and struck down all who opposed her. She battled
alongside her husband and his troops with the strength, courage, and
honor of any soldier.
Matthew swept through enemy troops like a vicious tornado, leaving
destruction in his wake. A bullet whizzed past his face. Before he could
turn to see who fired it, the shooter fell dead from his horse. A letter
opener protruded from his eye. Matthew gasped at the vision of his
savior.
“Sarah!” he cried out as he plunged his bayonet into another
confederate. “Escape through that hole or seek shelter!”
Sarah was on the battlefield dropping the enemy one by one, like a
seasoned warrior. She slit the throat of a rebel, stabbed another in the
stomach. She yelled amidst the melee, “If you serve, I serve, remember!”
Matthew whipped around with his pistol and blew a hole in a rebel
who was charging her, “Watch your back, woman! I can’t live without
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my heart either! That’s an order, Nurse Colburn!”
“Yes Sir, Captain Colburn!” Sarah shouted amongst the chaos, deep
in the belly of the fight…

Lieutenant De la Vega rolled from his cot and hit the ground with a
squeal of pain. He was in no condition to move but knew he’d be dead
soon if he stayed. The medical tent had been shredded by bullets. He was
determined not to die in this awful place. He would not be sprinkled with
lime and kicked down a hill into a mass grave. Buried without the basic
human curtesy of a casket, prayer, or name.
He hobbled out and nearly tripped over a dying confederate. De la
Vega planted a firm boot on his face and drowned him in the mud. He
felt no sympathy for monsters who would keep men in such deplorable
conditions. When the soldier ceased squirming, De la Vega stole his gun,
knife, and grenade.
A woman’s screams alerted him. His head whipped sideways, to find
Sarah dressed in a military uniform. An enormous rebel with piercing
green eyes was trying to escape with her. She had fought for as long as
she could and tried to escape as Matthew ordered but there were just too
many prisoners in the way. She sought shelter and waited for an
opportunity to escape. Sarah hadn’t realized a giant coward would be
hiding in that crevice with her. This monster saw dollar signs the instant
his green gaze fell on her.
De la Vega rushed to Sarah’s aid. He fired on the assailant but the
revolver jammed. The steadfast lieutenant drew his blade.
“She’s a fine specimen but she ain’t worth dying over,” warned the
goon.
“Then let her go or meet your end!” De la Vega threatened with a
furious glare.
The Rebel laughed at the idea of being challenged by a man half his
size. “You must have a death wish.”
De la Vega bravely took a swipe at the large man. A slice appeared
in his mighty arm as he blocked the attack. Sarah beat the kidnapper with
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her fists while her intrepid rescuer battled at her side but nothing stopped
this behemoth; he was as fast as he was enormous.
De la Vega struggled to thwart the abduction but his injuries had
robbed him of much of his strength. He was soon overpowered. The
enemy soldier struck De la Vega in the gut with his rifle sending a
shockwave of pain throughout his torso. He fell on his knees clutching
the place where the arrow struck weeks earlier. Before De la Vega could
regain his stance, the brute had muscled his way through the escape route
with Sarah.
The foul-smelling giant forced Sarah to walk with a gun aimed at her
back. Blood ran down his arm but he seemed unaffected by the cut like
he was part machine. She had never faced off with a man as strong and
solid as a locomotive.
“You’re a coward!” Sarah snapped as they arrived at the church that
was supposed to be her refuge.
The confederate soldier chuckled, amused by the spirit of this uppity
black wench. “I blame that damn Lincoln for putting dangerous ideas in
your head. He’s no friend of yours, or he wouldn’t be convincing you
animals that you’re the equal of white folks. That sort of hogwash will
get you killed.”
He was missing the pinky of his left hand but even this did not soften
his grip on her. He hurled Sarah through the doors of the empty church.
She flew like a ragdoll and rolled across the floor. Sarah climbed to her
feet gasping for air as her condition got the better of her.
“I’ll return to my post after they’ve squashed the uprising but you
are going to the auction block,” he declared. “I couldn’t let a creature as
exquisite as you get killed. That would be like burning five hundred
dollars.”
Sarah vehemently warned, “The Confederacy is going to hang you
for being a deserter. That’s if they don’t shoot you by firing squad. Your
only option is to run north and join the Union.”
The disheveled soldier paid little attention to her threat. Her fancy
manner of speech intrigued him more. Slaves usually spoke barely
discernable gibberish. She was no slave.
“Canadian?” he questioned.
“French,” she corrected him.
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“And you risked your life and freedom to come here?”
“I’d rather die for something than live for nothing,” Sarah declared
between wheezes. “You will never understand because you have no
honor. None of you do.”
“I’ve had my share of Nigger girls but none as feisty as you. None
as lovely and articulate as you.” The love-starved rebel had been around
burly blokes for so long that he was practically salivating in the presence
of a woman. Even her insolence did not deter him.
Sarah shook off a cold shiver as she recognized the look in his eyes,
that deadly mixture of lust and determination. It had been many years
since she was in the presence of animals who felt they had a right to slake
their lust with any colored woman they chose. She cringed and took
careful steps away from him.
Her captor offered, “If you go easy now, I’ll bring you back to my
plantation instead of the auction block. A beautiful girl like you will
never be sent to the fields. All you have to do is make yourself available
to me. How’s that sound?”
He stepped uncomfortably close to her and stroked her cheek with
his four-fingered hand. Her skin was supple and undamaged by outdoor
labor. Sarah turned her face from his stinking breath.
He whispered, “Call me master. Nothing arouses me more.”
She backed away searching the church for anything she could use as
a weapon. Soon there was nowhere left to run. She was suffocating in
his manly stench. She defiantly shoved his hands away from places they
didn’t belong.
Sarah hissed, “What kind of blasphemous heathen would harm a
woman in a house of God?”
“What kind of pretentious, insubordinate, Negress would refuse a
white man’s wishes? The bible says for slaves to obey their masters,” he
reminded her with raging green eyes.
“I’m not your damned slave!” Sarah’s blood boiled. “My body is not
your vessel to soil and violate as you see fit! I would rather die than be
yours! Do you think you are the first to make such vulgar demands of
me? It didn’t end so well for the last. I will never lie down for a craven
husk like you.”
He grabbed her by the shoulders and slammed her against the wall,
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“I’m done being a gentleman to a Nigger whore! Undress yourself now!”
Sarah bit the giant’s hand and stomped his foot. She knocked over a
pew escaping his grasp. The mountain of a man stalked her through the
church. Her defiance amused and beguiled him. She was like a wild
mustang, beautiful but needed to be broken. He would not be denied the
pleasure of a ride…
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Chapter 16:
The Heat of the Battle

T

he abductor reasoned with her in a husky voice, “This doesn’t
have to hurt. Just relax and give yourself to me. I’ll make you
my mistress after the war. You’ll be the highest-ranking slave in
my household.”
Tears poured over Sarah’s cheeks as she put her hands down his
pants. What other choice do I have? He’ll kill me if I don’t.
He closed his eyes. His thin chapped lips curved up in a smile.
“That’s it. Good girl.”
His eyes grew large at the blast of gunfire and searing pain. Sarah
had pulled the trigger of his gun while it was still in the holster, shooting
him in the foot. He screamed in agony. Threats and profanity flooded
from his mouth.
Sarah ran over to the stained glass window. The pane shattered with
the force of her punch. She gathered the shards with a bleeding hand as
the scoundrel limped forward to kill her. She sent glass flying like
daggers, piercing his body until Goliath fell dead at her feet.

As the fight raged on at Andersonville, Montresor tackled Matthew
to the ground. They tumbled about the battlefield, punching one another
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in the blood and the mud.
“You killed my sister!” Montresor bellowed as he squeezed
Matthew’s throat.
Matthew’s face grew cherry red as he struggled to breathe. He
clobbered Montresor with a rock. His iron grip was broken.
Matthew desperately sucked in the cold air. “You’re insane!”
Matthew blocked his wild punch and kneed him in the stomach.
Montresor doubled over and caught an uppercut to the face. Blood
sprayed from his nose but this didn’t stop the deranged man. They traded
furious fists, powerful kicks, mighty knees, and swift elbows. Neither
was backing down. Matthew was determined to end this feud today.
They knocked one another senseless until Matthew finally got a chance
to grab his gun.
Matthew yelled with an aimed revolver, “When will you realize I
didn’t do it! Now tell me how many of you there are! I know someone
has been feeding you information or you wouldn’t know everything
about my family! You wouldn’t be so convinced that I did this!”
When he refused to answer, Matthew shot him in the knee.
Montresor dropped with a blood-curdling scream. He clutched his
ruined leg. “I would rather die than help you!”
“That might be true but I don’t have to kill you fast.” Matthew
ground a boot in his injury.
Montresor wailed in agony. Tears seeped from the creases of his
eyes.
“Who else is after me?” Matthew demanded. “Is my family still in
danger?”
“He’s been under your nose the entire time!” Montresor yelled in
anguish, “Clyde, the Indian!”
Before Matthew could breathe, think, or take in the revelation, Black
Wolf stormed forward with a gun. It never occurred to Matthew that one
of Emanuel’s victims might have survived. A confused man was attacked
at night and didn’t get a good look at the assailant. All he saw was a knife
coming at him wielded by a monster who looked like Matthew.
Black Wolf demanded, “Drop the pistol!”
Matthew could feel the hot muzzle of a recently fired weapon on the
back of his head. “Did you keep me alive to torture me? Are you settling
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a score?”
“Don’t flatter yourself, Colburn,” Black Wolf replied. “This was
never personal for me.”
Matthew raised his hands in defeat. “Is this how it ends?”
“That’s up to you,” said Black Wolf. “Lower your weapon.”
Matthew tossed the gun and made a strange request of Black Wolf,
“I will be executed for inciting this riot. May I have just one moment?”
Black Wolf, ever the diplomat, granted the request.
Matthew took a knee next to Montresor and held his enemy’s hand
as he whispered, “Your sister was Sally of the McKinley Estate. She was
a person. She mattered and I am truly sorry for your loss.”
Montresor was befuddled by this act of decency. Tears ran down his
cheeks. “You are facing the gallows and you choose to spend your last
moments giving peace and closure to an enemy.”
“Of course,” Matthew insisted.
“You really didn’t hurt her.”
Matthew shook his head no, “I killed the man who did, though it
broke my heart. He was like a brother to me but he’s been dead for many
years.”
Montresor was shaken at the revelation of putting an innocent man
through the worst kind of hell, a man who extended kindness despite
being betrayed, imprisoned, and brutalized.
He slipped a blood-stained map and a rusty key to Matthew.
“Marisol De la Vega is here…”
Matthew slid the materials up his sleeve. Before another word could
be spoken, before Montresor could begin to right his wrongs, he was
taken by a stray bullet.
Black Wolf ordered, “Come now, Colburn.”
Montresor’s eyes remained open in a glassy lifeless stare. Matthew
respectfully shut the eyes of one enemy and rose in surrender to another.
De la Vega appeared from out of nowhere and pierced Black Wolf’s
side with a bayonet. “Run Captain Colburn!”
Matthew seized the opportunity to flee with his comrade. They ran
for their lives while dodging Black Wolf’s fire. They fled through the
hole Matthew had blown in the stockade with a few hundred others. This
hardly put a dent in the prison population of thousands of doomed souls
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but Matthew had done all he could. He’d endured as much as he could
to save as many as he could.
The uprising was crushed not long after Matthew’s escape. The
prisoners were sick, starving, and frostbitten. They didn’t stand a chance
of taking over the prison but at least a few hundred less of them would
die. The escapees ran from Andersonville as the ground rumbled beneath
their feet. The rebels had turned their cannons, determined to slay
everyone who fled. The blasts were deafening. Trees exploded into giant
flaming chunks. Cannonballs and grapeshot eviscerated everything in
their path.
De la Vega caught a flying branch to the back. The force took him
off his feet. Matthew was nearly trampled by a stampede of union
soldiers as he ran back for De la Vega. Matthew yanked him off the
ground. Together they limped and crawled their way to freedom.
The union soldiers stole horses from a plantation so they could seize
control of a Confederate supply train. They would ride the train north of
the Mason Dixon Line. Sealing their escape while crippling the south by
pirating their goods.
“Have you no honor!” exclaimed the master of the plantation they
were robbing.
After what Matthew had been through it was hard not to punch out
this hypocrite’s teeth. “I stole horses and food. You stole people’s lives!
Your fine home and clothes are purchased with the misery of others!
Worst of all, you committed treason against the greatest country on
earth! If you ever call my honor into question again I will drag you to the
fields and lynch you in front of your slaves.”
The man simmered down and adopted a more respectful tone. He
complied as the Union soldiers tied up him and his family.
The master’s daughter remained undaunted. “Will you rotten
Yankees just leave us here to die!”
De la Vega eased up next to the fiery southern belle. He gave her a
flirtatious wink. His Spanish accent purred like a kitten, “Emily, is it? I
believe I heard your father call you Emily.”
She nodded while experiencing a complicated mixture of concern
and primal lure.
“Fear not, beautiful,” De la Vega assured her. “You’ll wiggle free of
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these ropes in about ten minutes. I’m just giving us boys in blue a
headstart.”
Matthew watched with amusement as De la Vega’s charm quenched
the temper of this maiden. He never understood the magnetism between
well brought up ladies and rogues. Emily was positively spellbound.
Matthew teased as they hurried out the doors of the fancy manor,
“Shall I be expecting a happy announcement, an invitation perhaps?”
“Nothing wrong with a little southern hospitality,” De la Vega
replied with a coy smirk.
The moment they were in the clear, Matthew handed a map and a
key to De la Vega. “Montresor informed me that your sister is here.”
The lieutenant teared up, “God bless you, Captain.”
“Godspeed my friend.”
The men broke military etiquette to embrace one another before
parting ways. Matthew would rendezvous with his troops shortly but
first, he had to collect Sarah. He placed his foot in the stirrup and
propelled himself onto a horse. Matthew galloped with all haste to the
church where Sarah awaited him.
He could see Sgt. Black Wolf in the distance. Matthew couldn’t
believe his phenomenal tracking abilities. What was even harder to
believe was Black Wolf’s resilience. How on earth was he able to pursue
Matthew with a bayonet wound in his side. That injury would have
incapacitated an average man. Matthew didn’t have time for a
confrontation; he had to get his wife out of the south before she was
discovered by a greedy fiend and put up for auction.
He fled into the woods determined to lose Black Wolf in the
darkness. Matthew banked left and right, zigzagging around the trees,
dashing in and out of the shadows. He raced with utter urgency until he
was rid of the vengeful man hunting him. When the coast was finally
clear, Matthew cautiously emerged from the forest. He galloped through
the graveyard that led to the old chapel. Clumps of grass and earth shot
from the hooves of his horse as he rode between the tombstones.
Matthew dismounted his steed and burst through the doors of the
church. He searched for his wife, calling her name. She didn’t answer.
He found Sarah unconscious, clutching a shard of glass like a dagger. A
dead Confederate soldier was lying a couple of feet away with his pants
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unfastened. Matthew cringed and gasped for air. Awful thoughts raced
through his mind.
“SARAH!” Matthew bellowed as he struggled to revive her.
She’d been sicker than she let on. All this fighting wrung the life out
of her.
“Sarah please wake up! Love, please…”
A cawing raven swooped in through the broken window. It perched
on the pew in front of him. Its beady eyes burned into the core of
Matthew.
“No!” he yelled at the bird but the creature remained undaunted.
He refused to allow this harbinger of death to take her soul away.
Matthew loved Sarah in more than a carnal sense. He loved her so much
that it hurt. He would become a vacant shell of a man without her.
Not that he would have the burden of living very long without her.
His nemesis crept up behind him. As a distraught Matthew panicked over
the fate of his wife an arm locked around his throat. Matthew fought the
chokehold with all his might but no blood was flowing to his brain. His
swings became sluggish before diminishing to twitches and everything
went black…
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Chapter 17:
The Cask of Amontillado

M

atthew revived from the attack but he couldn’t move a
muscle. His wrists, ankles, and waist were chained to a solid
wall. He’d been tucked into an alcove of a catacomb. The
eerie structure had skulls and other bones fused into its stone walls. The
torchlit archway allowed him to peer down a shadowy corridor.
A fetid stench turned his stomach. To his left were two corpses,
reduced to greasy brown bones with tattered rags for clothing. They hung
awkwardly from their shackles. The flesh rotted from their faces locking
them in ghastly grins. The sight to his right was even more disturbing.
Sarah was imprisoned at his side, alive but fighting for every breath.
Matthew clutched her hand wishing that he could ease her suffering.
“I… love… you,” she managed between gasps.
“I love you too,” he whispered frantically. “Are we in the same place
he took you the first time?”
Sarah struggled to make words until eventually settling for a nod.
“Don’t lose hope,” Matthew pleaded. “Keep fighting, Sarah. I gave
my lieutenant a map of this place. When he arrives to rescue his sister,
Marisol, he will find us.”
Sarah had tears trickling down her dark cheeks as she was forced to
tell him the truth, “I’m… dying of… pneumonia.”
“No! We’re not going there,” he chastised her.
“Please tell… the children…”
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“Stop it! You’re not leaving me,” He vehemently declared with tears
in his eyes. “You are going to die an old lady surround by spoiled
grandchildren. Not a day before.”
His love filled her heart and shattered it at the same time. His denials
could not prevent the inevitable.
“Matthew,” she crowed feebly. “I’m sorry… I did this… to us. You
were right… We should have never… come back.”
“You didn’t do this to us. All you wanted was a better existence for
your people and our children. Never apologize for having a good heart,”
Matthew assured her. “My family’s treachery is to blame for creating
this monster. Our ancient evils have come full circle to punish me. Your
only crime was falling in love with a man and accepting the burden of
his name.”
“Your name… was not my burden,” Sarah wheezed. “It was my
privilege.”
Her words tugged at his heart, making this even more unbearable.
Her severe lack of oxygen caused her to drift in and out of consciousness.
He desperately tugged on her hand until she woke. “Don’t leave me,
Sarah. Help is coming.”
“Talk to me,” Sarah pleaded without opening her eyes.
“About what?”
“Doesn’t matter,” she wept with lungs swimming in fluid. It was like
trying to breathe underwater, only more painful. “I just need to… hear
you. Please read to me… like you used to.”
A tear trickled down his cheek with no free hand to wipe it away. It
was clear that she was becoming confused.
Matthew regretfully told her, “Love, I don’t have a book.”
“Never stopped… you before.”
Matthew couldn’t bring himself to deny what could very well be her
final wish. “Have you heard the legend of the Immortal Goddess of the
Lake?”
She shook her head no and listened intently, desperate to focus on
anything other than the gurgling sounds of her own breaths, a death rattle
that Matthew lacked the medical training to perceive.
He sweetly caressed her hand as he said, “In a land far far away
called Rome, in a time very long ago, an emperor enslaved all of Europe.
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He took anyone captive who worshipped the ancient religions. The
masses called him Caesar but a very special young man called him father.
The young man’s name was Matthaios. Caesar and his men raided a
Moorish village not caring if their swords fell upon men, women, or
children. A Moorish woman looked up with her slain daughter in her
arms and cursed the savage Emperor, ‘Caesar! Before you leave this
earth your son will become the very thing you hate. He will be a child of
magic who will stand against you and all those who oppress others.’
Caesar struck the woman dead. As her blood stained the ground the baby
she thought was dead began to move. ‘Take the Moorish child. I’ll need
slaves for my household,’ Caesar instructed. The Moorish baby grew
into a beautiful woman named Sara and as fate would have it Caesar’s
son fell madly in love with her. They married in secret and were
ecstatically happy together. The prophecy had come true and young
Matthaios only had two loves in his life: Sara and magic. The lovers ran
away together, escaping the harsh rule of Caesar. On the night of their
wedding anniversary, they picnicked in the forest, and Matthaios made
love to Sara passionately under the stars. After which they laid together
in the utopia of love, lust, and satisfaction. ‘I love you,’ Matthaios said
but heard nothing back. This had never happened before. He tried again,
‘Sara, I said I love you.’ Again, no response. Matthaios looked over to
find an arrow protruding from his wife’s naked chest, and a troop of
Roman soldiers surrounding him. ‘No!’ Matthaios screamed. Caesar
emerged from the troops, ‘I’m sorry, Son, but she’d bewitched you. No
future emperor of Rome would sacrifice everything to marry such a
creature by his own will.’ With too much pain to live and too much magic
to die, Matthaios cast Sara’s body into the Lake of Questria. His heart
leaped as she rose from the waters a goddess and guardian of the sacred
city. ‘You may have me only one day a year when the veil between our
worlds is at its thinnest,’ she sadly told him. He smiled, ‘I would rather
have a piece of you than none at all.’ As she faded into the blue she told
him with a smile, ‘By the way, I love you too.’”
“Am I… your immortal lady?” Sarah smiled despite her suffering.
“You are my goddess,” Matthew swore with a squeeze of her hand.
“Goddesses don’t perish so you must stay with me.”
Two figures appeared in the hall.
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“Lieutenant!” Matthew screamed.
“Captain Colburn!” De la Vega cried out. He rushed forward with a
traumatized Marisol in his care.
“Find a pry bar! Anything to break these chains!” Matthew
exclaimed. “Black Wolf is trying to kill us!”
Sarah shrieked in horror as Lieutenant De la Vega grabbed Marisol
by the hair and savagely ran a knife over her throat. Marisol fell on her
knees clutching the wound. Her desperate efforts did not impede the
cascade of blood. She fell back into the ever-growing pool as Sarah and
Matthew looked on in terror.
When a horrified Sarah, at last, found words she stammered,
“How… could you kill… your sister?”
De la Vega laughed as if he hadn’t just slain a woman, as if he wasn’t
splashing through a pool of her blood. “This lying whore was not my
sister.” He pointed to each of the skeletons chained to the wall. “She was
his sister and his daughter. Now she can join her evil family.”
Sarah’s stomach wrenched and she vomited as he dragged Marisol’s
body to the wall and chained her up with her slain kinsmen.
The monster calmly confessed, “Black Wolf was never the Indian
you had to worry about. I am Clyde.” He pulled a jester’s cap from his
pocket and wrestled it onto Matthew’s head. “Welcome to hell,
Fortunato.”
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Chapter 18:
All is Fair in Love & War

I

mpersonating De la Vega had been easy for Clyde. The young De la
Vega was a recluse. Nobody knew the reason why. After De la
Vega’s father and sister disappeared, the only ones capable of
identifying the plantation heir were his slaves. They happily went along
with the ruse in exchange for their freedom while the true De la Vega
rotted on a wall in a tomb, alongside his cruel father, and dishonest sister.
The only thing that didn’t go as planned was the arrow Clyde took
in the belly. A Confederate Indian warrior was supposed to shoot him in
the leg to make him a victim and cast suspicion elsewhere. After lying in
wait beneath cold waters the temperature cramped the marksman’s arm
and hindered his aim. What was supposed to be a nonfatal leg wound
ended up being a deadly gut shot. By sheer will, Clyde survived to carry
out his revenge on Matthew.
Clyde walked along the wall of the tomb admiring his gory
collection. It was finally complete, three corpses from the De la Vega
family and two soon to be dead Colburns. It was time to wall up this
alcove and move on with his life. He’d been De la Vega for many years.
The time had come to be Clyde again. He grabbed a bucket of wet mortar
and a trowel. He pulled from a stack of bricks as he laid the first tier. His
trowel scraped harshly as he performed his masonry.
Matthew knew this story ended in a slow torturous death. Walled up
in darkness to starve, thirst, and scream as the rats tear the flesh from
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their bodies. It was a lonely cruel way to die. He could not watch his
beloved suffer.
Matthew reasoned with him, “Do to me what you wish but please let
my wife go. She’s an innocent woman.”
“So was my, Sally.” Clyde continued to lay his bricks. “Do you know
what it’s like to be stabbed and stuffed in a trunk? The only thing worse
than excruciating pain and constant fear of impending death is being
forced to listen to the cries of the person you love most in the world as a
lunatic rapes her and kills her. Sadly, your wife is innocent but all is fair
in love and war.”
“I am so sorry for the pain, horror, and heartache you went through,”
Matthew swore empathetically, “but I swear the man who hurt Sally paid
for it with his life.”
“You’ll say anything to get off that wall,” Clyde snarled as he began
construction on a second layer. “Now you know how it feels to be
powerless! To be rendered incapable of saving the woman you love!
Perhaps if you’d paid any attention in your medical classes you would
have known that applying pressure to a wound slows the flow of blood.
Folding me up in that trunk saved my life. Once I escaped that hell I
vowed to never again take the abuse of another pale face.”
Matthew concluded from the row of De la Vega bodies, “Claudius
Jameson wasn’t a black slave. He was you.”
Clyde confessed with nostalgic tears in his eyes as he continued to
brick up the entrance, “My legal name is Claudius Jameson McKinley. I
grew up with Katherine. She was like a baby sister to me. When she was
a toddler, the name Claudius proved too difficult to pronounce. She
called me Clyde. The nickname stuck. As Katherine came of age,
adolescent hormones made her see me in a different light. Her father
caught her eying me as I bathed. Out of fear that a red man might sully
his precious white daughter, Dr. McKinley sold me to the De la Vega
plantation. Marisol lied to her father and said that I raped her to protect
her married lover. They put me through appalling torture because of her
lies. Her cowardly, reclusive, freak of a brother stared through the drapes
and did nothing to intervene. They gave me back to the McKinleys and
demanded a refund. The one good thing to come out of it was my love
for Sally. She nursed me back to health and sat at my bedside reading
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that book I gave you. Once I was better, I married Sally. We were going
to have a baby but we wanted that child to be free. She contacted her
Canadian brother. He sent an abolitionist to retrieve us but we never
made the rendezvous because you decided to murder my dear friend
Katherine and didn’t give a damn about the collateral damage!”
“My husband… is innocent!” Sarah wept as she struggled to breathe.
“Keep me. Kill me! A wife for a wife… but please release him.”
“Your husband was the jealous idiot courting Katherine,” Clyde
proclaimed. “I saw him at McKinley Manor on more than one occasion.
He was kissing her at a cave party just days before she disappeared.”
Matthew insisted, “Katherine was openly courting me because she
knew her father would approve of a wealthy plantation heir with firm
Christian values. Dr. McKinley would have never approved of my
philandering, blasphemous, brother Emanuel! So Katherine slept with
him behind my back.”
Clyde whipped out a revolver with bloodshot eyes. “Don’t you dare
impugn her honor!”
Matthew spoke calmly as he stared down the barrel of the gun, “I
meant no disrespect to a woman you loved like a sister but the truth is
she intended to elope with Emanuel until she found out he was part black.
It’s true. I am a jealous fool, but I am jealous in a punch the other man
sort of way. Emanuel was jealous in a stalk and murder kind of way. He
killed every girl who ever looked at me and attempted to rape my wife!
You caught a glimpse of a face in the dead of night, even more shaded
by a hood. Can you swear with 100% certainty that it was me who
plunged that knife into you?”
Clyde dropped his trowel with an anguished scream. He ran away
with his wall left waist-high. He retreated to a dark corner of the
catacomb hyperventilating and struggling to pull himself together. Was
it true that he’d seen parts of a face in the shadows and his traumatized
mind filled in the blanks with someone familiar? Was the honorable man
who stood up for him at townhall capable of such heinous acts? Or was
Matthew just like every other Colburn, a lying, evil, human trafficker?
While Clyde was away fretting, Black Wolf snuck up to the captives
with a stollen ring of keys. He quietly climbed over the partially
constructed wall to unlock Sarah and Matthew.
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Sgt. Black Wolf whispered as he unfastened them, “I wasn’t trying
to kill you earlier. I knew they would execute you for inciting that riot so
I tried to take you into custody so that I could smuggle you out of
Andersonville.”
Matthew was perplexed to be rescued by a man in a gray uniform,
“Why would you help me?”
“I told you that I did not want to see the only honorable white man
die. Clyde admitted that you helped him cease the pollution of rivers that
fed into native lands. Men like you in service to this nation are the only
way that my people will have a future,” Black Wolf explained. “I
intended to divide your country to render it less of a threat to my people.
Then form alliances with honorable white men who uphold their treaties.
I told you this was never personal for me.”
Black Wolf caught Sarah as she collapsed like a house of cards. The
sudden movement and weight made pain erupt in his freshly stitched
wound. Matthew promptly relieved him and hefted Sarah into his arms.
She wasn’t responsive at all. Her beautiful brown skin possessed none of
its underlying red hues. She was a ghastly gray with blue fingertips. It
was hard not to think the worst. He followed Black Wolf through the
shadowy labyrinth until they emerged from the catacomb.
Matthew cringed at the myriad of ravens that swooped to him,
screeching and flapping their wings. The sky was black with them, a
powerful omen that he refused to accept.
Matthew pleaded frantically, “You’re a medicine man. Promise
you’ll save my Sarah.”
“This is beyond my capabilities. We must take her to my people,”
Black Wolf swore as he helped Matthew and Sarah onto one horse while
he mounted another.
They rode off as a deranged Clyde rushed out of the tomb.
“NOOO!!!”
Clyde took up his bow, grabbed an arrow from his quiver, and locked
his sights on Matthew. The arrow sailed through the air and struck
Matthew’s horse. The mighty creature reared up in the air, throwing off
its passengers. Matthew and Sarah tumbled harshly over the ground.
Their mustang sped off without them.
Black Wolf turned on a dime and galloped back for them, narrowly
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dodging Clyde’s arrows. Black Wolf fired back at Clyde with his
revolver. This kept him at bay while Matthew loaded Sarah onto the only
horse.
“Save my wife,” Matthew insisted. “I’m going to end this.”
Black Wolf didn’t want to leave him behind but Sarah’s chances
became bleaker with every passing minute. He was out of ammunition
so he armed Matthew with a knife made of bone, a bow, and a quiver of
arrows.
“End him,” said Black Wolf. “Or he will never stop hunting you.”
Matthew nodded, “Whatever happens, thank you. I will do all I can
to help your people but their greatest hope lies in the hearts, minds, and
deeds of honorable men like you.”
Matthew shook hands with the Confederate warrior, something he
would have thought impossible before this moment. Matthew’s heart
broke and the shards sank into his stomach as he kissed Sarah’s
unmoving lips goodbye. He yearned not to be separated from her,
especially when she was in such critical condition, but he knew this was
her only shot. The three of them could not fit on one horse. Matthew
couldn’t ride alone with her because entering hostile Indian territory
without an envoy would get them killed.
Black Wolf had to make the journey before it was too late. He
galloped away with Sarah, stalked by a swarm of ghostly ravens, that
awaited her final breath. These creatures were only attracted to divine
spirits: saints, fallen angels, and the like. Black Wolf couldn’t help but
wonder what kind of soul she possessed to attract so many ravens, and
more importantly, how could he keep the birds at bay and Sarah among
the living.
Matthew trudged back to the tomb for the fight of his life. He just
wanted some peace after so much death but he knew Clyde would never
allow him to have it. He had looked into Clyde’s eyes and all that
remained was hatred. He was no longer the man who spoke so
profoundly at town hall, the man who only wanted to help people and
mother earth. Life’s horrors had twisted Clyde into something
unrecognizable. He was a dangerous weapon that had to be stopped.
Matthew could not spend the rest of his life looking over his
shoulder. He could not live in fear of the day Clyde recruited more
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victims and convinced them of his guilt. Matthew had nearly lost his son
and daughter once already. He refused to have them grow up with targets
on their backs.
Sarah’s life was hanging by a thread because of this feud. There was
nowhere to run, nowhere to hide, and Matthew was fed up with being his
prey. Clyde proclaimed that all was fair in love and war. Matthew agreed
this was both...
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Chapter 19:
Medal of Honor

M

atthew’s disadvantage was in a long-distance fight. Aaron,
who was an excellent hunter, had shown him how to shoot a
bow but that was many years ago. Clyde, however, was an
excellent marksman; his disadvantage was in hand to hand combat. His
abdominal wound would not give him a fighting chance against
Matthew. Clyde had to strike Matthew down before he got too close.
Matthew dove and tumbled from the path of swooshing arrows. He
fired back but missed him by a mile. Matthew ran into the woods,
alternating between firing arrows and taking cover. Clyde had
phenomenal abilities. He grabbed the shaft of a speeding arrow, whipped
around, and fired it back at Matthew.
Matthew’s forearm got nailed to a tree. He hollered in agony. He
hadn’t freed himself before another plunged into his thigh. Clyde stalked
forward, reaching for another arrow to end him but his quiver had run
bare.
“Oh well,” said Clyde. “I’ll finish you with my hands.”
Matthew tore himself from the tree with a wail of pain. The rivals
charged each other with raging eyes and knives drawn. They collided
with a battle cry that sent birds flocking from the trees. They spun
through the forest like a deadly tornado of punches, kicks, and slicing
knives. They were cutting one another to ribbons until Clyde kicked the
knife from Matthew’s hand. Matthew grabbed Clyde’s arm and beat his
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hand against a tree until he dropped his weapon.
With knives lost in the foliage, they elbowed, kneed, and clobbered
one another. Matthew kicked his stomach wound hard enough to rupture
the sutures. Clyde tackled him to the ground and they rolled about the
forest beating the hell out of each other.
When Matthew finally got the upper hand, he grabbed Clyde by the
throat and punctuated every sentence with a mighty strike. “This is for
betraying your brothers in blue! This is for kidnapping my wife! This for
trying to wall me up in a tomb to die!”
Clyde’s blood-covered face snapped from side to side with every hit.
It was clear he wouldn’t live long enough to face the gallows for treason.
Matthew was about to kill him right here, right now. Clyde mustered all
his strength to kick Matthew off of him. Matthew rolled over the edge of
a cliff with a deadly drop; he clung to the ledge screaming for help but
only his enemy answered the call.
Clyde limped forward gripping his torn abdomen with a deranged
expression. He was about to act on his vengeance and kick Matthew to
his death when he saw something that gave him pause. It wasn’t
Matthew’s screams for help; it was the throat releasing them. One detail
had escaped Clyde from all those years ago when he was nearly killed.
When he escaped the trunk of doom, he stabbed the bad guy to get away.
The assailant screamed and his throat was like a gaping black chasm. It
wasn’t normal. Clyde fell to his knees and howled in pain as he pulled
Matthew’s 200 pounds of brawn up the cliff.
The last of Clyde’s strength gave out and he fell on his back. “Do
tonsils grow back, Captain Colburn?”
A stunned Matthew rushed to his side to stop the gushing of his
abdominal wound but there was just too much blood. Matthew frantically
ordered, “Stop asking me stupid questions so I can cease the bleeding!”
“Just answer me,” Clyde pleaded. “Can tonsils grow back?”
“My wife is a doctor. She’s never mentioned such miraculous
regeneration,” Matthew confessed as he tried very hard to help but just
didn’t have the training.
“My God… you didn’t do it.” Clyde’s whole world was upended.
He had endured inhumane torture because of a false allegation and now
he had done the same to another man, a friend, a comrade. How was he
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any better than the woman whose throat he cut?
Clyde grabbed Matthew’s busy hands to cease his hopeless efforts.
“It’s alright.”
“But I must,” uttered a panicked Matthew. “I did this to you.”
Clyde refused to release his hands. “I did this to me. It’s alright,
Captain.”
At this point, Matthew realized why Clyde had pulled him up that
cliff. Emanuel nearly died as a child from a bout of tonsilitis. Doctor
McKinley cut away the infected tissue to save his life. Matthew’s tonsils,
on the other hand, remained very much intact.
Clyde stared up at the clear blue sky as eagles soared over the gulley;
he looked at peace. “He’s truly dead?”
“Yes,” Matthew swore. “I stabbed him and threw him from a
balcony.”
Clyde could not believe the decency of Matthew, to offer words of
peace and closure to an enemy and not abandon him to die alone in the
woods like an animal.
“You are the best man I have ever known,” Clyde spoke sounding
sleepier with every sentence. “Promise to never allow anyone’s evil to
change who you are.”
“I promise,” Matthew solemnly declared. “She’s waiting for you. Go
to her.”
When Clyde passed it wasn’t an epic display, he was merely there
one moment and gone the next. Matthew respectfully closed his eyes and
left him to lie with the earth he had fought so valiantly to defend.
Matthew stumbled about the land until he located Clyde’s horse. He
climbed up with a painful groan. Injured and bleeding, he rode with all
haste to Black Wolf’s lands. The light was going out in Sarah when he
kissed her goodbye. He needed her to live and remain a shining beacon
of goodness in a dark world. He needed her to be the loving mother she
had always been to Alexandria and Timothy. But mostly he just needed
her.
Matthew bolted through the prairies, past a herd of buffaloes. Wild
mustangs frolicked on the plains. Even the bite of winter could not
diminish these majestic lands. He completely understood why men like
Black Wolf fought to keep what was ancestrally theirs.
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The Indian watchmen stood down and allowed Matthew to pass.
Black Wolf had already told them to expect him. While many indigenous
people resided in tepees, this particular tribe had constructed longhouses.
Matthew was searched for weapons and then led through the village. He
frantically asked questions about his wife but they didn’t answer. He
couldn’t tell if they remained silent because they didn’t understand
English or because the worst had happened and no one wants to be the
bearer of tragic news.
They marched him past men processing deer meat, women weaving
blankets, and adolescents learning to use their bows. A wooden stable
held a group of youth receiving riding lessons. Many had the talent to
ride bareback. They trotted about magnificently without the aid of a
saddle. This was a proper community. Matthew would never understand
how anyone could refer to them as savages.
They came upon the home Sarah was in. Matthew froze unable to
imagine a world without her laughter and feisty spirit. Black Wolf
emerged from the longhouse. Matthew could not breathe as he awaited
the dire news.
“She was beyond our capabilities,” Black Wolf compassionately
informed him. “No medicine could save her.”
Matthew felt like he was having a heart attack. He clutched his chest
gasping for air.
Black Wolf explained, “We couldn’t save your wife but the
enchantress could.”
That sentence took just a moment to settle in and the world was right
again. Matthew nearly knocked Black Wolf over as he barged into the
longhouse. Matthew couldn’t believe the wicked Isabel was tending to
his wife. He fell upon his knees at Sarah’s side. His tears streamed as he
kissed her hand with a whole new appreciation.
He looked over at Isabel and said, “I don’t know why you chose to
help us but God bless you, sainted maiden.”
Isabel nodded, “Your kinsman rescued me from burning at the stake
and I promised myself that if I ever had the opportunity to help a Colburn
I would.”
Matthew hugged the witch so tightly, “Thank you, Isabel.”
She grinned, pleased with herself. “Just using my bad for good.”
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Isabel solemnly confessed, “I know Emanuel was bad but he was
good too. I will never stop loving him.”
Matthew placed a comforting hand on her shoulder. “That makes
two of us.”

Matthew was invited to the White House for a glorious ceremony.
President Abraham Lincoln addressed a ballroom full of men in perfectly
starched military uniforms and women in flowing silk gowns. Major
General William Tecumseh Sherman proudly pinned the Medal of Honor
to the breast of Matthew’s uniform for acts of valor at Andersonville.
The triumphant applause of a grateful nation was music to Matthew’s
soul.
General Sherman jokingly whispered, “Is Andersonville truly as
horrible as it’s rumored to be?”
“No Sir,” said Matthew.
Sherman breathed a sigh of relief and stepped over to pin the next
patriot.
Matthew whispered, “It’s worse… so much worse.”
Matthew slipped his journal to the war general and shook hands with
him. Then Matthew took on the greatest honor of all by shaking hands
with President Lincoln, a man who turned out to be every bit the hero
Sarah and her people deserved.
Matthew returned to his table a little saddened by the empty seat next
to him. Many white soldiers attended the gala with their wives. Black
infantrymen, known as buffalo soldiers, were granted invitation with
their wives but Matthew’s marriage of the shadows meant attending such
functions alone.
“Champagne, Sir?”
Matthew looked up to find his wife in a black and white servant’s
dress. Defiant curls were escaping a bonnet. She balanced a tray of drinks
with a cunning smirk.
He grinned brightly and shook his head. “How did you? This is the
most secure building in America.”
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Sarah snickered, “All many people see is a black hand setting down
their plates or filling their glasses. Sometimes invisibility works in my
favor. That’s why folks who look like me have made the best spies in
this war.”
Matthew stole a tender stroke of her hand as he accepted a glass of
bubbly. “Thank you for being here.”
“I wouldn’t have missed it for anything in the world.” Sarah
sauntered off to work the room.
She and Matthew stole glances and caresses much like they did in
their youth, determined to remain as united as the states they fought so
valiantly for.
General Sherman had read half of Matthew’s account before the
ceremony ended. Sherman was determined to address the egregious,
inhumane, torture of his men. His fury mounted. He vowed to make
Georgia howl for their treason, their human trafficking, and their
revolting death camp. In the coming weeks, he marched clear to the sea,
burning the state of Georgia. He blew their railroads to smithereens,
pilfered livestock and supplies, and burned plantations to a cinder. He
and General Ulysses S. Grant accepted no less than the south’s
unconditional surrender.
Of the 45,000 souls who were marched through the gates of
Andersonville, 13,000 never made it out alive. The book of Matthew and
other firsthand accounts led to Champ Ferguson and Heinrich Wirz being
tried for war crimes. They were both hanged after the war.
Dorence Atwater and a nurse named Clara Barton returned to the
worst place on earth to pay some dignity and respect to the dead. They
saw that every fallen patriot at Andersonville received a headstone and
they placed names on as many of those headstones as they were able to.
Matthew and Black Wolf negotiated treaties between the United
States and the indigenous people. Only time would tell if America would
truly honor these agreements, but Matthew could not stand idly without
trying to bring liberty and justice for all.
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America was not the only thing to undergo reconstruction. Matthew
and Sarah replaced every damaged brick of Colburn Estate until it had
returned to its former glory. Living in France was much easier and safer
but improving America was their calling. Though the Civil War ended,
the battle was just beginning for black citizens. Newly freed men and
women would need voting rights and land to call their own. Free children
would need access to education. Freedom was just the start of an uphill
battle toward equal rights in a country that once considered them chattel.
Sarah and Matthew remained in Missouri to take up that fight and bring
forth a brighter America for everyone.
Sarah floated about as the chatelaine of a mansion she was once
enslaved to. She gazed down from the parapet at the rolling acres
crawling with paid laborers instead of slaves. Most days Sarah still
couldn’t believe how much her fortune had changed.
Her spirited son, Timothy, was riding his horse regally over the land
without fear of enslavement. Her beautiful daughter, Alexandria, was
strolling through the high hedged garden playing the violin with such
passion it could bring tears of joy to one’s eyes.
Matthew was offered military rank and valuable lands for his
honorable service but all the war hero asked is that his Mulatto son be
able to inherit Colburn Estate, as was his birthright. Though highly
unorthodox, they made an exception for a patriot who had saved three
hundred soldiers and earned a Medal of Honor.
Sarah looked down with wonder at the odd surprise Matthew had left
for her. Though it was warm outside there was a note pinned to Sarah’s
favorite pair of winter gloves:
You’re going to need these.
Sarah shook her head with amusement. Matthew was always
thinking of charming little ways to delight her. When she picked up the
gloves she noticed they were attached to a thread. She followed the
thread into her closet where it tied around a lovely winter gown. The
attached letter read:
You’ll look beautiful in this.
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With a smile and a shake of her head, Sarah ran her fingers along the
thread until she reached the floor of her closet. The string was tethered
to a pair of winter boots. The note that rested on them read:
Strap these on and meet me in the courtyard.
Sarah rang for a servant to help her don the heavy layers. A sweet
young girl named Betha bounced into the room.
Sarah arched a suspicious eyebrow at her maid, “You don’t seem
surprised by the winter clothing set out. Did my husband inform you of
his plans?”
Betha grinned like the cat that ate the canary. “Yes, he did, Ma’am.”
“And are you going to tell me what those plans are?” Sarah pressed.
The maid shook her head no, “Sorry Ma’am. I was sworn to
secrecy.”
The suspense was driving Sarah nuts but her staff refused to spill the
beans. Sarah held firmly to the post of her canopy bed as the maid yanked
the strings of her corset making it tighter with every adjustment. Betha
helped her into the heavy dress and tall boots.
Sarah followed Matthew’s trail of yarn down a winding staircase and
out the door. She traveled over a manicured lawn and past a flowing
fountain. Sarah fanned herself for the length of the walk. Her heavy attire
did not agree with the southern heat. On the other side of an enormous
tree, she saw Matthew standing before a brightly colored hot air balloon.
The words stitched into its vibrant silks were The Infinity. A swirling
infinity symbol added a timeless beauty. Sarah’s jaw dropped at the sheer
enormity of it. She couldn’t find words. Matthew swept a stunned Sarah
into a joyful embrace.
He explained the peculiar gift, “I once promised a beautiful slave girl
that if she stuck by me I would give her the sky.”
Sarah’s only response was in kissing him fervently. She kissed him
for everything he’d done, everything they’d been through, and
everything he was to her. They emerged from the embrace gasping.
“Shall we?” Matthew beckoned her.
For the second time in Sarah’s life, she found herself saying yes to
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danger and uncertainty just to remain one with the keeper of her heart.
Matthew lifted her with powerful arms and helped her into a waist-deep
basket. He climbed in behind her. The walls were lined with heavy ropes,
navigational tools, and bags of sand.
Sarah smiled up at his handsome face. Her eyes were glowing with
fascination, “Are you going to tell me how it works?”
“By heating the air inside the balloon with this burner, it becomes
lighter than the cooler air outside. This causes the balloon to float
upwards. If the air is allowed to cool, the balloon begins to slowly drift
down.”
A bewildered Sarah looked around for a steering wheel, “How will
we steer this ship without a helm?”
“A hot air balloon has no built-in mechanism for steering. It uses the
direction of the wind,” Matthew replied.
Sarah gasped, “We’re at the mercy of the skies? We could amble
anywhere!”
Matthew chuckled and offered a more in depth explanation, “At
different altitudes, the wind direction is different, so pilots use this
knowledge to steer these hovering crafts.”
Sarah laughed at herself, “I feel like a moron in the presence of my
brilliant engineer husband.”
“Please don’t,” Matthew swore. “The moment my genius doctor
wife starts talking medicine I am back to being the moron in the
relationship.”
They laughed heartily and got underway. As they ascended into the
heavens Sarah realized why he insisted upon wearing warm clothes. It
got very cold, very quickly, but the view was something out of a dream.
They were floating amongst the geese, drifting over a canopy of clouds.
It seemed like Sarah could reach out and touch the sun. Matthew passed
her another bag of sand. She untied it and poured the shimmering grains
over the side. The more weight they lost the more altitude they achieved.
Her gloved hands traveled up his arms, around his muscular shoulders,
and fastened at the back of his neck. The cold air and his warm body
made the perfect sensation.
“This is the closest I have ever come to magic,” Sarah dreamily
confessed. “Have you ever seen anything in all the world more beautiful
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than this?”
He gazed upon her face and whispered, “Every day.”
They drifted into a tender kiss as they sailed amidst the heavens,
welding their hearts for infinity.
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Epilogue:
The Coronation of a Prince

A

aron and Francesca swayed back and forth on their camels as
they traveled over Egyptian sands. The desert heat was
unbearable but the beauty was unmatched by any place on the
planet. They had just wrapped up another successful archeological study.
Francesca sighed to put those phenomenal pyramids behind her but she
wouldn’t miss Matthew’s coronation for anything in the world. Over
time the feuding cousins found common ground that blossomed into a
friendship.
“Don’t ride too far ahead!” Francesca yelled to her children,
Cleopatra and Ramesses.
They appealed to their dad as they always did when their mother said
no, “Please father, just one race!”
Aaron caved to their whims as always, “just to the harbor!”
“Aaron!” Francesca shrieked.
“They’ll be fine,” he laughed as his son and daughter took off on
their camels.
“They better not get lost,” she warned him. “We can’t miss our ship.
Matthew is the only family member that still talks to me. The others
disowned me long ago.”
Aaron’s face was awash with guilt, “I never wanted you to lose your
mother and father because of me. Most days it still amazes me that you
took the path you did.”
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Francesca confessed, “I used to think love was not worth fighting for
but when I saw you I was ready for war.”
Her words warmed his heart and brought a smile to his face.
She admitted, “Most men would not tolerate my galivanting around
the globe. They would want me home, barefoot, and pregnant. You not
only accept me, but you also travel at my side on every adventure.”
Aaron confessed, “After your engagement with Matthew fell
through your parents took you back to France. Four long years passed
without seeing your beautiful face, just longing for the warmth of your
skin. During that brutal four years, I realized that there were only two
times I wanted to be with you, now and forever.”
As always, he put a smile on her face and a flutter in her stomach.
The unlawful lovers gazed fondly at each other as they rode atop their
camels eager to embark on their next adventure...

Diplomacy brought Sarah and Matthew to the African lands that her
father ruled. The popping and cracking of fireworks illuminated the
midnight sky with red, blue, orange, and green. Enchanting island music
played in every corner of the kingdom. The air bore the scent of the
Fourth of July mixed with roasted nuts and island fruits. The day had
been filled with festivity and merriment as the whole island celebrated
in drink, dance, and feast. The explosives could hardly be heard over the
partying taking place in the lower village.
Matthew’s coronation had been glorious. People gathered as far as
the eye could see to get a glimpse of their new prince. As King Samson
and Queen Violet stepped onto the parapet to announce Sarah and
Matthew there was a thunderous roar of praise, love, and admiration
unlike any Samson had ever seen. The king had never been prouder. He
could not recall a prince and princess who were more beloved by the
people than Matthew and Sarah because they were the ones who brought
freedom to their kinsmen in America.
“Breathe Matthew,” Sarah coached her husband.
Calmed by her pleasant smile and reassurance, Matthew accepted
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what deep down he had always known: that all things were possible with
her by his side. They walked onto the parapet hand in hand to address
their subjects.
The kingdom erupted with applause for the prince who had returned
so many of their people. It took Matthew years to agree to a coronation.
He had assumed the people would hate him simply for who he was but
as he stood before the masses their love for him and Sarah could be felt
from the farthest reaches of the island, from the youngest children to the
oldest and wisest of elders. Sarah could not stop her eyes from becoming
misty. Matthew used his free hand to wipe a tear from her cheek.
As Matthew raised his hand in the air the ecstatic cheers gradually
simmered down. Sarah watched with total happiness in her heart as
Matthew addressed their subjects, informing them of what he would do
for their citizens who were still in America. Telling them what an honor
it was to be appointed Ambassador of African American relations. Sarah
was entirely amazed by his sense of poise and dignity, the way he
commanded an audience, and completely enthralled everyone who was
blessed to hear him speak. Matthew had a presence about him, a natural
sense of nobility and honor unmatched by anyone. His speech concluded
to deafening applause and repetitious chants of, “LONG LIVE THE
PRINCE!”
Matthew whispered to his wife, “Knock ‘em dead, love.”
She smiled at him before raising her hand to speak. Her husband’s
inaugural speech would be a hard act to follow but much like Matthew,
Sarah was born for this.

Later at the traditional parade, King Samson encircled Queen Violet
in a loving embrace as they rode high on top of an elephant. Their faithful
protectors were stationed throughout the crowd. Samson planted a soft
kiss on the back of her neck that sent a shiver of desire up her spine.
Violet gazed dreamily over her shoulder at him impressed by the effect
he still had on her.
Samson and his queen abandoned all royal etiquette. They waved
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ecstatically behind them at Matthew and Sarah who were riding upon the
second Elephant. Samson and Violet shouted happily to the newly
appointed ambassadors. Sarah and Matthew excitedly waved back
though they couldn’t hear the king and queen over all the commotion.
They rode through the city streets waiving to ecstatic admirers. Flower
petals rained from every window and rooftop. Their pleasant fragrance
overtook the earthy stench of the elephants.
Matthew was still a little in disbelief that Samson had bestowed such
an honor upon him. He saw a time when Sarah’s father would have
sooner shot him than embraced him as family but the sands of time had
changed many things. The Civil War had brought an end to the notorious
institution of slavery and Sarah had returned to the motherland for her
third visit. This time to have her husband crowned. Sarah pointed to the
sky gazing in awe of the spectacular fireworks display. From their great
position, it seemed as if the island princess could reach out and touch
these magnificent wonders of light.
“It’s like something out of a fairytale,” she spoke dreamily.
“I brought them from the states just for you,” Matthew replied as
they swayed subtly with each step of the massive gray beast.
“They’re beautiful.” She nuzzled against his muscular chest and
stomach.
He wrapped his strong arms around her as they watched the
fireworks overhead. The familiar sound of the drums caught Sarah’s
attention. She gazed longingly as the tribesmen lit the torches of the ring
of fire.
“Will you compete?” Matthew asked. His lips were warm and sweet
against her ear.
She turned her head to look upon her prince. The delightful island
breeze blew his hair about his gorgeous face. The roar of crashing waves
and partying islanders nearly drowned out his words.
“Not this year.” She smiled softly. “I’m passing the torch to
Alexandria and Timothy. They are a beautiful blend of two lands, Africa
and America. They must learn to defend both.”
Matthew and Sarah turned to wave at their son and daughter who
were riding on the elephant behind them. They were pointing at all the
magnificent wonders never looking happier than this moment.
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“Your parents have practically kidnapped our children,” Matthew
chuckled.
“I’ve been replaced,” Sarah laughed.
Matthew placed a kiss behind her ear that made her whole body
tingle with a primal need for him.
“That’s how we got the first two,” Sarah chastised him. She playfully
gazed over her shoulder into his warm eyes.
“And would a third one be so wrong?” Matthew purred seductively.
“You’re hoping my moon days don’t come,” Sarah accused him.
Matthew’s silence was all the confirmation she needed. A smile
warmed her face as she contemplated the idea of another baby, another
precious gift brought forth from their love.
“Are you ready?” she asked.
“If you are.”
He grinned devilishly as his hand slid slowly down her back and over
the curve of her bottom, which he gave a little squeeze.
“Matthew! I didn’t mean right here on the elephant,” she gasped
pulling his hand up to a safe place around her middle.
She wagged a finger at the naughty American man. “I’m a princess
here. I must behave as such.”
“It’s a lovely celebration but I’m glad I’m not Samson. Your father
has the weight of the world on his shoulders,” Matthew sighed as
Samson’s elephant took mighty steps just meters ahead of them. “I would
never yearn for such a burden. I could never be a king.”
“I don’t know,” Sarah tapped his nose with the tip of her finger. “You
are a natural-born leader and a man of honor. Plus, King Matthew does
have a ring to it.”
“It doesn’t sound nearly as profound and just plain lovely as Queen
Sarah.”
She cupped his cheek with a flutter in her heart and a smolder in her
eyes. His lips lowered to meet hers in a particularly unhurried kiss like a
slow burn steadily mounting into a proper blaze.
Post parade, in the middle of the celebration, a cocky smirk lit
Matthew’s face. “I saw you tear up at my coronation.”
“Did not,” Sarah vehemently denied.
“Admit it, you’ve never prouder of me.”
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“Alright, I’ll admit it there was only one time I was prouder than
today.”
“And that is?”
“The day you diverged from the path of your father to free one
hundred people,” she confessed. “Our marriage of the shadows alone
was not a guarantee that you would not become a plantation master.”
Matthew nodded understandably, “There are men with black
mistresses and even black wives who still own slaves but that could never
be me and I’m glad the great escape proved that to you.”
He dropped an affectionate kiss into her countless tiny braids. Why
am I not surprised that Sarah did away with her beautiful tiara the first
chance she got? She informed me years ago of her dislike for expensive
jewelry and extravagant things. I suppose she feels no differently about
the crown. A peculiar princess indeed, one who accepts the
responsibilities of her birth but often shuns the perks.
As the festival continued all around them she stood in his arms
gingerly running her fingers through his smooth hair, adjusting the crown
atop his head.
Matthew admired every delicate curve of her face. It was even more
beautiful glowing and dimming with every flash of the fireworks. An
enchanted Matthew found himself already forgetting what she’d said
about royal etiquette and decency, or maybe there was something about
this woman that made him just not care. He didn’t want to be formal and
he certainly didn’t want to be decent. He wanted to be inside of her,
loving her passionately as she cried his name with every glorious
orgasm.
Matthew’s mouth fell to the bend of her neck nibbling his way up to
her earlobe. His hips pressed into hers rhythmically mimicking the act
he was dying to perform with her once they were alone. She pushed him
back with a breathless cry of his name but he maintained his hold on her
in every way. His eyes fell to her plump wet lips and he could no longer
fight the urge to taste them. His mouth met hers in a smoldering kiss as
she ran her fingers up through the back of his locks. Her thumb slid
across the textured gold of his crown, over the diamonds embedded in it.
She licked his bottom lip softly giving it a little bite that beckoned him
into her mouth and she could feel his embrace tighten at her boldness.
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His tongue slipped slowly through the crease of her supple lips and began
to explore her waiting mouth. She felt his hands move to her hips keeping
her in place until she succumbed to her desires. Their kiss deepened and
intensified until the already narrow space between them was no more.
His fingers trailed up her slender waist to cup a thinly veiled breast. Her
sensitive nipple peaked beneath the rough skin of his palm. The sensation
left her breathless until the whole world disappeared and all that
remained was their need, their love, their insatiable passion for each
other.
They came up for air at the sound of applauding subjects cheering
them on. They sprung apart with Sarah redressing herself, in case of
disapproving eyes. A little embarrassed Matthew stepped away from his
wife with a nervous laugh.
“I am still their princess,” an embarrassed Sarah reminded her
husband, “and you are their prince.”
They began politely addressing their subjects, embracing them,
listening to their concerns, and humbly accepting congratulations on
Matthew’s coronation. A star-struck adolescent boy latched onto Sarah’s
arm. Before Matthew could move to help, two very large tattooed guards
had the adolescent pinned to the ground. They’d be damned if any danger
came to their princess.
“He meant no harm!” Sarah shouted in their native tongue.
The tribal guards released the teenager. Sarah gave her stern-faced
protectors a nod of appreciation.
“These guards don’t play around, do they,” Matthew jested. “Now I
see why you call them the League of Falcons; they swoop in and attack
out of thin air.”
“They might as well be called the League of Brothers. They’re as
overprotective as my father,” Sarah chuckled.
She apologized to the tackled kid, who seemed no less in love with
her. Once she was certain he was alright, she returned to addressing her
people. Matthew watched her mingle with grace, poise, and pure
elegance. Before long Sarah and Matthew found one another once more.
She whispered seven words that stole the breath from his lungs, “Our
spot. Forty minutes. Don’t be late.”
“Wouldn’t dream of it,” Matthew grinned with a bite of his bottom
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lip watching the sultry swing of her hips as she walked away.

A soft wind blew the leaves of the palm trees that lined a sandy
beach. They had made love more than a few times in her lofty palace
chamber but Sarah had to admit there was something magical about the
Blue Lagoon.
Their tiki hut, just offshore, was as big as a house with a bar and
wicker furniture placed about its sandy floor. There was ventilation at
the top to allow smoke to escape from the fire pit. A curtain of stringed
beads formed a flimsy door for the structure. Sarah and Matthew rested
on a bed of plush pillows in nothing but a blanket.
Candlelight reflected off the shells that adorned her braids causing
her captivating eyes to shimmer. She looked like a goddess to Matthew
and he might have had her again if she wasn’t already sore and exhausted
from their earlier romp. She was a dream, a glorious dream and he
yearned to pinch himself but fought the urge. He put his knee up to
conceal the tent that his arousal was making of the blanket. He was too
late. Sarah had noticed and she slowly pulled the cover down to free him.
It stood before her tall, thick, and hard. Matthew shuddered with need
and anticipation as Sarah’s tiny hand moved to caress the smooth skin.
He gasped into her hair with the contact. Nobody spoke. They found
better uses for their mouths as the next half hour whirled by in an erotic
titillating blur, pushing each other to the brink and pulling back before it
was over. They took their time, unlike earlier when built up passion made
them tear into each other with ravenous desperation. This time was
different. This time they were making love.
Their erotic teasing ended with Matthew on top of her, without either
of them truly knowing how he got there. They were intoxicated with one
another. Matthew slid into her ever slowly as if massaging away the
soreness he created in this intimate place. A wanton moan escaped her
quivering lips and her teeth sank into his shoulder. Tears filled her eyes
as he filled her completely. Every soft wet wall of her interior was
stretched to capacity and aching for him.
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“Matthew,” she cried out in ecstasy as he pulled back and pushed
into her again, welding his pelvis to hers over and over and over until she
adjusted to accommodate his love. She held him close as he took her
body slowly and lovingly with a gentle and steady rhythm. The taut head
of his manhood softly drummed causing her body to tremble in his arms.
Matthew smiled knowing that she was at his mercy and he tortured her
with pleasure. The curls at the base of his desire tickled and caressed the
sensitive button just above where they joined.
“Please don’t stop,” she gasped breathlessly before she could catch
herself. At the moment she didn’t care if he found her wanton as long as
he kept bedding her the way her body needed.
“Sarah,” he shuddered as she wrapped her shapely legs around his
back and her tongue ran up his Adam’s apple. He laid very still for a
moment before regaining his rhythm. “You nearly finished me.”
She smiled against his neck pleased with herself before giving him
kisses and nips that made his body quiver with pleasure. His hands,
mouth, and teeth were everywhere on her body that he could reach. He
elicited whimpers, shivers, and cries of ecstasy, from her as his rippling
chest brushed over her chocolate nipples with every forward and
backward motion. Their entwined bodies were slick with sweat. Her
wetness was seeping into his curls as they finished, trembling in ecstasy
with a gentle cry of each other’s names.
After a few moments of silence and bliss, they began to stir, freshen
up, and find comfortable cuddling positions. Matthew nuzzled up behind
her, caressing her skin lazily. With the covers a bit tousled she caught a
glimpse of his muscular calf. He bore a tattoo that went from his ankle
clear up to his knee: the mark of royalty.
She couldn’t help but tease the haughty Christian, “The body is a
temple, Matthew. How could you desecrate your body with a permanent
marking?”
He grinned and placed his lips on the back of her neck, “The most
beautiful woman I’d ever seen once told me that there’s nothing wrong
with giving your temple a little décor.”
Sarah laughed sleepily pulling his arm even tighter around her until
he enveloped her like a warm blanket. “I love you, Prince Matthew.”
“I love you, Princess Sarah,” Matthew’s words were a little distorted
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as he yawned.
His heavy eyelids drifted shut as he cuddled the soft body of his wife.
The island prince and princess drifted peacefully to sleep without
sadness, nor fear, nor worry of any kind. They were guarded by the
power of love, the will of God, and the incredible League of Falcons.
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Try this next…

Matthew is your average prohibition era teen until he is kidnapped by
gangsters and forced to brew illegal alcohol. The beautiful but deadly
Sarah Brodeur is the girlfriend of a notorious mobster. Matthew locks
horns with the femme fatale from the very start. She loathes the
southern bigot and the feeling is mutual. As they fall prey to the
dangers of the criminal underworld Sarah and Matthew form an
attraction as deadly as it is undeniable…

Long ago, the universe was ruled by the gods.
These beings of infinite power governed the
planets in peace and harmony until the birth of
Eris, the wicked goddess of discord. Eris’s quest
for perpetual chaos brought war among humans
and feuds among immortals. The gods believed
that only love could change a heart so dark.
Mighty Zeus, desperate to save the realm and his
corrupt daughter, sought a marriage for Eris. As a
final act of treachery, Eris agreed to wed, but only
if she could claim her cousin’s betrothed, a mortal
king named Matthaios. Though deeply in love,
Matthaios and Sara put the survival of mankind
first. Sara tearfully agreed to break off her
engagement if Eris vowed to love Matthaios and
be kind to him. Eris broke her promise soon after
the wedding. She was unfaithful, dishonest, and
cruel. Soon the king’s heart wandered back to the
only woman he had ever loved, the goddess Sara.
For their affair, Eris cursed Matthaios and Sara to
endure an infinity of mortal lifetimes and to be
star crossed lovers in every one of them...

Prologue:
The Great Depression

M

atthew still cringed at the memory of men leaping from
skyscrapers during the Wall Street Crash, embracing their
deaths at the moment they lost everything… the moment
America lost everything. Matthew’s family was reduced to
sharecropping after the economy swirled down the toilet. Sharecropping
was barely a step up from slavery and a long staircase down from the
affluent life they once had. It was sufficient to keep a moldy shack over
their heads but their cupboards were bare.
Like many Louisiana natives, Matthew turned to the river for his
dinner. He waded in the cool water, feeling for catfish holes. Noodling
was an effective but at times dangerous way of fishing. Some noodlers
lost fingers to snapping turtles. Others lost their lives to the alligators that
stalked the Louisiana bayous. Matthew’s sister, Nicole, cautioned him
against it but even at the tender age of fourteen, he was more concerned
with feeding his family than his safety.
During this trip, he’d caught three fish the length of his arm.
Matthew threw the fish to his older brother, Jimmy, who cleaned and
filleted them right there on the riverbank. Jimmy passed the filets to their
sister, Nicole. She rolled them in seasoned cornmeal and deep-fried them
over an outdoor flame.
Nicole had never been able to hear or vocalize words but she was a
master of reading lips and speaking with her hands. Ignorant people saw

her as bizarre and broken despite her breathtaking beauty, kind heart, and
intelligence. Matthew never saw Nicole as inferior to the rest of his
siblings. She had always been his favorite.
Nicole wagged a finger at two of the neighbor kids who were playing
too close to her pot of scalding grease.
“Yes Miss Nicole,” they replied in unison.
She wrapped some fish in a paper bag and gave it to the children.
The hungry kids thanked her graciously. A furious Jimmy snatched the
food from them.
Nicole gasped at his appalling behavior. She began to tell him off
with her hands.
“We ain’t running no charity! Times is tough!” Jimmy reminded her.
Matthew yelled from the river, “Jimmy if you don’t give that food
back to them youngins and apologize to Nicole I ain’t catching no more
fish for you!”
Jimmy grudgingly surrendered the food bundle and hissed at the
children, “piss off!”
They fled and he gave the nearest one a kick in the rear.
Nicole shook her head at him and signed, “You’re so grouchy
lately.”
“I’m sorry,” Jimmy replied with a sincere grin that reminded her of
the brother she looked up to.
Nicole forgave him with the understanding that he hadn’t always
been this way. As the oldest of ten children Jimmy had an unbearable
amount of responsibility, especially now that their father had passed
away.
“Do you think the world will ever turn around?” asked Jimmy.
Nicole picked strips of fish from the sizzling oil. She assembled a
po’boy sandwich for Jimmy and silently assured him, “There’ll be jobs
again. We just have to weather the storm.”
Jimmy smiled at her optimism and sank his teeth into the sandwich.
The well-seasoned crust and flaky interior made him forget all his woes.
Nicole assembled a plate for Matthew. Jimmy gave him a shout. She
covered the rest to bring home for everyone else.
“Just one more and I’ll get out!” Matthew shouted toward the bank.
He shoved his arm in a hole. Adrenaline coursed through his veins when

a fish latched onto his hand. This thing had a hell of a bite. Matthew was
in for a fight. He gripped the behemoth with both arms and tried to
wrestle it to shore.
They splashed and thrashed. It wasn’t long before Matthew realized
he was in a losing battle. He hadn’t caught a fish. This monster had
caught him and it wasn’t letting go.
“It’s too big!” Jimmy screamed. “Release it before it drowns you!”
“I can’t!” Matthew screamed between gags of water. “It’s got me!”
Jimmy and Nicole dove into the water. They swam as they’d never
swam before. The three of them hauled the giant catfish to shore. It was
longer than Matthew was tall and had a mouth the size of a dinner plate.
Matthew and Jimmy were laughing hysterically and celebrating their
victory. Jimmy punched Matthew in his badly bruised arm. There was a
howl of pain followed by even more laughter.
Nicole was shaking in horror having nearly watched her brother die.
She signed to him, “No more noodling!”
“That fish will feed us for a month,” Matthew reasoned with her.
“I don’t care,” she signed. “Promise to never do this again.”
“But Nicole…”
She waved her hands furiously, “I said promise!”
“I promise,” Matthew relented and performed his goofy victory
dance until the smile returned to her face.
She rustled his wet locks. He pulled her into a headlock and rubbed
his knuckles over her head while she squealed in protest. Nicole had a
brother who would rather die than see her go hungry. Matthew had a
sister who would rather go hungry than see him die.
There was nothing in the world more special than family, but not
even the bond of blood could stop the pending catastrophe.
Catching that monster catfish would be the last thing Matthew and
Nicole ever did together…

Chapter 1:
Guns, Games, & Garters
Detroit, Michigan 1930’s
ony Cafero, a notorious gangster, marched into the warehouse
surrounded by his henchmen. The place was filled with ill-gotten
barrels of hooch and jugs of moonshine. It smelled of dust and
mildew. They swept through the aisles until at last finding their
destination.
Tony grinned at an ebony-skinned vixen who was posing
triumphantly with one foot on a trunk. She was armed to the teeth and
dressed in boyish clothing: pinstriped breeches, suspenders, and a
button-down top. Her battle wear did not take away her beauty. She
possessed raven hair that bore deep-sea like waves and eyes the color of
obsidian.
The woman, named Sarah, thoughtlessly twirled two butterfly
knives. They made metallic noises as they opened, closed, and swished
about. She wielded these blades with the precision of a surgeon and she
was no less skilled with a pistol. Sarah was a proper warrior in this postdepression world where societal rules didn’t apply. The only thing that
mattered was survival.
“I take it the heist went well,” said Tony.
“That depends on your definition of well,” Sarah snarled bitterly and
tucked her knives away. “I lost two guys but I retrieved what you sent
me for. I hope it was worth it.”
Tony felt bad about the losses and would certainly compensate their
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families but he had accepted long ago that there would always be
casualties in a war. That’s what this was in the criminal underbelly of
Detroit, a war for survival. Every man on his crew, including himself,
accepted such risks to keep those they loved from becoming homeless
and standing in soup kitchen lines with hungry bellies. Tony knew the
degradation of standing in line for eight hours for a bowl of watery soup.
Even worse, he knew the feelings of starvation and defeat after waiting
all that time just to hear they’ve run out of soup. Tony vowed to never
endure such poverty again.
He accepted the key and unlocked the trunk, while his henchmen
salivated in anticipation of the riches that lie within. Tony carefully
raised the lid of his precious cargo. Disappointment and fury bounced
from one face to the next like someone had tipped a trail of dominoes.
There were no jewels nor dirty money, only an unconscious adolescent,
who’d been bound and gagged. The hostage wasn’t even a well-dressed
fellow that might fetch them a hefty ransom. This was a poor boy, in a
stained shirt under tattered overalls. How could this pissant be the most
valuable thing the Russo clan possessed?
The mobsters started bickering amongst themselves. Their
arguments echoed off the warehouse walls. They were convinced their
boss had lost his mind.
Tony was the only one happy with the contents of the trunk. He
grinned like Sarah had delivered the holy grail.
Tony whispered to his unconscious hostage, “Hello Matthew. We
are going to accomplish great things.”

Within the hour their hostage was up and around but he hadn’t
spoken since being pulled from the trunk. Matthew’s captors had run him
a hot bath and provided a feast fit for a king but Matthew wanted nothing
from them but his freedom. The room they kept him in was the most
luxurious he’d ever seen. He stared out the window of the mansion as
armed men paced the perimeter. There was no escape. He felt like a
caged animal despite the beauty of this place.

Tony gave a polite knock from the other side of the door. When it
went unanswered, he entered cautiously followed by Sarah. Matthew
continued to stare out the window as if refusing Tony’s company, along
with his food and bath.
Tony smiled at the young man who somehow reminded him of
himself. “I apologize for the way you were brought here but it was the
only way to offer you a job without risking your life. If your boss found
out you were meeting with one of his competitors he’d have you fitted
for a pair of cement shoes and cast you into the murky depths of the
Detroit River but if you were taken against your will no harm would
befall you.”
Matthew turned to meet his gaze but refused to speak.
Tony got straight to the point, “My spies have been checking on the
competition’s clubs for weeks. Imagine my surprise to hear that the best
booze this side of the Mississippi is brewed by an eighteen-year-old kid.
Russo pays you slave wages. You can’t even afford to replace your
clothes. What were they? Hand-me-downs from an older brother or a
father? They’ve been patched and hemmed more times than I can count.
At this point, you’re wearing more patches than denim.”
Matthew’s chest rose and fell with furious breaths.
Tony assured him, “I’m not trying to insult you. All I’m saying is
you are a mastermind and you have nothing to show for it. I can change
that. My people found you with ten dollars to your name and a busted
timepiece that doesn’t keep time.”
Tony brandished the dinged up pocket watch. It had belonged to
Matthew’s deceased father and he was going to get it back even if he had
to rip off Tony’s head. He launched himself at Tony. Sarah spun between
them. One of her blades was at Matthew’s throat and the other was at his
crotch. Her dark eyes were burning into his, daring him to give her an
excuse.
“It’s alright love.” Tony carefully pulled Sarah’s knives away from
Matthew, then he passed the beloved trinket to its rightful owner. “I had
it fixed for you.”
Matthew thoughtfully gazed at the hands of his watch as they moved
for the first time in years. He broke his silent protest to speak, “Thank
you, Mr. Cafero.”

Sarah shook her head at the heavy southern drawl, “What Louisiana
swamp did they fish you out of?”
This woman had kidnapped him and delivered him to a mobster.
Now she was insulting him!
Matthew was fuming. “Who is this unruly broad!”
Sarah’s revolver was in Matthew’s face before Tony got a chance to
contain the situation.
Tony cautiously reached out to lower her weapon as he informed
Matthew, “She is my everything and I’ll only ask you once to address
her by name. Her name is Sarah.”
Matthew’s eyebrows furrowed with confusion. “That’s a girly name
for an assassin. It means princess.”
“I know what the hell it means, hillbilly. I went to school,” she
huffed in anger.
Matthew spoke to Tony as if she wasn’t in the room, “Well I’ll be
darned, an educated Negress. How on earth did you come by such a
creature?”
Sarah gritted her teeth in frustration as Matthew examined her like a
specimen in a petri dish. Matthew was the embodiment of everything she
hated: southern, a racist, an idiot. She detested the way he addressed
Tony every time without speaking to her directly. It was obvious that
Matthew did not see her as an equal or even a person. Tony shook his
head with amusement as Matthew and Sarah circled each other like a
cobra and a mongoose, natural-born enemies ready to strike.
Sarah snarled, “I can’t believe I lost two friends over this little
bastard.” She narrowed her eyes on Matthew. “You better be worth it.”
Tony intervened before they killed each other, “We suffered some
casualties but that’s hardly the boy’s fault.” He turned to Matthew. “She
insults your roots because it takes one to know one. We’re from
Louisiana too.”
“Don’t sound like it,” Matthew scoffed.
“We’ve been in Detroit long enough to lose our accents. That’s how
I know the best bootleggers are southern boys, like you,” Tony
explained.
Tony dropped a stack of cash on Matthew’s table. It was more money
than the country lad had ever seen in his life. Easily enough to buy the

land his family worked on so they could reap the fruits of their hard labor.
“You got three choices,” said Tony. “Option one, take the cash as an
apology for the inconvenience and go back to work for Russo. Option
two, take the cash home to Louisiana and forget you ever knew Russo. I
won’t stand in your way.” Matthew was about to grab the cash and flee
when Tony went on to say, “or… you can go with option three, take the
money as a mere bonus and start working for me. I promise there’s much
more where that came from and I have an at will policy.”
Matthew didn’t believe him for a second. “No gangster has an at will
policy. Russo said the same thing but once I got to Detroit I was never
allowed to leave. I could send my wages and a supervised letter to my
family once a month. I remember the day I arrived in the motor city. I
stepped off the train with nothing but a suitcase full of blueprints, recipes,
and dreams. Michigan Central Station was so grand it could have been a
city of its own. Then Russo appeared like a god among men and stole
three years of my life.”
“I’m not Russo,” Tony swore. “You can work for as long as you
want and quit when you’re ready.”
Sarah agreed, “Disgruntled employees are more likely to betray us
to a competitor or rat on us for a reduced jail sentence. In a world of
guns, games, and garters one unhappy worker could mean the difference
between life and death. I prefer to maintain honor amongst thieves. We
never keep a man against his will.”
Tony assured Matthew, “I’ll give you the night to think it over. Sarah
will help with your bath.”
Sarah’s eyes bulged in shock. “One moment,” she told Matthew
before snatching Tony into the hall. “He’s a big boy. He can bathe alone.
If he wanted a bath he would have taken one already.”
Tony explained, “When I tossed Matthew his daddy’s watch and he
raised his arm to catch it, he flinched in pain and grabbed his side. You
busted his ribs in the tussle. He hasn’t bathed because he’s too proud to
admit he can’t get his shirt off.”
“Oh,” Sarah gave an oops expression, “but wouldn’t one of the
courtesans be better suited to assist him?”
Tony shook his head no, “This boy is a self-righteous goody goody.
I can’t have him finding out we have a brothel until after he’s accepted

employment here. I would help him myself but after he’s been strongarmed into servitude and bullied by men it will feel like a violation to be
undressed by one. If you help him you will seem repentant for having
injured him in the first place.”
Sarah nodded understandably. Tony placed a sweet kiss on her
forehead and let her get on with the task. Sarah added hot water to
rewarm the bath. She unhooked the straps of his overalls. Matthew kept
them from falling off with the arm it didn’t hurt to move. She stood
before him wielding a knife but he saw no malice in her eyes, only
kindness, a trait he didn’t think she was capable of.
Sarah asked, “Is this shirt a favorite of yours? I can leave it intact but
it will hurt like hell to pull it over your head.”
“Go ahead and cut it,” said Matthew.
He watched as Sarah carefully sliced the shirt from his body. She
balled up the dingy fabric and discarded it.
She turned around as Matthew dropped the rest of his clothes in a
one-arm shimmy and then he climbed into the tub. The water was so
heavily saturated with scented creams and bubble bath that it was
impossible to see any part of him that was submerged. This made him
feel safe.
“You can turn around now,” he assured her.
“Do you still need help?” she offered.
“No, but I could use some company.” Matthew didn’t want her
company but he needed to know if she was truly a monster before
deciding whether or not to accept employment.
Sarah pulled up an ottoman and sat next to the tub. “Sorry for hurting
you. If it’s any consolation you gave me a hell of a fight.”
“And don’t you forget it,” he laughed, though it was painful.
Sarah swallowed her pride and admitted, “If Russo fed you more
than a crust of bread and a glass of water a day you might have
overpowered me.”
“And what a pity that would be. You would be dead and I’d still be
a slave,” Matthew confessed as he soaped up his raven hair. “I don’t
know if I’m staying here. All I know is I ain’t going back there.”
“If you don’t stay here what’s your plan?” she asked to gather
information. She couldn’t have cared less what his plans were.

“I’ll probably head back to Louisiana and marry a sweet little
virgin… a white one of course,” he couldn’t resist the opportunity to take
a jab at his kidnapper.
Sarah was more amused by his ignorance than offended. “I take it
you disapprove of Tony and me?”
“It’s unnatural,” Matthew admitted with a judgmental scrunch of his
nose.
“What’s unnatural is an obsession with virgins,” Sarah smirked.
“And why is that?” he questioned. “Name one man who doesn’t
desire a perfect woman.”
Sarah got down on her knees and placed her forearms on the tub. She
whispered just inches from his face, “I was always told that virgins are
preferred by little boys who have no confidence in the size of their
manhood and no faith in their ability to please. A real man comes into
my bedroom with the knowledge that he will do things to my body that
will have me forgetting or despising anyone who came before him.”
Matthew was in a trance. “What does he do?”
She reached out with two fingers and closed his eyes. Her soft moist
lips brushed his ear as she whispered steamy desires that would make a
lumberjack blush.
Sarah finished by saying, “He is my warrior.”
Matthew’s eyes drifted open and he begged to know, “What does
one need in a warrior?”
Sarah gave a cute shrug, “For starters, I love a gladiator who can
keep his sword up.”
“Then allow me to draw my weapon. We’ll battle until dawn,” he
vowed.
Sarah shook her head, “Didn’t you say such things were unnatural?”
Matthew slammed his head back in frustration, “You tricked me.”
“I merely enlightened you. Now get out of the tub. You’re clean
enough,” she ordered.
“Um… it’ll be a minute,” Matthew covered himself, fearing that she
could see evidence of his desire beyond the bubbles.
Sarah handed him a bell and stepped out to grant him privacy. What
she did was cruel but so were his implications that she was lesser because
she was black and unworthy of marriage because she wasn’t a virgin.

Once summoned, she wrapped his ribs, fetched his medicine, and helped
him into his pajamas.
Matthew didn’t want to admit that she was still on his mind but he
had to know, “Why would you say such things to me?”
“Because it forces you to accept the fact that I am just as human as
you. The only other explanation is that you enjoy screwing animals,”
Sarah replied.
“So you desired to teach me a lesson in humility,” said Matthew.
“Was that your only reason?”
“Of course,” she insisted. “What other reason would I have?”
“The desire to voice what hasn’t been done to you in a long time,”
he grinned.
Sarah didn’t confirm nor deny the allegation. “Are you calling me
unattractive? Your earlier response says otherwise.”
“We both know it would be a lie if I called you unattractive.”
Matthew brushed her hair aside and whispered in her ear, “What I’m
saying is that you’re ignored. If you ever get tired of being neglected you
know where to find me.”
His words sent tingles down her spine. For the second time, Sarah
did not confirm nor deny the accusation. Matthew grinned in triumph. If
he wasn’t getting any sleep neither was she. Sarah slipped out of the
room annoyed with herself for allowing Matthew to get in her head. She
wasn’t surprised to find Tony in the corridor scheming.
“Did you apologize?” asked Tony.
“Yes”
“Did you seduce him?”
“Yes”
“That’s my girl,” Tony grinned. “I don’t want the boy sleeping with
fond dreams of running home to Louisiana. I need him lying there
watching the ceiling and stroking himself to thoughts of you.”
“I’m uncomfortable with being dangled like bait,” Sarah snapped.
“Relax,” Tony assured her. “A teenager’s heart is fleeting.
Matthew’s infatuation will dissolve and by the time it does he will stay
because he’s one of us.”

Across town, Vincent Russo ranted before a table of bruised and
battered mobsters. Most men went gray around the ears first but Russo
was the opposite. He had a skunk streak down the middle of his shiny
black curls.
Russo yelled, “Can someone please tell me what the hell happened
tonight!”
“It was Tony’s harpy and her henchmen that stole the lad,” one of
the gangsters explained as he held a cold raw steak over his black eye.
He flicked a photo of Sarah. It spun across the table to his boss.
Russo rose and leaned forward with his fists on the table. He looked
around his den of thieves wondering how he recruited so many failures.
Russo informed them, “We cannot steal the boy back because the harpy
will kill us all. We cannot steal Tony and cut off his appendages because
the harpy will kill us all. But I’ll tell you what we can steal…” every face
was attentive and desperate to know. Russo slammed a knife through the
face of Sarah’s picture, “we can steal the damn harpy!”

Two star crossed lovers. One ancient curse…
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